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MODEL CITIES PROGRAM, NEWARK, N.J.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1972
HOUSE OP REPRESIENTATiqVES,

SUBCOMMIrrTEE ON HOUSING,
COMMITTEE ON' BANKING AND CURRENCY,

Newark, N.J.
A special task force of the su)comlittee met, pjursuallt to notice, at
10: 10 a.m., in room 730, Federal Buildinig, i ion. Robert G. Stephens,
J'., presiding.
Present: Repiesenta1tives Stephens, Minisl, and I idnall.
Staff present: Messrs. Prins, McKeever, and Ireland.
Mr. STEP HENS. The meeting wil I please come to order.
Before we hear from you, Mr. Mayor, I would like to make an opening statement as to what our purpose is and also to thank you for corning here to lielp us become informed.
This task force of the Subcommittee on Housing is holding hearings in Newark today in order that we may hear the views and opinions of local officials and local citizens, if they desire, on how Federal
housing and urban development programs are actually operating in
the field. Also, we will probably express our concerns to you as well.
Earlier this year the chairman of the Housing Subcommittee, our
colleague from'Philadelphia, Congressman William A. Barrett, designated a task force of members from theIHousing Subcommittee to go
into the field to get the grassroots view of how ourm programs are opcrating and what the people most directly affected think of them. (I
really shouldn't say the "gr'assroots view' becallse most, of our visits
have been in urban communities where you don't have much grass.)
Our hearings today will constitute another step in carrying oit this
task.
Thus far we have conducted similar hearings in cities wlich are as
varied as can be. They include San Juan, P.R.. Philadelphia. Pa., Atlanta, Ga., Dayton, Ohio, Albuquerque and Santa Fe, N. Mex., and
San Jose, Calif. As you can see, we haven't been able to put a foot
down much in WVashmngton except in the middle of the week because
our meetings have been on the weekend, which is the time that our
wives say is supposed to be their own.
It is ofir hope, though, that through these hearings we can gain a
better insight in how IHUD programs are viewed and how theyoperate at the local level.
To my mind, and I think every member of the Housing Subcommittee will agree with me, field hearings such as this are essential if we are
to legislate wisely and effectively.
It is all too easy for a Member of Congress to fall into the trap of
receiving information on IJUD operations solely from the admin(1)

istration, from industry groups, and from our own constituents. A
broader and more comprehensive frame of reference is clearly necessary if responsible and responsive national legislation is to be enacted.
It is our intention that these hearings be informal and that those who
testify feel free to present their views and discuss any problems that
they may have to discuss with us with frankness and candor.
If at all possible we would like those testifying to limit their statements to 15 or 20 minutes in order that a maximum amount of time will
be available for questions and general discussion.
The focus of or hearings will be on the Model City and public
housing programs and FHA operations in the center city but we are
also here to learn what your, problems are and what your concerns are
in connection with the entire gamut of HUD operations. We hope that
you will feel free to discuss other programs.
-This morning we will run until 12 noon. We will recess for lunch and
then reconvene at 2 o'clock.
Before I call on you, Mr. Mayor, I would like to yield to your distinguished New Jersey Congressman, the Honorable JToseph 6. Minish,
who is a member of this task force. He has been to the other cities that
I mentioned. Then when the Honorable William B. Widnall, also a
distinguished Congressman froin New Jersey, the ranking minority
member of the Housing Subcommittee and o? the whole Banking and
Currency Committee arrives, we will call on him for whatever remarks
he might like to make. I am going to yield now to Mr. Minish.
Mr. MiNISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, we are pleased that the subcommittee did find time to
come up to New Jersey. The statement you made represents the views

of the oversight committee of which I am pleased to be a member, and
I ivn particularly pleased that we have the opportunity this morning
of hearing from Mayor Kenneth A. Gibson, the mayor of the largest
city in New Jersey, wvho can tell us some of the problems that he has
in the city with public housing. FHA 235, and, of course, what his
vie ws are on Model Cities.
Mr. STE PhENS. Mr. Mayor, we are delighted that you have come to

help us and guide us. Please -feel free to take as much time as you would
like. If you have a prepared statement that you would like to present
for the record we will be glad to have it. Please feel free to present
your testimony in any manner you would like.

At this point T w uld like to note for the record the staff members
present. Mr. McKeever of the iHoiising Subcommittee staff, Mr. Casey
Ireland of the Housing Subcommittee staff with the minority~and
Mr. Curt Prins, who is on the staff of the full Banking and Currency

Committee. Mr. Prins has gone into a lot of the details here as a result
of an audit that was made by HU D, and if you can stay and hear what
he has to say we will be delighted to have you stay, but you may
proceed now in any fashion that you would like and take as much time
as you would like.

STATEMENT OF HON. KENNETH A. GIBSON, MAYOR,
CITY OF NEWARK, N.S.
Mayor GmsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Congressman Minish.
I, first of all, want to welcome the committee, the task force, to
Newark. I think it is a great idea personally that you have the oppor-

tunity-I know you don't have the time-but that you have the opportunity to get a chance to go into the field and take a look at these cities.
I would hope that while you are here you may get an opportunity
to take a look at the city in a tour. As I understand you may have an
opportunity to tour our public housing, our Model Cities area. I think
that you may get a senie of what some of our problems are.
The housing and community development programs which are,
handled by our committee are critical certainly to the physical and
social revival of Newark and the other major cities in the country.
Our growing experiences with urban housing and community development programs show that just constructing new or rehabilitated
housing will-not solve the city's problems or lead to their renewal.
The heavily publicized defaults on FHA subsidized housing in
many central cities has emphasized this lesson. The physical, social,
and economic development programs must be working together if
any one of thein-any one of them-is to succeed in the inner city, certainly in Newark, and I believe that is true of any city.
In addition, there must be jobs, transportation, health services, day
care services, and educationaI programs if new housing is to produce
a new environment. Some important steps have been taken toward
making such a comprehensive effort in tlw, cities.
The Model Cities program permits a broad range of physical and
social programs to be developed and applied to a specific'neighborhood, the model neighborhood. But Newark, and other cities in the
country, has recently beeA authorized through the planned variations
concept to extend the Model Cities concept to a citywide program.
This planned variations concept, which extends the Model Cities
program, will permit me as mayor to review a wide range of federally
supported programs which would not otherwise come through the
chief executive's office. I am sure you have heard complaints about
the lack of ability to review programs from other city executives
around the country.
One of the first things that I did when I took offie in Newark
2 years ago was to visit each Department, each Secretary in Washington, to try to find out what exactly was happening as far as Federal programs in Newarkkwhat kind of programs, how much money,
and whAt were they supposed to be doing in the city. Unfortunately
I never found out, I never got that total answer. That has been a part
of our problem at the loctO level in dealing with some of the Federal
programs.
I think the planned variations concept if properly applied may help
us to alleviate that problem Ao we can develop our own priorities and
have the Federal dollar relate to the needs of the city based on a
planned approach, and that is why I support the planned variations
concept. Prunarily, of course, I would like to see, as most chief executives, more money involved in these kinds of programs, but I understand what the appropriations problems are. This should make it
possible in the setting of goals and priorities to which the Federal
as well as city funded programs will conform. We hope it will also
lead to a similar and more expeditious Federal review of funding
applications.
Newark has been allocated an additional $7 million for expansion in
the Model Cities program and to the additional neighborhoods-of the
city-

Mr. S'1'mIIl.NS. May I ask you a question on that?
Mayor GIBSON. Yes, Sir.
M'. ST'rmrxNs. That $T million, that is not in the addition to what
you had, a little over $5 million?
Yes;have
it is.your $5 million plus the $7 million ?
GmsoN. You
Mayor
Mr. SrmrExs.
Mayor GiBsON. Yes, sir.
Mr. STmrii. NS. For this second layer?
Mayor GIRsON. Yes, sir. Tile community development block grants
whicl have been proposed in the housing ;ill passed by the Senate and
is under consideration now in the I'louse will be an important improvement over the current categorical grants for urban renewal and other
HUD programs. Again the mayor would be in a better position than
under the current legislation to establish the priorities of the city.
Now, such block grants, which are sometimes referred to as special
revenue sharing, will, of course, be meaningful if more money is available to a city through those programs thain through the categorical
programs that they will replace. Passage of this bill is urgently needed
In 0111 Ol)inion.

IUI) has wisely broadened the 701 plain;ing grant program to include the kind of management and planning staff which '-will be req uired for mayors and other chief executives to administer effectively
the new authority under the block grants and other )rograms.
In Newark, we are establishing this new management and review
capability through the planned variations in the 701 programs. But
despite these positive steps, there have been many deficiencies and gaps
in the Federal housing and community development programs.
For instance, for the lowest income families there is still no effective
low density housing program. We have high-rise public housing. It is
the only current alternative that we have.
Now we, in Newark, know the' problems that develop from high-rise
I)ublic housing. We know what it does for large families. The Federal
Government is currently forcing housing authorities across tie country, in effect, into banlkruptcy-by withholding subsidies which are
needed by many of these authorities to replace rent revenue lost when
they follow theBrooke amendment. As you know, this require:1 that the,
fTniily be charged no more thau 25 percent of their income.
I agree with the'principle of the Brooke amendment that a family
should not be required to pay more than 20 percent; but who )icks ui)
th cost?
Mr. Mrxiism Can I interrupt here ?
Mayor GImsoN. Yes, sir.
Mfr. I'N'ISII. Also under that amendment there are people that pay
zero r'ent.

Iayor GIBSON. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mixisir. Tihe 25 percent is the high point but there are people
right in otim' own city of Newark who pay zero rent under that amendm(,nlt, which further: comI)licates th l' roblen.
Mayor GIBsox. Yes, sir; so somebody has to pick tIp that cost.
Mr. S'rE11,'NS. Th'at does not mean, of course, thley have zero

income.
Mayor GIBSON. No.

Mr. s

'TE--NS.
There are exemptions+that make it zero rent.

Mayor (4usoN. That is right. We all agree with the principle of
allowing people who survive and have enough money to eat, the question is who lpiCkS ip ti costs, hiow (1 we1 Subsidize housing beyond

that?
I certainly don't watit to give the il)ression that the specific sittuation in Newark where 1111) has re(lliredi a reorganization of the public housing agency, the Newark Ilosing Authority, should not go
forward. I tIhiink that reorganization, proper management is required,
but at, the same time you calit expect any agency, whether it be a Newark h1ouising Authol:ity or any other agency, to survive less it has
the ability, tlie basic funds, subsidy fluids to survive.
The newv site selection criteria that was established by ILUD in response to the high rate of foreclosures on subsidized housing could
severely lnestri('t or even prevent construction and rehabilitation of
lousing ill6central cities. It is most important in our opinion that I1UI)
not over-react, to foreclosure Iproblenis by actually stopping cities such
as *Nevwark from gettillg su bsidized housing a))rovals.
Mr. S'rmiru i,,xs. That is 235 and 236 )rogranl, to be specific.
Mayor (iso.x. Yes, sir. It is in)ortant, too, for U[) to) be adequately staffed( to process rapidly the new construction and rehabilitation l )l)lications.
Now. I (lon't have to go into it, but we lhave had a history of very
long delays and complications in having approved those things that
would be al)l)roved ifthere were additional staff available to handle
and l)pro(ess applications.
Mr. S'rmTmbs. That is when you have to get in touch with your
Congressinan to speed thenillu).
Mayor G SO.N. Yes, sir. I have been to Congressman Minish's desk
very often.
Mr. Mi.M-Amr. W\re are aware of that, and tie I)roblem is prevalent
throughout other areas. That is one of the things we plan to take up
with Mr. Sweeney when lie gets here, the long delay in servicing
applications.
Mavor G IIIsox. In your tour, if you have the opportunity of Newark,
you will see in our opinion an extremely large percentage of vacant
)and, and part of our problem is it is great to process right through
the (lemolition and clearance, but we have to also make sure that sometiling happens as rapidly as far as the actual construction rehabilitation area, because a city like Newark, where about 40 percent of the
land area pays all of the taxes, 60 1)ercent of Newark is tax free, a
l,20,000 house in Newark pays close to 4;2,000 a year in property taxes.
We can't afford to clear and not rebuild. 'Wecan't afford to allow these
buildings not to be rehabilitated. So we need as fast action as possible
in our a l)lications.
Many of the progressive-Federal programs that we have mentioned,
and I am sure you know about, have been authorized for only limited
time periods. Model City programs, for instance, is well along toward
the end of its 5-year authorization. Planned variations has been approved for only 2 years. I am sure you recognize that a city like Newark
cannot take up the burden after the end of these programs. of the costs.
We just can't alford it. So we have to be very careful in 'dealing with

the plans so that we are not saddled with the total cost of Federal programs after they end. That is a kind of tragic way to plan. It is very
ard to plan for the future of a city when you are dealing with 2 years
as a future or 5 years as a future.

The Federal Government-really, I guess all of us have a share of
the blame in the fact that we have not really found an effective way to
rejuvenate the economies of the decaying central cities. In Newark,
where the property taxes are high, no really workable incentives have
been devised to retain and attract commerce and industry. Some prograins are available through the Economic Development Administration, and HUD supports industrial and commercial urban renewal, but
a much broader range of assistance for economic development is required.
The future of America's cities depends on the development of the
hman potential; depends upon the physical building and rebuilding,
rehabilitation; and also depends upon us being able to hold and attract
those economic bases that a city needs to survive. If we have, to tax
our business and industry out of the city, as we are doing, there is a
very dim future for the city. We are losing some industry: we are attempting to attract others. We are using the urban renewal processes
to give written down land and tax abatements laws which are available in the State of New Jersey. We do as much as possible to hold
onto the economic bases. Sometimes I feel that we may be fighting
against the tide unless there is some kind of reorganization, rethinking, and restructuring of the economic way in dealing with the real
economic bases of the city.
City hall cannot provide all of the jobs in any city. We hire mnavbp
7,000 people in the city. We have an unemployment rate in Newark that
runs roughly 17 percent, which is very close to three times the national
average. Probably more than in some cases.
The economy, in my opinion, cannot be held together just by government, whether it be Federal, State, or local. We have to have the
resources and abilities, the governmental tools to make sure that we
retain those people who do hold together the job-producing industries
and efforts in our central cities.
With that, Mr. Chairman, T would like to close and thank you again
for allowing me to be here with you, and I will be happy to answer any
questions you have with the understanding that as far as the technical
areas, as far as the details, our Model Cities director, I understand will
be here with you this afternoon, and if there are technical questions
which we can get answers for you, we will certainly do that as soon as
possible e.
Mr. STEPTENS. Thank you very much for the comprehensive way
you have covered the problems.
I would like to ask you this: So far as "Model Cities is concerned,
How lhave you supervised the M,odel City program? Have you a part
of the council or a member of council designated as the liaison between
Model Cities and the council, or is it part of your office-what is the
structure of supei ision through your office to the Model Cities program?
Mayor GmsoN.. The Model Cities program is a part of Newark's

Commlnity Development Administration which is a part of the mayor's office. 'It is directly in the mayor's office. Recently, with the be-

ginning of the planned variations concept, we have developed a liaison
staff person paid for otit of planned variations money, with the Newark City Council, with the legislative body. We hope to thereby eliminate some of the problems that we have had in trying to develop a
program, a citywide program, for Model Cities expansion.

Mr. STEPITENS. Up until the time you had the variations program

authorized, you couldn't use the Model Cities funds for liaison
personnel?
Mayor G(isoN. Yes, sir; we could. We could have. There was no real
restriction from HUD on whether or not we could use a staff person
for that purpose. We just, did not s pecifically designate a person as
liaison bet ween Model Cities andlthe NewaI(rk City Council. The director of the agency, Junius Williams, basically became that person. We
appeared before the council when we had programs dealing with
Model Cities at their, what they call, l)remeeting conferences to explain the program. There have )een a series of out-of-city hall meetings, ,onferences, luncheons, and dinners where the city council and
the Model Cities staff have sat together to discuss the program, but
those are basically informal arrangements.
Mr. S'rr.mHwxs. How has citizen participation been structured in the
Model Cities program here? Hlave they worked well with the people
upon whom your Model Cities program is to operate?
Mayor GIBoN. Yes, sir.
Mr: STEPHIENS. Have they run the program or have they just been

consulted on the program. ftow has the structure been formed for citizen naiticipation?
Mayor GisoN. First, they have not run the program. The mayor's
office in effect has been responsible for the administration of the program.
Mr. STrENs. Well, I will say that is exactly what
we intended, for
the mayor's office to run it.
Mayor Ginso.N. What has happened is that in our model neighborhood, our model neighborhood was broken down into a series of districts, and we ran elections supervised and paid for out, of Model Cities
funds. We ran elections for representatives from those districts, and
that model neighborhood then was represented by those people who
were elected. It was an advisory board, as best Ican-I guess that is
the best word for it. It was certainly not a policymaking and lneisionmaking grom . They had regular meetings, we took into consideration the plans that they had, they sat with our staff and discussed
the plans we had developed: when there was dispute, if any item becanme a dispute. we made the final decision.
MNr. SII'TTEns-. Well. now. you liave indicated there is a problem as
to what will happen when the Model Cities program ends, and that the
experiment being made with the planned variations may be somewhat
of an answer to that.
Mayor GTRsON. Yes, sir.
Mr. STmPinws. And if we should have community development
block grants that could also serve as a substitute somewhat: is that
right?

'ayor GRqo. Yes. sir. We believeMr. STEPHENS. Do you feel that the community development pro-.

gram is the next step to the Model Cities?

Mayor GiBsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SmUUTTNS. To a certain extent?
Mayor GIBsON. In at sense, yes. We are basically now dealing with
the al~plivation of the Federal lollar, in my opinion, ina more effective
wav.in aIlowing .1s to develop a plan for the community, entire city,
in having that mney deal with that plan. It is very hard to have. as
we had, for instance, what we call a rat and pest program-I don't like
that teri'-l)ut to have a rat and pest control program that is restricted
to the model neighl)orlood and tell a,family on the other side of the
street we can't come over there and deal wfith your rats, we can only
del 1-with the rats ol this side of the street.
Ir. S'rwn,';s. You are just going to run the rats from this side of
the street across the street.
Mayor GiBsoN.. That is kind of a very glaring fault and difficulty
we have in dealing with some of those restricted programs.
MI. S'n.IIE'l . I have one other question I would like to ask. What
is the land inventory that you still have in your urban renewal projects
tlat is not been--:maybe Lhad better ask this-your urban renewal
aret consist of how niny, about how niany acres of land ?
MAlyor Guiso.N. Tles-v ar1e'questions that I could probably take some
inte'lligent guesses at. Mr. Chairmn, but I wouldn't really be able to
give, you the a answers. The, public housing and urban renewal programs
are administered by the Newark I-lousing Authority, which is a separate agency in Newark, and we can get you the facts and figures on
those, but I would 1wm afraid to take some wild guesses.
Mr. ST'mr~xs. I f you would, we will be glad to have. those submitted
for the reeor(iat voul'l convenience.
Mavor GmsoN,.'We will get those.
Ml'.: STE
.',xs.
Because you have touched upon that, saying that
tlit lald has to be lpitt back into some revellue l)rodicina' use.
Mayor Ginsox. As a kind of general comment, about 20 percent of
Ncvark's land area, total land area, is actually designatedd as urban
renewal l,1d.
Now, take inito ('onsideration that 40 percent of Newark land area
pays all of the taxes, 20 percent of Newark land area is designated as
urban renewal projects. We have a number of urban renewal projects.
Much of those urbtln renewal acres have been cleared, but the next step,
whiel r'equits Some,Construwtion, has not taken place. We can get you
thos( p)er(entages.
But in takin,. a look at Newark, we have a serious vacant land problem which is not just old buildings that have been dilapidated and
that we bave deinolished because of decay, it,
is because of the slowness
of the urlban renewal processes in going all the way beyond that demolitioji step and getting into the actual construction.
Mr. S''evr1.Ns. Well, you say 40 percent is bearing all the taxes, and
2) percent is in the urban renewal; and, of course, most of that is in
that .10 I)(1Cent.
.Mayor GnsoN. Yes, sir.
'Mr. Si',:PIs. I itian not inthe 40 percent, none of it.
Mayor (insox. Most of that is in the 40 percent. That part of our
pro!)leil. Iostly iil'baii renewal land will be bearing us taxes if we can
get something constructed on it.

Mr. STEPHENS. That is 60 percent. So you have 40 percent of your
land that would be in city buildings, county buildings, parks and
recreation.
Mayor GIBsoN. Highways. We have a number of State educational
institutions in Newark an( one Essex County college.
Mr. S'rEPiiNS. You don't derive any income from that so far as your
ad valorem tax is concerned?
Mayor GIBSoN. No.
Mr. STEIPTE.NS. You provide all the services like garbage collection,
police protection, and everything for the area, and have no collpensation for it'?
Mayor GmsoN. That is right.
Ml. STEXIII.NS. I have a similar situation in my hometown wi ere
the University of Georgia is hw.1ted. It hlls ill t ie major sections of
town a very large area and receives all of the s(,r'ievs, 111d the to(wn,
of (oir'se, finances it.
Mir. Finish, would you like to pursueMr. MiNisir. Thank you. Mayor, you have presented a very fine and
detailed statement of the problems of the city. I am aware of nmnny
of them but not as intimately as you, since you are working at them
every day. Many of the programs for which the city is getting money
I not only sponsored but also worked very hard, for thellir passage. ()1i
(.on1en'l, and we s)elk for tie ('onliluitteve, and this was (levelol)e( in
otlhr areas, is that sonile of these prograIlls arn(l't g(,tt ilg (own
tm(,
people. That is one of the things we want to develop later on ; and, of
coursee, we aipl)reciate whit volu said earlier., that sonic of tile tec('hlieal
questions you are not ill a position to answer. So sonicv of these (piestions will betfleci up with the appropriate people in anid out of ('ity
government.
I just have this one question, and let me say this, I ai sure you
agree with ne before I ask you the question. You do want the programs tiat are being fllnded, w hetier it is nio(el cities or ally other
program, to achieve the end for which the legislation wias intenle(I.
Mayor GiBlsoN.. Yes, Sir.
Mr: MlINISII. If there are areas where the hearings develop that the
committee doesn't feel that it, is going that way, I am sure you would
take appropriate action, if I know Ken Gibson t
Mayor Gmso-,. Absolutely. The only real purpose for government
in my opinion is services to the public, and the public is 400,000 people
in Newark.
Mr. MINIsi!. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ST PhimNs. Let me ask you one question that has concerned me
because I first really became aware of it during a visit we made to
Phila('.elphia. There has developed in the housing authority there an
inability to collect rent, and they have with the operating deficits
caused by the Brooke amendment and the nonpayment of rent, a $15
million) deficit in the_ program. The only alternative now that they have
is to ai k for a contribution from IUD.
I tl: o have understood that here in Newark, the housing authority
has about a $41/2 million deficit based upon a combination of the
Brooke amendment deficit plus the fact that you have also had a nonpayment of rent.

Mayor GIBSON. Yes, sir.

Mr. STEPHENS. What is the relationship between the welfare recipients who receive welfare checks in order to pay their rent but go on a
strike and don't pay it? Do you know how many recipients of welfare
are in the housing authority units ?
Mayor GmsoN. No, sir; I really don't know that answer.
Mr. STEPHF,NS. But is it a problem ?
Mayor GIBsoN. It is a serious problem. There is a large percentage
of the public housing tenants who are also welfare clients. We do know
that. Tt, does present a problem.
The rent strike situation is one that I think pe-sonallv, I really doi't
want to get in trouble with HUD or the tenants or with the housing
authority in dealing with that. Nobody likes to pay his rent. Rent is a
serious problem.
Mr. S'nINs. T don't like to pay anything unless Thave to.
Mayor GoseN. That is right. I think there are ways to deal with
those situations, which can he very effective, and I personally think
the best way to deal. with it is very early. You let those rent strikes run
for a long time and you have serious problems.
Mr. S'TI~rtu.n.. That is very tri,, T think what you i10a1 is soenething like this. If yon limi - 6.000 people, as the evidence showed was
the number of people tlllt are eligihile to be evicted for nonpayment, of
rent in the housing authority ini Philbidelphia, you can't take 6,000
people and evict them till on 1 day.
Mayor GIBsoN. That is right. '
Mr: STEPHENS. For humanitarian purposes you can't do it, and also
you would start a riot if you did it, andwhich must be avoided. One
of the excuses offered in Philadelphia was that the State legislature in
Pennsylvania had repealed the law that dealt with the establishment
of constables that were receiving the eviction processes and causing the
people to be moved and that the sheriff said he didn't have enough personnel to keep up with the number of eviction notices.
Do you have any problem like that in New Jersey that you know
of where you don't have enough personnel, if it were handled initially
like you said, before it got out of hand?
Mayor GIBsoN. I personally think if it had been handled initially we
would have enough personnel, and that is a county function, the constable but I think they can handle the problem if they don't have
to deQa with 6,000 people. At the point they are right now, I don't think
they can handle them.We do have constables.
Mr. S'mrii,,"s. Part of your reorganization of your housing authority was based upon the weakness of the existing leadership there to
stop the rent strikes from occurring?
Mayor GIBsoN. I don't know, HUD would have to answer that one.
They did have a hearing which they released their findings and directed that there be a reorganization.
As you probably know, I have had a continuous problem with the
Newark 1-ousing Authority and I don't think that is a part of the
reason for your asking me to come here, and I really don't want to
get into the details of that one. I think it is more of an administration
problem with us here in Newark.
Mr. MINrsH. Has it improved with the new executive director ?
Mayor GIBSON. Not yet.

Mr. M.-Iisji. You said earlier that you are concerned about the lowdensity home program and this gets into the hardware area of the
model cities.
I-lave they been doing anything at all in that area?
Mayor GIBsox. Very little. We dealt with the plan that we inherited. Basically, the model cities plan we inherited. Ihe low-density
program had not been a )art of that plan. But we have been very
effective at making use of project rehab in Newark. The last HiiD
group that toured the city called our project rehab the best in the
country. I think that with certain central cities, with especially
masonrN s rctures, rehab may be a partial answer to some of our
decay problem.
Mr: S.rxn.mNS. Is vandalism a problem in the areas that have been
rehabilitated? Is that one of the reasons that they had to be rehabilitated?
Mayor GIBSON.
(1
No, sir. Newark is a very old city. We are over 300
years(old. So our rehabilitation efforts really are dealing with buildings that died a natural death and we have to rehabilitate them. The

vandalism that has occurred in other cities relate to relatively new
buildings is another kind of phenomena. I think that public housing,
for instance, has an unusual problem with vandalism that
Mlr. STi:rEN-s. That is here as well as other places. I know it is
true in Atlanta and I know it was true in Boston, Mass.
Mayor (msox. As far as the rehab program in Newark. it is dealing with the fact you have an old building that should have been retired from use years ago.
Mr. ST, rI1C.-s. This rehab is basically residential?
Mayor GIms(N. Yes, sir.

Mr. S'rim:ixs. And is it homeownership, home owned, the person
who is doing the rehabilitation owns the place and lives in it?
Mayor GrisoN. Yes, sir. What happens is our city has been divided
up into a number of what we call rehab areas and the sponsors of
rehabilitation efforts in those( areas have been community- based corporations and those people who have had exl)erience in relhabilitation,
they actually purchase old buildings, rehabilitate those buildings and
rent. So it is a management corporation.
Mr. SriPHEn.s. Is it a nonprofit group?
Mayor GrnsoN. No, sir; these are 1 )roflt operatioins.
Mr. STEMENS. Private enterprise?

Mayor (ihsoN,. Yes, sir; profitinaking bperations which have been
sponsored and developed with community participation. We have
some community people involved in them.
I think one of the things we are finding out, and I think other cities
can learn, if there is a l)roft incentive in many cases, you get more
work.
Mr. S'rtI:iiENs. You get more for your money on that.
Mavor G(msoN,. Yens, sir.
Mr. M.-ixis. Is this rehabilitation in the Model Cities area alone?
Mayor GinsoN. Yes, sir. Not alone, a large part of it is in the Model
Cities area. We lave one other major area that is outside of the Model
City area, South Broad Street down around Lincoln Park.
Mr. Mi.-isir. Is this under HUD's program of rehabilitation loans?

Mayor GmsoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. MNrsil. It is under 1-lIT1) (irection, the rehabilitation program
Mayor GImsoN. Yes, Sir.
In other words, Newark has been designated after
ir. MIslII.
study as a rehabilitation city?
Mayor GImsoN,. Yes, sir.
Mr. STE.1.hENS. W\re certainly apl)preciate yOui" response and we thank
you for your time and if there is any further information you would
like to present for the recor(, feel free to do so.

Mayor Ginsox. We will certainly give you that information on the
land areas relative to public housing and urban renewal.
Mr. S'riliEmNs. Thaiik you very much. We will be glad to have you

stay ult understand that von have a great deal to do.
Mayor GIBSON. Thank Von very much.
Mr. STVr IIENS. The next witness that I would like to call is Mr. Curt
Prins. Mr. Prins is the chief investigator of the Ranking and Curhere there
rencv Committee. As a result of the audit made by 111TI)
were. several kinds of, I don't know exactly how you would designate
them, but there were several points in the HUD audit that left us, as
far as our ad hoc subcommittee is concerned, with soei questions. We
thought that it might be a good idea for the committee itself to have
someone come and see, follow up on the ILUD audit. Under those circumstances, Mr. Prins came here and spent several (lays and we would
like to have as paf't of the record of this committee the li17) audit,
if that is aIll right with you, Mr. Minish.
Mr. MI1 Is . Yeslsir.
Mr. ySrEPI1ENs. And then for our witness, Mr. Prins, to present for
the record, too, his, investigation of the questions raised in the HUD
audit. One of the purposes of asking Mr. Prins to do this is for his

testimony to be a part of the public record. People who are here or
were given an opportunity to be here can have the advantage of his
statement and offer rebuttal to any porl;ons they wish.
So, Mr. Prins, we would be glad to have you proceed with your
statement and then if questions arise from either Mr. Minislh or from
me, we would like you to respond.
(The I-UD audit referred to follows:)
I)EPARTMENT OF1, IIOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF AUDIT
REPORT ON AUDIT OF TIE COMPREIrI'NSI\E CITY DEMONSTRATION
CITY OF NEWARK

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION,

PROGRAM

NEWARK,

N.J.

Issue date: January 31, 1972.
Andit ('asv Nnimber: 08-t--20(0-302.

To: S. William Green, Regional Administrator, Region II, New York. N.Y.
From: R. L. Falcon, Regional Manaiger. Office of Audit, Rogion If.
Subject Report OH Audit-Contract No. ME-29-00l, City of Newark. Community
1)eveloplentt Administration, Newark, N.J., for the period April 1, 19(m, through

June 30, 1971.
INTRODUCTION

We have made an examination of the books and records of the Community

Development Administration of the City of Newark (herein called the COA) for

the subject audit period. The examination included a determination whether the
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CDA (1) has an adequate system for monitoring the projects and activities ill
the approved program; (2) has a system which properly accounts for receipt of
sul))lemental funds and controls the flow of funds to the projects an( activities;
(3) has and is implementing a plan for the evaluation of projects and activities:
(4) disburses funds in furtherance of authorized activities; and (5) conducts
its activities and makes expenditures in an effective, efficient and economical
manner. The examination was made in accordance with generally accepted audit-,,
ing standards and included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary 4n the circumsta nces. The acconj panying schedules, Nyith due consideration to the findings and comments colitaliie(d
in this report, in our opinion, present fairly the recorded program costs of the
Model Cities Program at June 30. 1071. in conformity with the accoliting )rocedures prescribed by the )epa rtment of Iloushig and Urban Developmezit (UDI)).
SUMMARY

Our review disclosed certain accounting and administration deficiencies which
we believe weaken the effectiveness of the system of internal control. We also
believe that the CI)A should improve the monitoring and evaluatlon activities of
its operating agencies iu order to determinee whether programs are aichievilig
their goals, are on schedule, and if such progralns should lie colitinued or dis(olltinued. in addition, our review disclosed several weaknesses in the CIA contracting and procurement proce(du res which, in order to be fully effective. require
strengthening and/or correcting. These items and other deficiencies noted are
discussed in the tell findings included in this report.
Distribution :
Director, Office of Audit, Rn. 8180B (4).
Director, Local Finance and Administrative Practices Div., I1in. 8112 (2).
Director, Office of Fin'ancial Systems and Services, AF, Ri. 7280.
B. E. Birkle, Asst. Director, U.S. General Accounting Office, Rm. 4170.
Regional Administrator, Region II.
Asst. Regional Administrator for Administration, Region II.
Director, Accounting Division, Region ii.
Asst. Regional Administrator for Commumnity Development, Region II.
Financial Management Advisor, Region II (5).
Area Director, Newark Area Office.
Chief, Finance and Mortgage Credit Section, Newark Area Office.
Director, Operations Division, Newark Area Office.
BACKGROUND

The Model Cities prograin is administered by the Coin
unity
I)evelopmeut
Administration. Activities of the Model Cities program are governed by the Mayor
and City Council of the City of Newark.
Planning activities of the program under IIUD Contract No. MP-29-001 have
been completed but no Certificate of Completion of the Planning Program has
been filed by the CJ)A as of the audit (late. Total planning costs at June 30, 1971,
amounted to $279,185.50. The total planning grant earned by the CI)A and ap)proved aud paid by IUD was $204,000, the maximum amount provided in the
Planning Grant Contract.
Costs between the plalning period and execution of the contract for the first
action year were authorized by IIUD under it Letter to Proceed dated May 12,
1969, plus three amendments thereto. On March 17, 1970, IUD and the City of
Newark entered into the Grant Agreement under Contract No. ME-29-001 for
a Comprehensive City Demonstration Program. Based on this agreement and the
latest approved budget, the Government will pay the City (1) $5,654,000 or (2)
80 percent of the actual cost of program administration or $1,445,000, Wichever
is less, plus 100 percent of the actual cost of the projects and activities allocable
to the Grant (Supplemental Costs) or $4,209,000, whichever is less.
INTERNAL CONTROL

The CDA' ; system of internal control has certain weaknesses related to its
accounting and administrative procedures. These deficiencies are discussed in
detail in Finding 9 of this report.
84-708-72----2
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Notwithstanding the above deficiwncies, -the-CDA's system of internal control
over cash did provide for (1) direct deposfts of HUD letter of credit drawdowns
into the CDA's bank account; (2) approval of vouchers by the Director: (3)
two signatures on each check (Director of Finance and City Comptroller) ; and
(4) adequate bonding of checksigners.
ACCOUNTING RECORDS

The CDA has established a set of books which meet the requirements of Chapter 2 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8. However, there were several accounting
and administrative deficiencies noted during our audit. These matters are discussed further in Finding 9 of this report.
FNANCING
At June 30, 1971, Program Administration Costs were $1.573,082.05 md Supplemental Costs were $1,511,707.06. These costs were financed by HUD letter of
credit drawdowns of $2,437,425 and CDA cash-equivalent contributions of $220,687.30. The CDA contributions were received from the City of Newark and the
State of New Jersey. These contributions were used for program administration
salaries, fringe benefits, staff training, newsletter and miscellaneous costs.
FINDINGS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

PRIOR AUDIT

All prior audit findings have been cleared by appropriate actions of

IUD.

CURRENT AUDIT

The following findings were discussed at a meeting held November .4, 1971,
attended by: Junius William, CDA Director; David Dennison, CDA Deputy Director; Fleming Jones, Jr., CDA Comptroller; Raymond M. Kelly, A3,41stant
Regional Manager, HUD; Vincent J. DePierro, Auditor, HUD; and Edward
McKenna, Auditor, HUD.
Finding 1:-Improve-ncnts needed in monitoring and auditing of CDA operating
agencies
Our review disclosed that the CDA had not complied with HU) regulations
regarding the necessary accounting systems evaluations, fiscal monitoring and
required auditing of the projects administered by the Operations Agencies (OAs).
There was no systematic collection of data from the various projects, no effective
distribution of this data to the appropriate CDA departments once it had been
collected and, consequently, the Cl)A had no assurance that the funds furnished
to the OAs were being used effectively and efficiently to accomplish the purposes
for which the funds were made available.
a. A counting sy8tem8 evaluation
Although the CDA had disbursed funds (luring the first action year to all of
its independent OAs. it did not make any accounting systems evaluations during
this period. Three systems evaluations were made subsequent to the first action
year; In some cases, however, these were being done more than nine months after
an OA had received funds.
Chapter 10 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 states that the CDA Is responsible
for determining that each OA has adequate fidelity bond coverage, accounting,
reporting, and Internal control systems. It requires further that these systems
be evaluated prior to the disbursement of any funds to an operating agency. In
this regard the CDA may use Its own staff or obtain the services of an independent licensed public accountant as necessary. Each systems evaluation should be
fully documented to support the decision as to the adequacy or Inadequacy of
each system, and the documentation in support of these evaluations must be
retained for audit or Inspection by HUD.
b. Ifonitaring and auditing
The CDA has not effectively monitored the activities in which it Is engaged.
It does not have a system for receiving any type of data regularly from the

operating projects which could be used to continually monitor and evaluate the
progress and effectiveness of the related activities.
Chapter 9 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 requires that the CDA shall obtain
monthly financial reports from the OAs containing data similar to that which
must be reported monthly to HIJD. Chapter 10 of this Handbook further provides that the CDA shall monitor the operations of each OA to assure that, among
other things, it is maintaining adequate systems and that the funds furnished
are being used, effectively and efficiently and as originally programmed.
Our review of the CDA's files relative to its OAs, in addition to .site visits to
two OAs, verified that financial reports are not sent to the CDA on any regular
basis. In this regard, it seemed that an OA submitted fiscal data to the CI)A only
when its funds had been depleted. Moreover, the staff of the two OAs visited
stated that they were not even aware that fiscal reports should be submitted
moithly. Discussions with the CI)A staff revealed that its Operation Departiment has the responsibility for the accumulation of such project data. Nevertheless, we could find no system in effect that would flag a project which did not
submit the necessary monthly reports.
Without the essential management and financial controls, as required by IUD,
the CDA cannot efficiently and effectively utilize its available financial resources
and at the same time be assured that the interests of the City and HUD are being
properly safeguarded. The absence of systems evaluations prior to the disbursement of funds to OAs coupled with the lack of an adequate and effective reporting system constitute serious monitoring weaknesses and emphasize clearly the
need for extensive improvement in the CDA's monitoring policies and techniques. Chapter 10 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 further provides that as a
part of Its monitoring responsibility, the CDA is expected to make periodic audits
Of the fiscal and accounting operations of the OAs, either by using its own staff
or Independent public accountants. In addition, Circular MC 3145.5, dated August 1970, provides that within 90 days (unless specifically extended by HUD)
of the start of the second action year of its Model Cities program, the CDA shall
have on file a City approved audit report for any OA it is required to audit.
Where an audit report is not available within 90 days from the start of the
subsequent action year, the CDA shall cease further Model Cities grant funding
of the OA until such report is available.
As at September 30, 1971 (the end of th'e 90-day period), only one of the
required audits had been completed. At the completion of our field work on
November 24, 1971. one additional audit report was available for the remaining
eight OAs which are administering Model Cities projects. CDA officials have
advised us, however, that audits are now eltfier scheduled or in process for all
OAs.
In regard to our review of the issued reports on audit and accounting systems
evaluations, we noted that the audit report issued pertaining to the operating
project administered by the American Red Cross was dated August 27, 1971,
which was only one month later than the accounting systems evaluation Issued
July 27. 1971, for the same OA. Under the present circumstances, we do not believe that separate systems evaluations and audits are practical, efficient or
necessary. Moreover, in order to conserve available program funds, we-consider it reasonable and logical to expect such systems evaluations to be made as
part of the initial audits of the OAs, particularly since these audits are already
past due.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Effective monitoring is centered around a strong organizational structure.
meaningful monitoring data, complete data analysis and an effective system for
distributing monitoring Information. In order to aeheve this we recommend that
the CDA be required to:
1. Establish an effective system of monitoring and auditing the OAs in the
future. In this regard, furnish sufficient instructions to OAs concerning eligible
and ineligible costs, and applicable reporting requirements; establish a system
to control the receipt of all scheduled data and reports from the OAs; and ascertain through Its monitoring and auditing efforts that the projects administered
are progressing on a timely basis In relation to the costs being ihcurred.
2. Take Immediate steps necessary to cancel any scheduled accounting systems
evaluations and arrange for such reviews concurrently with the Initial audits of

the OAs; further, a scheduled should be set up for making all future audits on a
regular basis. In arranging for such audits, the CI)A should make certain that
the independent auditors are thoroughly familiar with IIUI) audit requirements
as set forth in Paragraph 35 of I-IUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8.-The experience
gained from these audits coul(l be most useful to the (1)A in evaluation of OA
I)erformance and anticipation or preclusion of current or future problems.
REPLY

a. Accounting systcis evaluations
Many of the Operating Agencies under review with respect to this finding
were under contract l)rior to the present CDA Administration. Therefore. it
was sonie time before it was learned that the systems evaluations had not been
completed. Even then, the process of obtaining an independent public accounting
firm to perforni this function required somne time. Also, it must l)e notetd that
inny of the systems evalhations to correct the above deficiencies were started
prior to the end of our first action year. At the time the IUD auditors were
l)resent we were conducting systems evaluations of OAs that had been selected
to carry out the carry-over and nonrecurrent aspect of our first action year
program. The IUI) examiners did not make any distinction with respect to this
activity.
b. Monitoring and auditing
The CDA substantially agrees with the HUD auditors in this respect that we
did not carry out an effective program for monitoring the activities of the OAs
in lhe first 'action year. This was due mainly to two things: (1) we did not
have s.ffilcient staff fiscally to carry out the above functions; (2) there was no
effective system administratively to insure tihat the OAs did submit the required
monthly statements. However, under no circumstances were OAs given money
without first submitting a financial statement, although the statements in nmany
cases were months past due. In respect to the evaluation of the American Red
Cross as mentioned in the auditor's report, we had had a systems evaluation of
this project prior to going to contract; the auditors that were selected by the
previous administration to conduct this evaluation was Samuel Klein & Co.,
and dve to the political atmosphere that existed at that time, they refused to
issue the. report.
Improvements made: Improvements and corrections contemplated and maide
regarding the deficiencies in dealing with the OAs on all aspects of contracts'
monitoring and fiscal reporting requirements, the CDA retained the services of
Systems Discipline Inc. This firm was commissioned under a national LUD
contract to assist and develop a complete contract, systems evaluation and reporting system. Implementation of their proposed system was inaugurated with the
Initiation of the second year planning; as a result: (1) all OAs are evaluated
fiscally l)rior to going to contract and before the disbursements of any funds; (2)
all OAs are required to furnish monthly financial reports and this is stated very
succinctly in the contract with the GAs.
The divisions of operation and evaluation have been given the primary responsibility for obtaining and clearing this information. The CI)A fiscal office has
currently requested expansion of its staff to carry out a monthly on-site audit
of all OAs.
Finding 2: Need for effective evaluation of CDA activities
Our review of the operating projects and matters relevant to evaluation disclosed that the CDA did not have an effective system of evaluation. The quantitative data available concerning the activities of the OAs is insufficient for the
CDA to determine whether program and project objectives are being attained or
the extent of any accomplishments.
The CDA did evaluate five projects during the first action year. The date
which formed the basis for each evaluation, however, was obtained through
visits of the CDA staff to these projects and gathering certain information in
what appeared to be an informal and haphazard manner. As was the case regarding monitoring activities, the CDA does not receive any type of report from
the projects on a regular basis. Further, no systematic guidelines have been
set forth for the projects to follow in preparing and submitting such reports.
Reports containing evaluation data should be submitted monthly and should
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give the detailed basic data of the applicable projects. This data would then be
used to evaluate each project on a continual and current basis.
Because of the limited evaluation performance, we could not determine if the
various programs and projects had been effectively operated and had achieved
their goals. Inherent in the concept of the Model Cities program is the necessity
for evaluation of program and project performance and effectiveness. Adequate
evaluation requires a clear definition of the problems and a clear definition
of the goals and assumptions of the local program and the development of projects and activities within a framework that facilitates evaluation. It should not
be defferred until a project is completed, or nearing completion; furthermore, it
should be a systematic and continuing process supplementing the continuing
planning process and reflecting therein the information gained from evaluation
and other data collection activities.
We realize there are many problems which may have precluded certain first
year projects from being started on a timely basis and that these problems may
i)lementing an effective evaluation system for
have hindered the CDA in
program activities. Such difficulties notwithstanding, if proper evaluations of
the projects had been made, the CDA could have i)rovided additional direction
and help to any program that was behind schedule or was not achieving its goals.
Moreover, we believe that the absen(e of an effective evaluation system i4 responsile, at least in part, for the need to reprogram a portion of the first year
grant funds in the second action year.
RECOMNMEENDATIONS
We recommend that the CDA first implement a system requiring projects to
submit standard monthly reports which include the necessary quantitative data of
the project's activities. In addition, the CDA should furnish standards and guidelines to be followed in the )reparation and submission of these reports in order
that the effect of the program on the cominnunity and the degree of accomplishmnent
with program objectives can be measured. The CDA's subsequent evaluation of
these reports and the related activities should enable it to provide additional
(lire.tion and help to any project that is behind schedule or is not satisfactorily
achieving its goals, or of equal importance, to determine whether a project
should he continued or discontinued. Hopefully, such continuing evaluation may
also iniimize the need to reprogram unused I)roject funds during the second
action year.
REPLY

Improvements and corrections taken commencing with our second year planning: projects are also required to submit quantitative data on the project's
activities on it monthly basis. In order to assure that this information is being
furnished, the CDA has given to all OAs simplified reporting guidelines which
would aid in providing the necessary information. In addition, a technical
assistance team composed of a representative from fiscal, operations and evaluation would be available to assist any OA in preparing necessary reports.
Finding! 3: Executive drawflowns under the letter of credit procedures
Our review of the CDA's procedures for making drawdowns from their letter
of credit disclosed weaknesses which resulted in excessive withdrawals of funds
from the U.S. Treasury which were in excess of program requirements.
Chapter 5 of IIUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 requires the CDA to adhere strictly
to all the provisions of the Letter of Credit Procedures. Paragraph 3a of HU)
lIandbook 1900.4A, Letter of Credit Procedures, states that cash advances shall
be limited to the minimum amounts possible and sh-all be timed as close as
administratively feasible to the daily needs of the recipient organization.
As a result of excessive drawdowns the Federal Government has been denied
the use of the funds; interest has been lost because cash balances were not
invesled; and the intent of the Letter of Credit Procedures has been circumVented.
The following schedule of drawdowns and monthly cash disbursements shows
the extent of the excessive drawdowns and resultant cash balances at various
I
muondih-end dates

Letter of credit
Month

Balance at March 1970:

Date

Drawdown

Monthly cash
disbursements

End of months
cash balance
$814.66

--------------------------------------------------------------------

April 1970 .......................................... Apr.
Apr. 81970
1, 1970
$250,
40,000
000
May 1970 ----------------------------------------Apr1 28, 1970
20,000
May 24,1970
60,000)
June 1970 -----------------------------------------June 15',1970
50,000
July 1970 ----*----------------------------------July 17, 1970
851000
August 1970-----------Aug. 12, 1970110 000
;,;
Aug. 20,1970
70,0001
September 1970 -----------------------------------Sept. 18,1970
162, 425
October 1970 ------------------------------------------------------------------November 1970 -----------------------------------Nov. 16, 1970
60,000
December 1970 --------------------------------------Dec. 8,1970
75,000
100,000
Dec. 10, 1970
January 1971 ....................................... Dec. 28,1970
80,000
Jan. 8,1971
100, 000
February 1971 --------------------------------- Feb. 10,1971
150,000)
Feb. 24, 1971
100,000
March 1971 ---------------------------------------- Mar. 2,1971
100,000
Mar. 12, 1971
150,000
April 1971 ------------------------------------Apr, 2,1971
150,000
May 1971 .......................................... May 13, 1971
125,000
June 1971
----------------------------- June 2,1971
150,000

June 14, 1971

250,000

$263,679.68
62,229.59

48, 103.00

65,621.09
78,420.15
8
84,178.93
101,222.68
163,146.99
107,693.46
12
3,392.33
184,120.09

152,368.78
216,872.19
57, 332.30
15,722.80
75,007.39
71,971.18

170,992.45

157,191.35

156,642.60
237,840.42
229,297.20
412,786.70

254,203.63
121,148.04
102,455.04
89,778.93

42767

Cash balance as of Sept. 30,1971 ................................................................
Cash balance as of Oct. 18 ,1971 ----------------------------------------------------------------

42,645.00
52,978.61

9789

1 82,447.75
1 134, 743.32

I These balances obtained from the city of Newark treasurer's department.

The above indicates that the CDA's procedures currently in use are tnconsi.tent. with the intent (if the letter of credit provisions slnce at the end of each
month (except November 1970) excessive HUD cash was on hand and drawdowns were not on a periodic "as needed" basis. The CDA is reminded that once
a letter of credit voucher is approved, it requires usually only three or four
days until the funds are available. therefore, smaller and more frequent requests
should be made by the CDA. The objectives of the letter of credit are to provide
funds to the CDA promptly for HUD programs as they are needed and to preclude their withdrawal from the U.S. Treasury any sooner than Is absolutely
necessary.
RFCONf X(0
F.X DAT 1ON
We recommend that the CDA adopt a planned method of determining its cash
needs on a periodic basis. This method should be written and retained for audit
purpose to support the CDA's decisions. I)rawdowns should be more frequent
and consistent with the needs of the HUD programs.
REPLY
Presently we are working under arrangement with the City Treasurer's Office
that when our actual cash balance is less than $100,000, the CDA fiscal office

will be notified: at that point a Letter of Credit request is Initiated. However, a
method of reimbursement I'aqed on cash flow is being planned and as soon as
this is completed and approved by the City's Director of Finance, a copy will be
forwu rded to the IUD Regional Office. Finding 4: Premattire remittance of funds to the city acting as an operating
agrevcy
The CDA remitted $102.354 to the City of Newark to be used as its contribution
for the Youth Aid and Servi(es Project. The City is to act as the OA and these
funds are to be used for salaries and fringe benefits as proposed in the first year
work program. The details relating thereto are as follows:
Contract
Contractor
Office of mayor ---------------------------------Newark Police Department ----------------------Total ........................................

Amount
$93, 643 May
29,746. Apr.

Payments
Date
1, 1971
1,1971

123,389 ..............

Amourt

Date

$93 643 1Au& 27, 1971
8,711 June 11, 1971
102,354 .............

I Although paid after the 1st action year, this amount was set up as an accounts payable and charged to supplemental
costs as at June 30, 1971.
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Chapter 10 of HUD Handbodk MCGR 3100.8 provides that amounts remitted by
the CDA shall be timed to be as close as administratively possible to the daily cash
needs of the OAs. Moreover, the above contracts provide for payment on a reimbursable cost basis--barring documentation evidencing a financial emergency in
the OA-supported by a monthly report submitted to the CDA by the OA on all
accumulated costs to the end of the reporting period. Also, ten percent of the
total compensation shall be withheld pending final audit by the C1)A.
The above notwithstanding, the CDA had recorded costs in the amount of $102,354 as at June 30, 1971, even though the City had only incurred a portion of the
costs for which these funds were intended. The CDA stated that the funds were
advanced in this manner because the books of the Youth Aid and Services Project (an In-House Project) had not been maintained currently although actual
costs had been incurred at June 30, 1971. The CDA further advised that at September 30, 1971, the City had only incurred costs totaling $33,255.31 under the
two contracts involved ($25,547.15 and $7,708.10, respectively).
The practice of disbursing funds in advance of documented needs weakens the
CDA's (ash position and contributes further to making unnecessary dravdowns
under the Letter of Credit Proce(ures. Weaknesses noted in connection with the
CDA's letter of credit transactions were reviewed further in Finding 3.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA determine the actual costs incurred to date for
this project under the two aforementioned contracts, accumulate and maintain
on file the re(iuired (io(lmentation to support such costs and, if applicable, obtain
reimbursement from the City for those funds advanced in excess of its documented
needs. The City as air OA'should not require an advance of funds and, accordixgly, should be reimblursed on an actual disbursement basis only.
REPLY

Improvement and corrections taken as of this (late: A voucher for refund of
$50,000 representing the unexpended portion of the amount so stated in this finding has been prepared for the City operating project in question. With respect
to the auditors' recommendations on advances of funds to the City, I must state
at this time it may be extremely necessary to advance funds to a City (A
in lieu of working on an actual reimbursement basis, particularly since tile City
is operating on a tight cash flow.
Finding 5: Cash-equi'alent con tributiom.8 not adequately document ted, questioned
$175,806.48
Our review disclosed that the documentation presented to support cash-equivalent contributions recorded by the CDA in the amount of $220,687.30 was incomplete. Cash-equivalent contributions s for salaries originated from the following
sources:
$24, 84f;. 79
----------------Mayor's office personnel-------------------,2,
539 99
City planning department --------------------------------Fund 87

( State-sponsored program )---------------

.

3 (:8, 419. 70
.......

175, 806. 48
-----------------------------------------------Total
Mayor's Office Personnel included a portion of the former Director's and his secretary's
salary. These were not supported by signed statements or time records in order to determine
the propriety of the contribution recorded.
2City Planning Department contributions were recorded based on monthly reports signed
by the Planning director which indicated the name, title, annual salary, percentage of time
contributed, daily rate, number of days and amount of the contributions. The CDA does not
have any other documentation such as daily time reports, signed by each employee to support
the monthly report. The only other documentation available was a time and attendance
report ; from this report and additional verifications performed, we were able to determine
the following:
(1) The percentage of time contributed is predetermined and not established by daily
time records. This remained the same month after month on the reports submitted.
(2) The number of days represented the number of working days in a given month and
disdid iot give consideration for annual, sick, or compensating leave taken. Our tests
closed one employee who was included in the contribution and who was on sick leave the
entire month. Other differences were also noted in our tests.
render&Fund 87 represents a contribution. from a portion of a State-sponsored program
the first year approved
ing administrative assistance to Model Cities which was included inrecorded
State's
the
on
on the charges
work program. The contribution was recorded based trace
all contributions recorded to the
program books for Code 41-01. We were unable to
for the audit of these records, an
pertinent cost records and, since we are not responsible
eligibility determination cannot be made. The CDA does not nIntain time records or other
e °"
documentation to support the contribution.
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Cash-equivatlent contributions represent the City's share of the program and
consist of services actually performed. Paragraph 21 of IIUD Ian(lbook MCGR
3100.8 outlines the minimal information that the CI)A should have readily available in its flies in order to determine the eligibility of recorded contributions.
The CI)A failure to properly document its files could result in recorded contributions being deemed Ineligible, thus requiring the City to contribute additional
services or cash to meet its share of program costs.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the ('l)A review cash-equivalent contributions recorded
to date, obtain supporting documentation as required and submit such data to
III) for review in order that an eligibility determination can be made. In the
future, the (1 I)A should be directed to support recorded contributions with sidetwate documentation, including time records signed by the employee designating
tle i.ual time performed on Model Cities activities, and any other documentatiol necessary to support such contributions claimed.
REPLY

(,a)In respect to the documentation of the former Director's and his secretary's
salary, the CPA is not in a position to furnish any other Information regarding
this in-kind contribution other than that the City of Newark (lid appropriate
moneys to I lie former I)irecttor for the proper directing of the affairs of the CDA.
Therefore, we must be guided by the intent of the City officials rather than the
actual documentation involved.
(b) 1. The percentage of time allocation utilized by the CDA was taken from
the percentage of time that was indicated in our first year's submission to IIUD
and so approved. Basically, employees listed on the time sheets, with the exception of the Planning Officer, devoted 100 percent of their time to Model Cities
affairs.
2. On the question of charging an employee's sick time to Model Cities, a
question arises here as to whether we should use, at this time, local city practices
which was the case here or should we deviate and arrive at another method of
determining whether such time should be counted as cash-equiva4ent contribution. We are of the opinion that since the City allows annual and sick leave to
lie accumulated on a monthly basis and entertains the practice of crediting this
time to employees on an annual basis, we see no reason for deviating from this
practice in accepting their method of recording such time.
(c) With respect to the State-sponsored program, Fund 87, In the amount of
$68.419.70. the HU) auditors took ex(epltion after further review of this question
to the fa('t that the employees represented by this project were not CDA administrative personnel at the time of the review. The CDA position on this particular Item is that all of these employees represented administrative costs from the
beginning of tie program ill) until the first revisions were approved by tI1I)
in March 1971. These employees were taken off the administrative line and
included in a project, "Community Organization and Urban Agents." Therefore,
there should be no question in allowing the above amount as cash contribution
towards the administrative costs.
Recommendations and improvements: The CDA will take necessary steps to

ascertain that all future cash-equivalent contributions shall be fully (locumented and that time records signed by employees shall indicate the actual time
p erformed on Model Cities activities.
AUDITORS' COMMENTS
In regard to the above replies, we offer the following additional comments:
1. Concerning (b-1), our tests of the time sheets in question disclosed that,
in most cases, only 2 of 9 emlfloyees consistently spent 100 percent of their time
on the Model Cities Prograum; occasionally, there would be 3 to 9 employees (-oitriluting 100 percent of their time. Therefore, we cannot agree with the contention of the CDA that basically these employees (except the Planning Officer)
devoted 100 percent of their time to Model Cities affairs.
2. (Cncerning (c), our basic problem was that we were unable to readily
check the documentation supporting the charges of $68,419.70. Therefore, we
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could not make a reasonable determination regarding their eligibility and
propriety as Model Cities Program costs.
Finding 6: Need to improve contractingprocedures
.A. Consultants contracts for in-house projects
Our review disclosed that the CDA had not adequately documented its files
with Information to support the basis for the selection of consultants contracts.
In this regard, the CDA awarded contracts to six consulting firms to provide
studies and surveys In connection with the execution of Its in.house projects
as follows:
Contract
Skidmore, Owens & Merrill ------------Richland & Lupo ----------------------Agenda 2000, Itic .......................
Joseph Belluscio ----------------.-----A.B.T. Associates .-------------------B. Woody ..............................

Service

Contract
amount

Land planning and street design -----------------------Survey and topographical maps .----------------------Research housing investment and program design--------Creative instructional development .....................
Development management information system -----------Expansion of McCarter and Route 21 roadway study -------

$225, 000
6,475
118,000
22.500
29,373
5,020

The Individual contract files relative to the above contracts do not Indicate
how many other prospective contractors, if any, were considered by the CI)A, nor
the basis for the selection of the contractor.
The CDA must comply with the local (City of Newark) contracting procedures
which, in this instance, require that there must be at least three proposals for
every consultant contract. Proper supporting details should inel1de bls or proposals and basis for selection of contractors, and determination that selected
contractor meets )ertinent IUD and City requirements.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA be directed to carefully consider the contracting
deficiencies disclosed by our review in an effort to establish more effective
procedures in the negotiation and award of future third party consultant
contracts.
B. Need to institute contracting procedures for third party contracts Our examination of equipment, printing and Neighborhood Council election
costs charged to in-house l)roje(cts disclosed that the CDA contracted with tMe
firms listed below in nitounts of more than $2,500 without advertising for bids
and without written contracts:
Date
June 4, 1971 ........
May 13, 1971 ......
June 24, 1971 ......
June 30, 1971 ......
Nov. 12, 1970 ......

Voucher
No. Firm
6096
5049
2144
2253
11026

Browns Office Furniture -------Brenner Deck & Office Supply. - .Airon Studio Graphic Art Services.
Airon Studio Graphic Art Services.
Honest Ballot Associate3, Inc-

Purchase-service
............
Steel furniture...
Complete office furniture ..... ...
ModelCities2d year plan --printing.
1971 operating budget -printing.
Supervis'o of election for Model
Cities Neighborhood Council.

Amount
$4,661
4,300
7,379
5,005
3,000

In addition, for purchases up to $2,500 the CI)A failed to record the firms
conta(cted and the amounts quoted. The ptirchiasing department (if the CilA
stated that different firms were contacted by phone and the lowest quotation
usually received the order.
IIUI) Circular MC 3145.3 states that the CDA Director, In the preparation
and execution of all Model 'Cities funded contracts, must make certain that
administration procedures are established to comply with the apl)ropriate -State
1111d local laws that affect municil)al contracts within his city. Model Cities contracts should be prepared In the mode, style, and format set by appropriate local
practice, and awarded in accordance with local contract award procedures. In
this case, in accordance with the policy set forti by the City and the State
statutes, all Items which cost $2,500 or more mtust le advertised for bids before
a purchase can be made, and such contract will be executed with the lowest

bidder. For items under $2,500, the City's policy provides that price quotation
forms be sent to vendors and the lowest bidder awarded the contract.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA Institute the necessary contracting procedures
which will conform with HUD and City requirements. In this regard we believe
that arrangements with any contractor should be in writing for the protection
of the parties to the contract. Moreover, such mandatory procedures should
pr(-clude, in-many cases, the possibility of involvement in claims and/or litigation with contractors and the related expenditure of time and expenses which
are inherent in such involvements.
REPLY

A. Con8ultan t' contract for in-hoiuse projects
In the HUD audit six contracts were picked as exceptions in terms of nonconformance in respect to selection of these contracts. Tile CDA takes position as
follows regarding these contracts:
1. Skidmorc, Owens d Merrill: (This contract was negotiated prior to the present CDA administration: therefore, there was nothing In the files to indicate
under what conditions this contract was awarded.
2. Richland & Lupo: This contract was negotiated by CDA. Due to the technical
nature of the job being required by CDA, Richland & Lupo was selected because
of their unique technical expertise.
3. Agenda 2000, Inc.: This contract was negotiated prior to the present CDA
administration and, in addition, this particular contract was approved by HUD
Regional Philadelphia Office prior to going to contract with CDA. It was explained that before we could get our Housing Investment Project of release from
HUD they had to approve the Agenda 2000, Inc., contract.
4. Joseph Bellusieo: This contract was an instructional program designed to
instruct Model Neighborhood Youth in the renovation of buildings. This was a
unique contract in terms of finding the contractor who had both the instructional
know-how, as well as the technical expertise in the field of renovation of buildings.
5. A.B.T. Associates: The selection of the A.B.T. Associates was hased on the
bid process. The list of additional consultants that were solicited will be furnisifed upon request.
6. B. Woody: B. Woody was not selected by CDA by bid process. Due to the
fact that Miss Woody was a unique specialist in the area of transportation and
design and there was no one else available at that particular time, she, therefore,
was awarded the contract.
RECOMAMFENDATION

AND

I IMPROVEMENT

A. In the future, the CDA will utilize the bid process in all consultant contracts
prior to their award and thoroughly document the machinations of the process.
B. The CDA did not institute bid process with purchases of $2,500 or more.
The CDA will in the future strictly adhere to the City's pre-bid with respect to
purchases from third parties. In many instances, the CDA will utilize the City's
pre-arranged contracting as well as the City's bd procedures.
However. HUD must be aware of the problem involved, particularly the mandate that minority vendors must be utilized as much as possible. Under the present
City procedures, this is almost an impossibility since many o fthe minority vendors will not be in a position to furnish the necessary bond and competitive prices
that many of thp'more established firms are in a position to do.
Finding 7: Inadequate controls over trarel costsq
Our examination of travel costs for program administration and in-house
OAs disclosed reimbursements which were not sufficiently documented with
supporting data. We tested $32,157 in travel costs and of this $20,077 was not
properly documented for one reason or another. Generally. vouchers (lid not contain documentation to support claims for reimbursement for lodging and transportation other than by car. Most vouchers lacked certain basic information
such as the purpose of the trip, time of departure and arrival, and the mode of
transportation.
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Chapter 4 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 requires that program costs. including travel reimbursements, be fully documented in order to be deemed
eligible as program costs.
The City of Newark does not have an officially adopted travel policy. However, it follows the practice of reimbursement for mileage at the rate of 10 cents
a mile and reimbursement for actual subsistence expenses. Moreover, the most
recent policy issuance of the ODA in this regard, dated July 1, 1971, stated that,
among other things, travel expense vouchers shall be supported by receipts.
In the absence of sufficient documentation in support of these costs, we could
not make a determination whether the travel was necessary for or related to the
Model Cities program.
Included in the above travel costs were charges to program costs for a person
other than an employee. These charges were paid on Voucher No. 2112, dated
May 27, 1971, for the period May 14 to May 29, 1971, in the amount of $809.88
and covered reimbursement for a conference held in Miami, Florida, attended by
Dennis Cherot, Administrator's Assistant, and his wife. The hotel bill which
supported the claim also included charges for beverages totaling $15.85.
Chapter 4 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 provides criteria for determining
eligible and ineligible costs. In this regard we do not consider travel expenses
relative to an employee's wife as reasonable and eligible costs. The Handbook
also provides that incidental costs such as beverages relating to entertainment
are specifically ineligible for inclusion in program costs. Again, without sufficient
documentation we could not determine the extent of eligible costs included in
these charges.
Obviously, the CDA needs to strengthen its overall travel policy and practices.
Moreover, especially in view of the large amount already expended in the travel
category ($76,103 or about 2.5 percent of total costs), the CDA needs to
strengthen its reviews of travel charges, perhaps including reviews of all
proposed travel as well. These reviews could serve to detect and prevent ineligible
travel costs and to ensure that payments conform to contract provisions and are
necessary for implementing the related Model Cities activities.
RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Regional Administrator and the appropriate IIUD
program officials:
1. Require the CDA to fully document all future travel in a manner that will
permit a determination that the travel costs are eligible and necessary for the
Model Cities Program, to review thoroughly all such claims when submitted, and
to defer reimbursement payments until properly documented.
2. Require the ODA to establish appropriate controls over proposed future
travel in order to avoid the possibility of ineligible and/or unnecessary and excessive travel costs being incurred.
3. Require the CDA to review the travel costs referred to in this finding (the
auditors have furnished the CDA with the necessary detailed information) and
any further documentation that can be obtained, and verify as specifically eligible
for inclusion in program costs, or as ineligible and accordingly deduct therefrom.
REPLY

1. Improvements and corrections taken: The CDA has required all parties
who travel to fully document all expenses for travel.
2. Authorization for travel must accompany all travel advances or reimbursenients for travel. This authorization must be approved by either the CDA Director, )eputy Director, or in-house OA Director.
3. The CDA is presently conducting a review for further documentation on
all travel costs enumerated by the HUD auditors. It must be understood, however, that the CDA review is only in relation to the documentation to substantiate the costs involved. However, we cannot, at this time, document the authorization, and CDA takes the position that the authorization to travel prior to the
expenditure of funds were verbally given by the proper CDA official, although
this authorization was not stated in writing.
Finding 8: Other cost not properly documented, questioned $8,095
Our review of Program Administration Costs disclosed certain charges to
Account 2500, Consumable Supplies, for a payment of $7,095 to Ebony Manor

Caterers, Newark, New Jersey, for a general conference held on December 18
and 19, 1970, for the following:
Dec. 18, 1970: Assorted sandwiches, coffee, tea and soda --------------$850
Dec. 19, 1970: Breakfast, coffee and danish for 600 people --------------500
Dec. 19, 1970: Lunch for 800 PeoI)le -------------------------------3, 4100
Dec. 19, 1970: Reception ending conference for 300 people -------------750
Meeting rooms ----------------------------------------------50
Service charge -----------------------------------------------545
7, 09)5
Insufficient documentation in su)port of these costs (li(l not permit a deternination that the costs were necessary for program administration and. more
particularly, what possible relationship or eligibility existed for Inclusion of
such costs under the category, Consumable Supplies.
Our review of supplemental co~ts charged to the Model Schools project disclosed a payment dated April 26, 1971, for $1,000 to- Bamberger departmentt
Stores. According to the voucher, this expenditure represented 100 gift certificates
at $10 each for the purpose of purchasing essential shoes and clothing. There
was no billing available from the store to support this payment nor was there a
listing of the recipients of the gift certificates.
The lack of adequate reviews of documents supporting disbursements as well
as the less than prudent and economical use of funds can result in the incurrence
of costs which may not be considered as eligible program costs. Accordingly.
these excess costs, unless strictly controlled and limited, could iml)ose additional
financial burdens on the cities affected.
RECOM MENDATION S

We recommend that the Regional Administrator antd appropriate program
officials make the necessary determinations regarding the eligibility of the costs
cited in this finding and instruct the CDA to remove the ineligible items, if any,
from program costs. We also feel it is important that the CDA be directed to
strengthen its controls over documents supporting dishursements and to exer(.ista reasonable degree of economy over incidental costs such as meals and beverages
I)rovided at meetings and conferences.
REPLY

Although the HUD auditors in this particular recommendation are requesting
the Regional Administrator to make a determination with respect to the $7,095
expended for a conference, the CDA takes the following position: This money
was expended upon the advent of the new administration taking over in Newark
to acquaint the Model Neighborhood citizens of the Model Cities Program. This
was a two-day conference at which time various speakers, including the HIUD
leadman, spoke to approximately 1,500 people over the two-day period. In addition, it was very difficult to maintain a signature log to control the above nuinber of people. In order to attract such a vast number of people, food and entertalnmnent were offered. However, it must be noted that the actual entertainment
costs were not included in this bill as they were (onated free. It wa; by such
broad participation as indicated by this conference that the Moiel Cities Program had been able to make some measurable impact on the target area.
With respect to the $1,000 expended for 100 gift certificates at $10 each on
April 26, 1971, the CDA takes the position that this was part of a contract with
the Board of Education covering five Model Neighborhood Schools. This particular item appeared in a proposal and work-program submitted by the Camden
Street School. As of the date of the HUD audit, the certificates had been purchased, but they had not been distributed to the recipients, with the exception
of 11 certificates which had been issued, amounting to $110. The remaining $890
worth of certificates had been placed in the Howard Savings Bank, Springfield
Avenue Office, Safe Deposit Box No. 384. As soon as these certificates are issued,
receipts will be forwarded to the CDA as to who the recipients are.
AUDITORS' COMMENTS

It should be noted that prior to receivingthe above reply (reply received on
January 6, 1972), the HUD auditors had not been advised that 89 gift certificates were still unissued and were located in a safe deposit box. Inasmuch as our

field work had already been completed, we have not verified the above. Moreover, we recommend that the unissued certificates be redeemed for cash and
appropriate deposit made in the CDA's general fund.
Funding 9: Accounting, administrative and internal control d(floifncics
Our examination disclosed that the CDA's system of internal control, particularly relating to Its accounting records and related supporting data, was not
considered adequate to insure financial control of its assets and liabilities and
to account for program costs. We also noted certain administrative deficiencies
which depict a luck of internal control. Such deficiencies could preclude determination of the validity and reasonableness of program costs, create delays in
the speedy and effective completion of our audit, and lead to an inefficient and
unecononical administration of the CDA.
Chapter 3 of HUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 provides the characteristics necessary for an adequate system of internal control to safeguard its assets, check
the adequacy and reliability of its accounting data, promote operating efficiency,
and encourage (lherence to prescribed management police §'. Chapter 2 of this
Hland(ook outlines the minimum accounting records required for recording
transactions.
The following deficiencies are not to be considered all inclusive but are those
disclosed as a result of our review. They are In addition to deficiencies of this
nature which have already been commented on in detail in the preceding findings
Included In this report.
a. Need for periodic reconciliation of CDA's cash balance with the city's rccords
Our reconciliation of the CDA's cash balance at June 30, 1971, with the balance
inaintainod on the City records disclosed the following difference:
Per CDA's records
----------------------------------------$93, 740. 84
Per City's records
------------------------------------------32, 944. 03
Difference

---------------------------------------------

60, 796. 81

The CDA subsequently reconciled this difference which was attributed to the
delay by the City in reporting to the CDA the actual recording of receipts and
disbursements, and the failure of the CDA to make adjustments for such items
as duplicate payments or voided checks. The last reconciliation'prior to June 30,
1971, occurred at least six months previously. Moreover, there is no evidence of
fiirther reconciliations having been made from June 30 through October 31, 1971.
Periodic reconciliation of cash between the City's and CDA's records is essential to good internal control and would serve as a useful tool in verifying the
CDA's financial position.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA establish a method which would provide for the
periodic reconciliation of the CDA's cash balance with the balance maintained on
the City's records. This reconciliation should be done, as a minimum, on a monthly
basis.
b. Non c.pcndable equipment
Property records of nonexpendable equipment have not been established.
Chapter 2 of H1U) Handbook MUGR 3100.8 states that property records shall be
maintained for nonexpendable equipment and reconciled to an annual physical
inventory.
The failure to control nonexpendable equipment could result in equipment
being misplaced or lost, and replacement equipment unnecessarily purchased
to perform the function of the Initial purchase.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA be instructed to establish property record cards,
the aggregate total of which agrees with the subsidiary ledger control. Annually, a
physical inventory should be taken and compared with the property record cards.
Discrepancies should be fully investigated and comments retained for audit purposes along with evidence that a physical inventory was taken.
c. Payroll internal control ueakncsscs
Our review of payroll procedures disclosed internal control weaknesses in the
CDA's processing and distribution of payroll.
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There are two personnel department employees who are responsible for the
payroll function. They record time, control the recording of terminations, and
have control over the distribution of payroll checks. It was also noted that when
checks are distributed to in-house project officials, these same officials also have
control over the record of terminations, recording time and distribution of checks.
One of the hallmarks of good internal control is a procedure which provides for
appropriate segregation of functional responsibilities. In this case, the persons
preparing payroll or time reporting records should not handle the related
paychecks.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA reassign the responsibility of distributing payroll
checks to someone in a fiduciary capacity who is not involved in related payroll
functions.
d. Evaluation payroll not allotted to program administration
Our review disclosed that payroll charges in connection with evaluation activities were charged solely to Supplemental Costs except for the salary of the past
evaluation director which was charged to Program Administration. Since evaluation is ain integral part of administering the program and of administering any
capital project or activity. applicalble salaries should be allocated in accordance
with the evaluation performed, as defined in HUD Circular MC 3140.6 dated
February 1970. Our review of CDA quarterly reports indicated that some evaluation reports had been prepared pertaining to the overall administration of the
program. Salary allocations, in addition to the salary of the past director, should
then have been made to Program Administration. From the CDA's records we
were unable to readily identify the number and types of evaluations performed
and therefore cannot determine the evaluation salaries which should have been
allocated.
Inasmuch as Program Administration costs are shared with the City, it is
important that evaluation salaries be allocated In accordance with the activity
performed. Supplemental costs should be charged only for costs related to evaluation made of project activities and not for evaluations pertaining to overall
program performance and effectiveness.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA be instructed to establish a basis for allocating
evaluation salaries which conforms to the activities affected and allocate all such
salaries accordingly.
e. inadequate leave reci ds
Our review of the CDA's leave records pertaining to both Program Administration and in-house projects disclosed the following deficiencies:
1. Numerous errors were made in the posting from the weekly time and attendvnee records to the employees' leave records.
2. Advances of sick leave were made when employees had annual leave balances: also, sick leave was used when there was insufficient annual leave.
3. There was no standard method for giving employees appropriate leave
credit for their first month's employment. Some received annual leave and sick
le:' ye when employment started prior to the fifteenth day of the month: others
did not.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA be instructed to review its current procedures in
this regard and institute the necessary corrective measures In order to maintain its leave records currently and accurately,
f. Long distance telephone calls
The CDA procedures provide for a log to control long distance telephone calls.
Our review of the log disclosed that it is incomplete and is not used in determining the propriety of telephone billings.
The following are several of the larger toll -calls made in a three-month period
for which the purpose of each call could not be determined:
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Location called
Number of calls:
Los Angeles, Calif ...............................
3 ........................................
2 3-----------------------------------------Chicago, III--------------------------------2........................................
Baton Rouge, La .................................
2.........................................
Nashville, Tenn -------------------------------2 ........................................
Palm Beach, Fla .................................
1........................................
Boston, Mass ...................................
Telegram ....--------------- -Guatemala ......................................
Total ...................................................................
..............

Amount
$32.85
14.65
10.70
4.90
7.30
9.82
13.33
112.65

Toll call billings should be reconciled with the log maintained prior to authorization for payment. This would enable the CDA to determine personal calls,
if any, and charge the responsible employees.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA maintain Its log of toll calls in such a manner that
the propriety of toll call billings can be readily determined prior to authorization
for payment and appropriate reimbursement can be obtained for personal calls.
g. Other deflcienoie8
1. The accounts payable general ledger control and the related subsidiary
ledger were not in agreement at June 30, 1971.
2. The various general journal entries recorded by the CDA do not have sufficient accompanying explanations. Most of these entries are combined or netted for
posting to the books thereby making it difficult to trace to supporting documentation.
RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the CDA investigate thoroughly the existing discrepancies
in its accounts payable, make the necessary adjustments to correct the present
imbalance, and subsequenly follow the normal procedure of reconciling the general
ledger and subsidiary records at least monthly. In regard to journal entries, we
recommend that the CDA provide explanations in support thereof in much
greater detail, particularly in those cases where various transactions have been
combined or netted and thus have lost their original identity.
Although the CDA assisted us in obtaining information, correspondence and
available supporting documentationn needed to complete our examination, the
various deficiencies enumerated above in conjunction with those noted in the
preceding findings necessitated the use of considerable audit time in excess of the
amount which would normally be required.
We believe that prompt corrective action is necessary In connection with these
deficiencies so that the timely and accurate maintenance of such books and records becomes a requisite of CDA policy.
We recognize that, because of comments and suggestions made during our
audit, certain corrective measures may have already been Implemented to aleviate certain deficiencies and others may be in process. We cannot at this time,
however, evaluate the effectiveness of any changes made or proposed. Therefore,
apart from the specific recommendations already included in this finding, we
further recommend that the Regional Administrator directs his staff to monitor
periodically the CDA's books and records based on reports submitted In order to
determine thmit they are being properly and currently maintained.
REPLY

a. Need for periodic reconciliationof CDA'* ca8h balance with the cit y'8 records
The CDA will establish a monthly reconciliation of cash balances with the
City's records.
b. Nonexpendable equipment
The CDA has established property control records and a list of the physical inventory. However, the physical inventory had not been tied out with the Gen-
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eral Ledger l)alance and the CDA will accoml)lish the IIUD audit recomnimendation in this respect.
c. Payrollinternal control WCaknesscsCorrections: The CI)A will undertake separation of duties of the persons mentionied in the auditors' finding and assign a portion of these duties to the CDA
fiscal department.
d. Evaluationpayroll not allocated to prograntadininistrat
ion
In respect to this finding, the auditors reviewed the quarterly reports that were
prepared in the evaluation unit and wrongly assumed that the evaluation of
projects and administration had taken place. The CDA did not conduct any
evaluation of projects; therefore, this seemed to be a contradiction within the
audit report. The CDA takes the position that during our first action year we (lid
not evaluate any projects. However, we mentioned plans for evaluating projects
and this was a function of the Evaluations Chief; therefore his duties were
allocated as stated in the HUlD finding. With the advent of the second year
planning and in consultation with HUD representatives we will attempt to
budget between project evaluation and administrative costs. Therefore, our
records will indicate the split as indicated in the recommendation.
e. Inadequate Icave records
The CI)A will take all necessary steps to correct the recording of leave records.
f. Lontlg-distance telephone calls
The CI)A has taken all necessary steps to log and control long distance telephone calls. One of these correctl6ns has been to install private telephones
throughout the agency and only to those individuals who have to make long
distance telephone calls. It has also provided locks for those telephones. In addition, the master telephone switchboard has been rewired to prevent anyone from
calling out of the area code. In this way, the CDA will be in a better position to
control long distance telephone calls.
g. Other deficiencies
1. The CDA fiscal department has taken the necessary steps to bring into
balance the data processing subsidiary Accounts Payable Ledger-in line with the
General Ledger controls.
2. The CDA fiscal department has also instituted procedures of journallzing
single transactions rather than composite entries.
AUDITORS'

COMMENTS

In regard to the above reply to d, we suggest that this matter be reviewed
further with Miss Sprain, the Acting Ckief of the Evaluation Section.
Based on this reply, an adjustment shoiil41iJiiihde removing all evaluation
charges from Supplemental Costs and accordingly charging these costs to Progrant Administration. In this manner, the City will then pick up its proper additional share of such costs for evaluation activities relative to the overall Model
Cities Program.
Finding10: Questionable aspects of aDA's pension plan
The CDA's penon plan has certain aspects which appear to be more liberal
than local public practices.
Chapter 4 of HIUD Handbook MCGR 3100.8 states that in order for administrative costs to be eligible, they shall not be more liberal than polkdies, procedures and practices applied uniformly to both Federally assisted and other
activities of the City.
rhe CDA's pension plan, which was effective July 1, 1971, provides for employer
contributions of 10 percent and employees contributions of 5 percent of gross
salaries. For employees hired prior to July 1, 1971, the CDA paid on June 16,
1971, the entire cost of past service benefits. This payment was computed based
.on 10 percent of gross salaries from the date of employment to July 1, 1971,
and amounted to $45,376. In addition, the policy as written allows the employee,
upon termination other than from retirement, to withdraw his contribution as
well as the portion contributed by the employer, based on each surrender value
of the employee's individual annuity policy contract. In essence an employee
who terminates his employment with the CDA would receive an amount In
excess of his contribution to the plan which would therefore-be considered
additional compensation over and above his budgeted salary. Our review of the
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City's plan disclosed that City employees are not entitled to collect any share
of the City's payment to their plan unless employment is terminated by

retirement.
In reply to a CDA letter dated April 21, 1971, requesting approval of participation In this pension program for Its administrative employees, IUD stated
in Its letter of May 10, -1971, that there was no objection to the proposal subwitted provided such plan and cost are comparable to the City's policies, procedures and practices. The proposal letter which had been submitted by the
City covered only those matters pertaining to employers' and employees' contributions. effective contribution dates, and past service benefits contributions; it
(lid not cover all aspects of the plan and in particular did not refer to the

provision relative to Termination other than from retirement, as outlined in
greater detail in this finding.

RECOMMENDATION

Inasmuchas certain aspects of this particular pension plan may be more
liberal thaiL local public practice and in view of the previously mentioned HUI)
letter restricting the provisions thereof to comparable City policies and practices, we recommend that the CDA submit its pension plan (accompanied by all
pertinent details including statements of local public practice) to the appropriate IU) officials for further study and review and a final determination as
to propriety and eligibility as part of Model Cities Program costs.
REPLY

The C1)A takes the position that the HUD Regional Administrator must make
a determination as to the liberalization of the pension plan, as well as to the
acceptance by the HUD official. However, the CDA will make available upon
request all necessary data to the proper HUD official in order to make this
determination.
GENERAL COMMENTS

First ycar projects not fully implemented
During the first action year ended June 30, 1971, HUD had approved 28 supplementary funded projects with budgeted costs of $4,209,000 and program
administration costs of $1,445,000, or approximately 34 percent of project costs.
At June 30, 1971, 15 months after the inception of the first action year, 7 supplementary funded projects had incurred no costs and 21 had incurred costs of
$1,511,70't.06, or only about 36 percent of the first action year's budgeted amount.
In addition, program administration costs amounted to S1,573,082.05, or approximately 104 percent of project costs.
This disproportionate share of administration costs to project costs resulted
l)rimarily from the following.
1. Change in City Administration due to Mayoral election of November 1970.
It took the new administration several months to evaluate the overall program
to date mid accordingly amend or revise current objectives, establish new goals,
and begin full implementation of tile operating projects.
2. Notwithstanding the above, the CDA obviously did not make adequate plans
for the first action year. This is evidenced by the fact that the 1I'anning period
ended May 12, 1969, but the first action year did not actually begin until
March 17, 1970. Consequently, program administration costs for the first action
year include certain administrative costs covering a period of 25 to 26 months.
3. The ('I)A had difficulty in locating operating agencies. Additional difficulty
was encountered in starting these agencies because of the lack of trained personnel to administer the related projects and activities.
After five months of the second action yea,, the CDA has 26 sul)plementary
funded projects currently active. These projects have accumulated sul))lemental
costs through November 30, 1971, of approximately $2,811,'i0o, or about $1,300,000
for this five-month period. Program administration costs for the same period
approximated $494,900. The related budgeted amounts for the second action year
for supplemental and program administration costs are $5,221,000 and $1,323,000,
respectively. Based on the above costs (unaudited) incurred since June 30, 1971,
the various projects and activities show significant improvement over the first
action year and, hopefully, appear to be making progress toward achieving the
objectives set forth in the schedules planned and forecasted in the second action
year budget and work programs. Similarly, program administration costs for the
same period are recentlyy within the limitations.set forth in the second year
budget.
8-t-708--72...--3
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PENDING LITIGATION

The CDA is involved in litigation (approximately $19,813) with Agenda 2000
Incorporated of San Francisco, California. The claim arises out of a dispute
as to the compensation owed the complainant for professional and technical services rendered in connection with the first year action plan.
The CDA was dissatisfied with the performance of the services by Agenda
2000 under the contract and terminated the contract for cause. Agenda 2000
submitted its final billing pursuant to Part 11, Section II of the contract "Terinination for Convenience of the City Demonstration Agency or the Contractor."
The CDA terminated the contract pursuant to Part II, Section I "Termination
of the Contract for Cause." In Part II, Section I of the contract, the CDA is
liable to Agenda 2000 for the payment of "Just and equitable compensation for
work completed on" all finished or unfinished documents, data, studies and
reports prepared by Agenda 2000 under the contract, which is a considerably
lesser sum than is permitted by Part II, Section II of the contract.
The legal question to be resolved is whether Part II, Section I. or Part II.
Section II of the contract, is to be used in deciding what amount should be the
final payment. According to the CDA's attorney, under Part II, Section II, the
CDA's liability would be approximately $19,818; pursuant to Part II, Section 1.
the CDA's liability would approximately $7,000 to $9,000, if not less.
SCHEDULE 1.-CITY OF 'EWARK

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AnMINISTftATION,

NEWARK, N.J.

Statement of program administration costs at June 30, 1971
Qlastfleation
A mo un t
Salaries and fringe benefits -------------------------------$1, 119, 403. 30
Consultant and contract services-----------------------------Travel ------------------------------------------------------Space ------------------------------------------------------Consumable supplies ------------------------------------------Equipment -------------------------------------------------Other costs--------------------------------------------------Total -------------------------------------------------

71,
35,
93,
30,

875. 90
637.25
408. 12
090. 98

85, 863. 19
136, 808. 31
1,573,082.05

SCHIEDULE 2.-CITY OF NEWARK
COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION,

NEWARK, N.J.

Statement of program costs by project at June 30, 1971
Project title

Design, land-use plan --------------------------------------Parks, trees improvement ------------------------------------MN stabilization building improvement ---- -------------------Housing investment ----------------------------------------Health development team -----------------------------------Home care ----------------------------------------------------

Dental care -----------------------------------------------Non-emergency transportation --------------------------------Urban agents ---------------------------------------------Public safety personnel .------------------------------------Police storefronts ------------------------------------------Classroom innovation ---------------------------------------Model schools ---------------------------------------------Community coordinator ---------------------------------------School personnel training ------------------------------------Neighborhood Youth Corps ----------------------------------Task force T.A ---------------------------------------------Project evaluation -----------------------------------------Transportation improvement ----------------------------------Housing Development Corporation -----------------------------Youth services --------------------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

Amount

$247, 543. 42
90, 52. 16
75, 096. 43
56, 968. 49
30, 781.29
2, 401.70

12, 202. 00
45, 815. 13
173, 001.87
39, 428. 00
18, 139. 43
29, 983. 80
241,870. 62
5, 600. 55
21, 296. 62
44,604. 40
58, 362. 27
173. 815. 18
5, 105. 00
36, 794. 70
102,354. 00
1,511,707.06

SCIIEDULE 3.-CITY OF NEWARK
COMM UNITY DEVELOPMENT

Ah)MINISTRATION,

NEWARic, N.J.

Statement of flital plahning codst at June 30, 197.1
Amount

Salaries
Employee benefits
--------------------------------Consultant and contract services ......
Travel

$219, 597. 08
18, 560. 89
2, 113. 02

1,936. 85

Other costs:
Space costs -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Consumable supplies-Communications
Election costs --

Board meeting costsMisecellaneous equipmnt

rental-------.

..

11, 972. 39
5,026. 78
4, 169. 68
5, 757. 27
8, 908. 91
1. 142. (4

Total other costs ---------------------------------------

36, 977. 0-6

Total planning costs

79,

-----------------------------------
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STATEMENT OF CURTIS A. PRINS, CHIEF INVESTIGATOR OF THE
HOUSE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE
Mr. PiuNs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Curtis A. Prins and I am the chief investigator, U.S.
Congress, Banking and Currency Committee.
In early May, following the receipt of the report from the Model
City program in Newark, the Housing and Urban Development Administration, knowing that the Banking and Currency Committee was
dealing with housing legislation that would include continuation of
funding for the Model Cities program, it was determined by the subcommittee to find out just how the Model Cities program in Newark
and other housing programs were spending their money, particularly
in light of the criticism directed at the program by HUJD.
For instance, in the HUD report, in the summary of their
findingsMr. STEPItINs. This is the audit, you mean?
Mr. PmiUs. Yes, sir. They state that although costs of only $203,978
Were requested, the overall effect of weak and inadequate operating
procedures result in the occurrence of substantial amounts of unnecessary cost and the continuations of programs which do n. )t meet their
intended goals.
With this statement in mind I came to Newark accompanied by two
representatives of the General Accounting Office from the New York
field office. We spent approximately 4 days here on the first visit and
subsequently I returned later in the month of May with another auditor from GAO and we spent approximately 3 to 4 more days. We did
not go into the field to any great extent since we were engulfed in a
morass of paperwork at the headquarters. We attempted to go over as
many vouchers and contracts as possible.
We did conduct one what I would call semifield investigation of one
contract and that was to teach the children of the Model Cities area
how to ride horses. We did spend some time with that. That was the
only fieldwork that we did. The rest of the time was trying to justify
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expenditures, why they were made and whether they were legitimate
or not.
We found, as did H11), that there were many, many thousands of
dollars, a total of which I cannot give you, because of the vastness of
the expenditures of items that can best be described as questionable
expenditures. hlhe people in the Model Cities program responsible for
paying out these vouchers could not justify them. In many cases they
had no knowledge of what they were for. And in many cases indicated,
although they had tried to determine what the expenditures were for,
were unable to.
One of the problems that was described to us by people in the Model
Cities is that they basically had no one within the system to take a
voucher, and lets say the voucher was for $20 for transportation, to
audit that voucher in house to determine whether it was a valid trip or
whether it was someone spending it for purposes not related to the
Model Cities program.
As I say, we found a great many of these which amounted to many,
many thousands of dollars.
We also found a large number of expenditures which while not being
in the clear-cut questionable category do raise doubts as to whether
these, funds are being put to the best use to benefit all of the people
of the Model Cities program, particularly in the area of travel.
In the first action year alone of the program, by the agency's admission alone, they spent over $33,000 in travel.
Mr. STEPHENS.

Is this during the planning period?

Mr. PRINs. This would be the first action year of the program.
Mr. STmIENs. After the first $5 million plus-not the planning
year?
MIr. Pmxt's. I wvoild like to discuss one particular incident and
this involves a conference with the 'Model Cities directors from
around the country which was held in Washington, D.C., from April
18 through April 20. Fourteen representatives from the Newark Model
City program, some who were on the payroll of the Model Cities and
some who were elected representatives of the various Model Cities
areas, attended this conference. We have documented that the expenses
for this conference exceeded $2,400.
Now, we feel that there is more than this. These represent only the
expenditures that were charged; in other words, the hotel bills, vhich
were charged to the various hotels in Washigton, D.C., and also meals
that were charged as well as long-distance phone calls. Out-of-pocket
expenditures which were later reimbursed were not available to us at
that time.
However, we do have documents that show thatthe expenditures
exceeded $2,400, for 14 people.
Mr. STEPhIENS. Would that include transportation?
Mr. PRINS. That does include transportation. Most of the people
came directly from Newark. There were several people who were attending othr conferences, one in Detroit, I believe, who flew from
Detroit to Washington. Some of these expenditures that we looked at
i with a rather more than casual interest were in a 2-day period, $30 in
long..distance phone calls. One ,.entleman flew fromnMew York, Newark to Washirgton. His hotel bill indicated a $10, I believe, charge for

the use of the garage when clearly he had flown to the city. There is
no indication that he had rented a car.
It also shows, and we were not able to get an explanation of this
because the gentleman involved was out of the country, tht, a Mr.
Clarence Coggins attended this conference and oil the night of
April 18, Mr. Coggins registered in two different hotels. ie registered
at the Thomas Circle Inn and he also registered at the Mayflower
Hotel. Both of these bills were paid by thle Model Cities program without question and in fact they were not even aware ot this until we
raised the point, why would this gentleman need to have two hotel
rooms on the same night? We were not able to get all answer from
leol)le, as I say, at Model Cities l)eca'use they could not talk to Mr.
CoYrins since he was ot of the country.
rf(
other aspect of the vouchers that brought, r great deal of curiosity to us were substantial amounts spent for alcoholic i)everages. On
three oceilsions the controller of the Moldel Cities program wrote to
vUriolls officials ill the Model Cities program questioning their expenditures for cigarettes. cigars, and alcoholic beverages which thev had
charged d to the Modl ( cities program a1d whi(1 \'eWre paid by tle
Model Cities program.
In early May the controller wrote to these individuals demanding
that they repay thle Model Cities program for these expe(inditures. At
that time the expenditures had not been repaid to the Model Cities
program.
In olne insta nce, MI. Junius Williamns incurred expenses---41r. Willianis, inoidelitally. isthe director of the Model Cities program, of $74
for cigarettes, cigars and aflcoholic beverages, and also this was tt the
-)wver Steak House, in which he incurred a bill of more than $240.
lie lso had additional unallowable expenses which were not exl)lained
inthis. The total amount was more than $156.
Mr. Coggins also incurred expenditures for cigarettes and alcoholic
beverages of more than $55 which were questioned by'the controller's
office. And Mr. Donald Tucker at I)wyer's Steak 1()use, incurred expenditures of more than $48 for cigarettes and alcoholic beverages.
rh, controller's office did make demand, as I said, upon these people.
At that time none of them had responded with their checks.
Forgive me if I ramble here because I have to go through a document
to find out these things.
MIr. S'JfriN-. What is that document?
Mr. Paixs. This is an interview that I conducted over a 6-hour period with an extremely high ranking official in the city government of
Newark who I have no reason to doubt his veracity or that these statements are true. If the committee so desires, Mr. Chairman, I would
I)e hapl)y to m, ke this gentleman's name public but I )romised him at
that time that I would not do so without the consent of the committee
because the gentleman was so straightforward and did give me all of
the information that I requested.
All of what I am about to say points to the fact that there are expenditures in the Model Cities*program that clearly were not preapproved by anyone in authority or any disinterested party who
could ask objective questions as to whether these were necessary
expendit ures.
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As I said, I have discussed the expenditures at Dwyer's Steak House.

There are also other expenditures -at a place called "The Roost" in
which sizable liquor and tobacco bills were charged to the Model Cities
program.
There was an expenditure of $503.63 at the Gateway Downtowner
Motel or Hotel, which is adjacent to the railroad station, which represented a meeting from November 16 through November 22, 1971, in
which Mr. Williams took certain staff people down to the hotel for
what he described as "a public relations retreat."
During this period there were $48.60 charged for alcoholic beverages, and I do have the receipts for the type of alcoholic beverages
but I don't want to take up the committee's time describing the brands
and this type of thing, but we do have documented evidence that these
were charged.
Mr. MINIsH. Did I understand you correctly, Mr. Prins, that they
went down to the Gateway Motel? Is that what you said?
Mr. PRINS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINiSH. And incurred this kind of expenditure and said it was
a public relations retreat?
Mr. PRINS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIT. This is just about a half mile or a mile removed from
their offices, I would think.
I don't know why it was necessary to go there rather than working
in their offices.
Mr. PRINS. Well, Mr. Finish, I staved at that motel during my investigation and I was able to walk from the Gateway Motel to the
offices of the Model Cities program, and they are spread out in several
areas, but I did go to virtually every office and I waA able to walk
to every one of them in less than 15 minutes. So I think your point
is very valid although I am not thoroughly familiar with the layout
of the'city of Newark.
All of the people incidentally who went on this public relations retreat were employees of the Model Cities program or had some connection with the Model Cities program. All worked in the Newark area.
In other words, there was no one brought in from the outside.
Once again that bill amounted to over $500. They were in a room,
they rented a room there from November 16th through November 22d.
The additional expenditures were for food and alcoholic beverages.
One of the points that we requested was an expenditure for a trip
to Miami, Fla., to attend a Model Cities type of affair, which was never
fully described, but it was a meeting of some.type of Model Cities directors or officials from around the country that was held in Miami.
The gentleman involved in this expenditure was a Dennis Cherot.
This gentleman spent 3 days at the Fontainebleau Hotel and incurred
expenditures of several hundred dollars. We were not able to at that
time to get an exact nceointing from the Model Cities office as to how
much really was involved buti we were informed that it was several
hundred.
One of the things that drew our attention was the registration card
for M.r. Cherot which was made out in the name of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis C(herot. We subsequently learned that Mr. Cherot is not married.
lie was asked by officials in'Model Cities why he registered as Mr. and
Mrs. Cherot and lie said lie was told by officials running the conference
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that everyone else was registering that way and that he should go ahead
same manner.
in the
and
register
We
also had
occasion
to look into expenditures of sums paid to the
Ebony Manor Catering Service.
Now, if I could digress for just a moment. We were faced with volumes and volumes of vouchers and under the time frame that we had
we could not go through and question each one. We pickedI out ones that
for lack of a better word caught our attention or were, substantial
amounts.
The Ebony Manor bills appear on two occasions. Once in 1971 and
once again on apl)roximately January 12, 1972. The total cost of the
first expenditure was buffet dinner for approximately 600 to 800 people
that ran $7,000.
We requested what the purpose of the buffet dinner was and we
were told "the purl)oses were supposed to be a community conference
to acquaint the community with the beneficial aspects of the Model
Cities program and what it was supposed to do and how it was supposed to help the community. At the same time also to get some kind of
feedback from the community as to what their needs were."
Mr. MiNisH. Are you talking about a second dinner?
Mr. PRINs. This is the'first dinner, Congressman.
Mr. MI.-isy. This is the first dinner. I have a copy of the HUD audit
here where. they had listed that as consumable supplies, which HUD,
of course, discovered and did not authorize the payment. Are you suggesting that there was another dinner after this?
Mr. PrINs. There was another engagement, Congressman, which I
will get to in a minute. It was a luncheon, I believe, but it was not of
the $7,000 magnitude.
Mr. MINIsTi. I just want to quote from the audit that was sent to us
by HUD a couple of weeks ago wherein they say, on page 26:
Insufficient documentation in support of these.costs did not permit a determination that the costs were necessary for the program administration and wore particularly what possible relationship or eligibility existed for inclusion of such
cost under the category of consumable supplies.

Mr. PAINS. Well, Mr. Minish, I don't know what consumable supp)ies are. I think food would fall into that category but I could not give
you a judgment on that.
There is also a possibility, which we have not been able to check,
that a third dinner was held at Ebony Manor in which expenditures
of $7,059 were incurred. However, the accounting system is in such a
state of confusion, the payments are done in one building, the documents prepared in. another and there is a constant transition of papers
)ack and f.rth.-"
The people in the accounting office could not assure us that these
were not two separate dinners although the figures of the bills de-liveed--one was for the amount of $7,000, one was for the amount
of $7,059-would indicate a total of $14,059. We were not able to document that these were two different dinners.
But there was a third, and this was held sometime during 1972, ix
which there were 75 people and the bill was roughly $750.
Mr. SrLmPiis. Congressman Widnall, we are glad to have you.
Proceed.

Mr. PnRNs. At this point I requested the individual as to exactly
what he thought were the total expenditures of CDA funds with
Ebony Manor and he indicated to me that there were three affairs and
that the total amount was close to $16,000. As I say. we have not been
able to substantiate it but the person who gave me this information
would be someone who would have access to that information and I
have no doubt, I have no question that he was providing me with
accurate information.
There is also the question of a printing press which in my years
with the committee is one of the strangest transactions that I have
come across. This was a press to be purchased by the Community
Development A administration for use in whatever printing needs they
would have. Wo were informed that there is a city rule that requires
that any bid exceeding $2,500 or any purchase exceeding $2,500 be put
out for bids.
The controller's office at ODA began receiving bills for component
parts of a printing press. Now. we, asked these people if it was the
normal process to buy a printing press in component parts and we
were informed no, it is not, you buy a whole printing press or you
don't buy anything, but you don't buy a platen and then an engine
and so on down the line.
lire asked why would someone attempt to purchase a printing press
in this manner'and the person stated that the only reason he could
think of. that this would be a way to get around the bidding process.
Th printing press. the purchase" orders were made payaible to New
Jersey Office Supply Co. The total price of the press was $10.000.
When the final purchase order came through, which totaled $2,000,
someone in the controller's office decided that they ought to determine
whether in fact all of the component parts bad been delivered and
whether the printing press had been put together and was assembled.
They found that none of the parts had been delivered and subsequently they went back to, although the earlier vouchers of roughly
$7,500 had been paid, no parts had been delivered. They went back to
the company and the company refunded the money and the transaction
wIs canceled.
Mr. STEIIIENS. That is the payments were made already, made in
increments of less than $2,500?
Mr. Puns. Yes. sir.
Mr. STEPHEN--\S. But nothing had been delivered?
Mr. PiuNs. No, sir: they were made to the office supply company but
no parts had been delivered.
This transaction was initiated by Mr. Coggins.
We also learned that Mr. Coggins had submitted 1)rchase orders
for four automobiles the price of which was, to the best of our information. $2,459 per car.
I point lip aeain for the committee's benefit the'requirement of the
city of Newark that any expenditure over $2.,500 requires a bid procedure.
Mr. SrETElN;s. Were these new cars?
Mr. PRINs. No, sir. There were three cars. These were used cars and
they were (ouite well known to the people in the controller's office at
the'Model Cities program because they were described as lemons and
they were constantly receiving repair bills on these vehicles.
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The controller's office was not notified ill advance that these cars
were being purchased, they were suddenly presented with bills and
told to pay them.
The controller's office, the person responsible for paying the bills,
has never seen the vehicles and I-asked him how do you know that they
exist and he said we know that they exist because city license plates
have been issued for them and were'getting bills virtually every week
for the repair of these vehicles.
Incidentally, the city of Newark does have a purchase program for
fleet automobiles in which they get a discount from dealers, as does any
other normal city in buying cars.
In addition, there is parking space paid for these vehicles by the
city of Newark.
According to the Model Cities controller's office the cars are slilbject
to repair every week.
In addition, there are vehicles that are assigned to key personnel,
top level staff people in the Model Cities program, and one 'ofthese was
assigned to the (irector. Mfr. Williams. These were Chevrolet automobiles, the type of which are lmknown.
According to the information that we received, Mr. Williams was
not hal)l)V with his automol)ile and on his own wiit to an organization
and leased tie Oldsmobile that, runs in the neighborhood of approximately $130 to $150 per month. At that time the gentleman (lid not
have his records with him and was not certain of tl lease plan.
This lease agreement was not approved prior to the leasing of the
vehicle by anyone in the controller's office. Once again, they said the
first, thing they knew about it is when they got the bill for the leased
(ldsmobile.
We were also informed that Mr. Williams has a young man on his
staff who draws in the neighborhood of $6,500 a year whose function
it is to serve as his chauffeur to drive the leased vehicle.
It was later determined that lawyers for the city asked the controller's office whether such a purchasee was in effect" legal un,.!er Model
Cities regulations and he informed them that he did not feel that they
were but at that time, to his knowledge, the vehicle was still under lease
to the Model Cities program.
At this time, Mr. chairman , I would like to spend about 5 minutes=I have hundreds of questionable vouchers that I (ould cite here and go
over with you but I think you pretty much see what I am trying to say
and I don't think it is necessary to go chapter and verse into each one.
Apparently at one )oint the money wasn't being spent fast enough
and MIr. Williams wrote, a letter to tle controller in which he said, this
is dated September 8, 1971--as of this date of a total city appropriations of $58,120, the expenditures have amounted to only 2.8, or $1,597.24. Then he went on to say since there are only 4 months remaining
in the budget year, all efforts should be made to spend the major portiou of the remaining money as indicated below.
Included in this were $4,600 for meals and officials entertainment
and various other types of expenditures.
We have documents that show that when the controller's office attempted to question some of the payments to l)eonle and to contractors
that they receive memos from higher ups in the CDA telling them that
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they wanted the payments made again and that the delays in the payments "must never happen again."
This was the complaint of the controller's office, that they were under
virtually a time gun to make these payments and they had no method
nor staff to question these payments an(l when they did question the
payments they were told l)asically that it was none of their business,
that their job 'was to merely write the checks.
Mr. STI' flNS. This is the controller's office of the Model Cities?
Mrr. PillNs. Yes, sir.
I would like to spend 5 minutes or less on the one contract that we
had gone into with some degree of depth and then close with perhaps
what I think is the most important quote that I could present to the
committee and then I would be glad to answer any of your questions.
We came across a contract to the Wright Way Riding Stable. The
contract was for $3.500. The address for the payment was in care of
the urban coalition here in Newark and not the riding stable itself.
The contract was al)I)arentlv brought about by Miss June Boxley
who works with the park and shade tree division of the parks department of the city of Newark.
The contract was to teach 100 Model Cities children all about horses,
and I will read to you exactly what the contract itself says: "The contractor is to teach a total of 100 children the equestrian arts such as
presentation of western and English instruction in mounting, instruction in the difference between western and English riding, maneuvering and the safe handling of the horse, and dismountin,. The contractor shall give instructions as to the different types of horses, for
example, the walking horse, racehorse, stag, palomino, pony, and
1),i)to.",

I might say that this came to my attention since I know a little bit
about horses. When I saw how the contract was written, I decided
maybe we ought to check into this to determine if this was a bona fide
contract.
Incidentally we also felt that the expenditures of $3,500 to teach
100 children how to ride, was ouite a bit above the going rate, particularly if these were to be group lessons.
I called the individuals who are responsible f6 the contract, asked
if they could provide us with the nmies of the children who participafed, and no one seemed to have a list of who did participate.
The contract was also written three times and there is a memo to the
contract that states to Mir. Fleming Jones, who was the controller of
Model Cities, from Miss Boxley, "You also might note that this particular contract i~s veiled by much confusion and as of yesterday I
learned that there is a, third writing of the original contract." And she
goes on to say she has not received all of the copies of the contract.
We visited the stables. Mr. Chairman, which are located virtually in
the heart of tht city of Newark in a converted garage. There were approximately 12 horses in extremely poor condition in the stables. They
were standing on bare concrete floors with several inches of manure in
ench stall. There was no water available for the horses in these stalls.
There was no adequate exercise area. There were three subteenagers left in care of the horses. The stable manager was not there. I did talk
to him on the phone. There were two bales of hay for all of those horses
and there was approximately 150 to 200 po'inds of feed for 12 horses,

which in my experience for 12 horses would probably last no more
than 2 days.
The horses, as I said, were in extremely poor condition. I looked at
the tack that these children who were supposed to have ridden the horse
would have been using and it was in an even worse condition and much
of it was so dry as to be of a completely unsatisfactory nature for any
untrained child to use for fear that it would break and seriously injure
some of these children.
We asked where the instruction was given since the only open itrea
was a chain link fence between two heavily traveled roads that was on
an extremely steep hill and they said that some of the instruction wits
given on the side of this hill and that some of the horses were put in a
van and taken to a nearby park for some instruction.
We were unable to secure a list of any of the participants in this prograin and subsequently we learned that near the latter stages of the
contract that the horses were put in the vans and taken to various
areas of the Model Cities development and in effect the horses were
used for pony rides really to entertain the children rather than to teach
them.
One of the goals of this program was to find children who could go
on to become race riders, show ring riders and rodeo performers, and
that is stated in the contract.
This has nothing to do really with the Model Cities pro,Tam directly
but as an animal lover and person who is vitally interested with horses
I can only say that I was horrified by the conditions that I found in
that stable and I can only wonder why a contract would be let to such
an operation and why children would be put on such equipment which
could injure them? In closing, let me say that after spending over 6
hours in a discussion with a very high ranking official in the Model
Cities program I asked him this question: "Do you feel that the people
of the Model Cities in Newark are getting the full benefit for the funds
that ure provided by the Federal Government for the Model Cities?"
and hie answered, "No, I do not. I do not. I do not feel that the citizens
of Newark are getting really the full benefit that they could derive,
from the exodus of funds that have, for the amount of funds that have
come into the city, no."
My next question: "Do you feel that too much of the funds are spent
in administrative expenses?"
Answer: "Yes, administrative expenses directly and indirectly because we have quite a few projects that are funded by HUI) 100 percent, and when you really look at these projects they are really doing
administrative work."
That coficludes my presentation and forgive me if I have taken up
too much time of the subcommittee, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad
to answer any question at this time.
Mr. STEPHENS. Mr. Minish, would you like to start?
Mr. MiliisH. Yes.

Mr. Prins, do you feel that in view of the investigation, or looking
into the vouchers that you were able to look into, do you feel that
further investigation should continue?
Mr. PRiN.s. Mr. Minish, I would say that, and I want to be very
strong on this point, that there should not be another dime spent in tile
Model Cities program in Newark until a complete audit is done by an
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agency such as the General Accounting Office. And I might add also
further, this should be an on-going audit. In other words, not just do
it now and then, go back to the old ways. There also, Mr. Minish, has
to be an internal type of audit so that someone who is not directly controlled by the program can look at these vouchers and say we are not
going to pay a $60 bill for liquor.
Mr. MINIsTI. That is all.
[r. STEPHENS. Mr. Widnall?
Mr. ~WmNALL. I don't have any questions. I got in here late, as you
know. I will review the testimony.
Mr. STr'iES. I don't believe I have any questions. I think you have
covered soine very important items that need to be pursued further.
Tlhank von very much.
Mr. P'IUsN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Widnall and Mr.
Mmnish.
Mr. SrEPIJENS. That was well organized and very well done. Before
we proceed, I would like to recognize, Mr. Merle Baumgart of the staff
of Congressman Peter Rodino. We are glad to have you here and to
know that Mr. Rodino is vitally interested in the subject matter that
we are discssing and we appreciate your attending with us.
M'. B1A-Utr
T. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SrIAmwFN-s. The next person that we -lave scheduled for a few
minute. is Mi-. S(aul Wolfe. who is tax assessor of the city of Newark.
Mr. Wolfe, we will be delighted to have you give us the benefit of
votm- testimony. T inderstald that your testimony will be concerned
with the section 235 and 236 programs.
STATEMENT OF SAUL WOLFE, TAX ASSESSOR, CITY OF
NEWARK, N.J.
Mr. WOLFE. Thank you. Congressman. I am the tax assessor of the
city of Newark. N.J., and T appear here today after meeting with, and
at tih invitation of. your staff.
AWe recognize certainly the needs for housing in the city of Newark
and recognize the salutary objectives of these programs that Congress
haes designed. We find. however, that in the functioning of-the proframs. as your committee has been active in investigating throughout
tl country, there have been abuses that have crept into the program
and I think your previous reports have already documented many of
fhose abuses and T don't need to recount them in detil with chapter
and verse ns they have occurred in the city of Newark. But it is certainlv recognized that in the city of Newark today. property has two
valie . One, its conventional market value in a conventional transaction and another an(d higher value 'in these F1-A mortgage. insured
trans.,etions. We find that our traditional definition of market value.
the willing buyer and the willing seller, both equally informed, breaks
down in the 23015 program. We don't 'eally have an informed )urchaser.
We find from our experience in conjunction with assessors in other
url)an areas in Essex County, in many instances the persons who have
obtained title to the property have no idea wha4_.the purchase price of
lhe property was. Many of them know what their monthly payment is
but they (lon't know the total amount of their mortgage.

It hardly meets the criteria on the willing buyer, willing seller and
results in a distortion. Distortion is built in, as you- have already
learned, with the payment by the seller of high points to procure the
mortgage, paying the buyer's closing costs, because the indigent buyer
in fact doesn't have the wherewithal to come to a closing and pay for
search fees, title insurance, and what have you.
The effect of this is generally loaded into an inflated sales price and
the seller does not ultimately receive the consideration indicated in
the contract but some substantially lesser amouit.
effect on the city of-Newark of this is a broader one than
Now, the
theunfortunate
merely
effect on the individuals who are trying to help
with these programs who are paying more than they should to obtain
the housing that is the purpose of this program. Because under our
system in the State of New Jersey the cost of county government is
paid by the municipalities and it is prorated according to the valuation
of real estate in the respective municipalities within the county.
Now, in Newark today we are paying $24 million a year toward the
cost of our county government.
Mr. STEPHEINS. You mean the county does not assess a separate ad
valorem tax?
Mr. WOLFE. That is right. Under our structure we don't have county
assessing and county rate. What -we have essentially is the county de.
termines its budget, it determines the valuation of all municipalities
within the county and then it allocates that amount which must be
raised by each of the municipalities. The municipalities include it with
its local property tax rate and remits that amount to the county
government.
Now, in this process these sales at inflated prices have been treated
as representing market value in Newark. The effect of that when that
sampling is used to show the total picture in Newark is to charge all
of the other citizens of Newark an additional proportionate share of
the cost of county government.
I do not have to again demonstrate chapter and verse. You have seen
in other municipalities the pictures of these houses, the conditions that
they were in, and certainly we know that these sales do not represent
fair market value. Nevertheless, for county tax purposes, Newark is
being charged on the basis of these sales.
. I have challenged these transactions before the county board of
taxation, before the division of tax appeals, and we have obtained
the precedent making decision from Judge Stanziale of the division
of tax appeals on an appeal where she finally concluded ,Ind I am
sure we all know no fairminded person could conclude these sales represented fair market value. Nevertheless, at the present time Newark
continues to be charged for this. The cases have been appealed by the
county board of taxation, by the director of the division of taxation,
who also insists that these sales are fair market value because somebody is paying that consideration and, therefore, Newark goes on
meeting this.
As I said to you earlier, $24 million a year goes from the city of
Newark to the county government. The only way I can indicate the
significance of that is to contrast it with our total expenditure for
police and fire protection in this urban area of only a little more than

$8 million, so you have some idea of the magnitude and the significance
of our contribution to count g1v-rnment.
How does that relate to the functions of your committee ? It relates
in this respect. At the present time the other citizens of Newark are
picking up an increased cost of county government because we are
not assessing these homes that are the subject of these transactions
at those sale prices because we don't believe they represent fair market
value. The officials that supervise this entire procedure have and still
insist that it is fair market value.
The ultimate outcome of this may well have to assess these properties at their selling prices.
Now, you already know of the high rate of foreclosures that have
occurred on these properties throughout the country. I daresay Newark is no different in that regard. We have a high foreclosure rate
bern,too, from the information that has been furnished to me by the
atoas3-these properties at anything like
Federal agencies. Were we
their selling prices, which would inevitably be the outcome of this
type of situation. the effect would be to drive all of the rest of them
into foreclosure. If their tax burdens were to double or. more than
double this. aq would be the case in many instances as we are going
into a citywide reevaluation program, the effect would be disastrous
and frustrating in everything that on are trying to accomplish.
How, in short. do we deal with the problem, and obviously the answer is not to kill the program that is designed to provide a desperate
need in the community but should build in the safeguards. and we
urge you to build in the safeguards to assure that these-much needed
housing facilities will continue to be available at their fair market
values which indeed are what the ultimate purchaser should be paying and not these inflated prices, and then we will truly have solved
this problem. We will not see d-llars coming into Newark obstensibly
in aid and going out the back door through the unwarranted contribution to the cost of county government.
I appreciate your attention and I am available if you have any
questions.
Mr. STEPHENS. I would like to ask you this.
We have been considering in our committee the question of settlement costs and closing costs. Among the items that have been proposed is one which would require that the purchaser of a dwelling be
given a uniform closing cost statement in which would be spelled out
the cost of the premise, what the interest rate would be, and whatever
the truth in lending requirements would be. In addition to that, we
have proposed that the prospective buyer be given a pamphlet made
out by HUD that would warn him as to what they should look for
with respect to their purchase of-the premise. Also they would be given
the settlement or closing cost statement as accurately as possible 10
days prior to the closing of the transaction. That would include all
information on the uniform closing statement.
Do you think that more enlightenment -rs specified there would be
of benefit in arriving at the proper values?
Mr. WOLFE. I don't know that enlightenment in and of itself will
be sufficient. I don't think that many of these purchasers have typical
bargaining power for arms length bargaining and that in those circumstances, even assuming they WVer bapable'of comprehending the
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complexities of the transaction, which may be a problem, that infor.
nation alone would be sufficient.
It seems to me that the problem is at the very outset in the determnination of what the value of that property is at the time that the mnortgage is approved.
Mr. STEPHEmNS. Now, one other item that is proposed that might
bear upon this even more than just that information, is that we would
require in the uniform closing statement a revelation of the purchase
price of the property for the prior, I believe it is a 3-year period,
some period of time beforehand. The purpose for that is this. We have
had people complain about unscrupulous speculators who were purchasing a piece of property at $3,000, we will say in October, and in
November doing a cosmetic, so to speak, job of paint and then get
some unscrupulous inspector to come along and evaluate the property
for sale at $13,000.
Now, that is, I am sure, where you are concerned, with that differ:
ence between the two, where it is really not worth $13,000.
Mr. WOLFE. That is correct. As a tax assessor I am not concerned
with the speculator per se buying it cheap, what I am concerned with
is the ultimate purchaser buying dear.
Mr. STEPHENS. That would help arrive at some proper evaluation.
The person in the first place ought not tD buy at $13,000 where
there has only been done $500 worth of repairs. But would a revelation
of the prior purchase price be of any assistance to the tax assessors in
arriving at a fair evaluation?
Mr. WOLFE. We do check these transactions. That is how we learned
of these double sales that have occurred in the city of Newark. I think
that every bit of information that you can give a prospective purchaser certainly is a step in the right direction. However, my experience is that there are a great many people who are sold properties in
the city of Newark, not only on the basis of what the cost of that property is, they are sold like encyclopedia door-to-door salesmen sell them,
the payments are so much a month, and there isn't a concern for the
ultimate total price. The fact of the matter is that they advertise: Why
pay rent, if you are paying $150 rent, for $150 a month 30 years front
now you can own your own home, and very little concern and awareness of the significance of the ultimate dollar amount.
Mr. STEPHENS. That kind of advertising, I believe, was supposed to
have been covered by our truth-in-lending program.
Mr. WOLFE. There is no doubt, sir, that what you say is absolutely
true. I think the truth-in-lending laws are absurd. In closing FHA
transactions, the purchaser signs a statement that he knows what the
amount of the interest is and indeed he gets the annual percentage rate,
but what I am suggesting to you is that he has been paying rent all
along and he has nothing to show for it, and now he is told that 30
years from now you are going to have something and it is not going to
cost you any more money, and so the ultimate dollar amount that he
is p ayingr. STEPHENS. It is of no concern; is not of great concern.
Mr. WOLFE. It seems to me the protection has to be built in not at the
level of informing the purchaser, although everything you do in that
direction is a good step. I am all for it, and I think the practice has
developed in New Jersey today to a large degree that attorneys do
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furnish copies of almost all of the documents to the purchasers and
have the purchasers sign that they have acknowledged return of them.
There are steps toward obtaining information. But the question is that
is the purchaser capable, given all of the information, of making the
determination, or should not the agency that is insuring the mortgage
take the ultimate responsibility for protecting that purchaser from
his own lack of knowledge of the subject matter by seeing to it that
mortgages far in excess of the value of the property are not authorized,
and it seems it is that level that the most significant steps could be
taken.
Mr. ST.PimNs. We have often been confronted with an analogous
thing. People come and say to me that they would like to see the Federal salary schedules changed, and they say that my take-home pay is
x'e number of dollars. They are not concerned at all by anything else.
They are getting social security out of it, and the taxes are being paid
out of their salary and everything else. All they are interested in is
what the take-home pay is. And that is what you are talking about.
I asked in a hearing that we had, the former Senator from Illinois,
what people looked for in respect to housing when they went to buy a
house, and he said, well, he thought that maybe the amount of interest
that was being paid was about 14th or 15th in line. the amount. The
first thing he said thoey look for is if the wife liked the kitchen, then
they went on.
AM r. WOTYE. That is lrobablv true.
Mr. SrEPiENS. These details of what tliev are nayincr for the houie
slid the ,,ltimate price Pre minor thing,-. If they like the kitchen, like
the neighborhood, like the house, and can pay $100 a month, then that
is ,11 thv are. interested in.
Mr. Wo,tF. Indeed, I think you are al)solutelv rihlit. and I think
in the core areas of our city. the problem is even frreater than that.
That is not a shopper who surveys six or 12 counties of New Jersey
and decide where he locates; this is someone who is ill Newark, who
noes to a particular broker and is shown a choice of two or three
houses that they can afford at this monthly rental. They are not even
in the league of having the opportunity to'consider that wide range of
possibilities that the Senator
idnall.from Illinois may have considered.
W
M r. STErIwxs. Mr.

Mr. WIDNAm,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Wouldn't. you av that in the ease of many of the L:), homes where
they are purchasing. the owners are simply buying shelter rather than
homes?
Mr. WOLFE. I asSume that is a matter of definition. I assume you are
saying it does not have amenities you and I would expect, in a home.
In many instances I think that is true. I think that you would not
regard some of the properties that have been sold as being capable of
I)eing converted into that extra special quality you and I might regard
as home.
Mr. WVIDNALL. Sometles they si-rn un for what is a bad deal
because they are (les)erate for a place. to live. This is quite apparent
as we have traveled around and (Yone various places.
We had manv instance in Paterson of inflated values which were
brought out. We have been able to do something to those who were
-gouging the ones who took over the bad premises. We discovered work
was contracted for but not performed, and people paid for this even

though no one performed the work. I dont know whether that has been
happening here in Newark, but certainly we would want to know
and want to follow up on it.
Would you endorse a program of reducing property and personal
taxes through Federal action?
Mr. WOTAFE. Well, I suppose that we-are all in favor of reducing
property taxes here in Newark because they are so ligh, but I couldn't
possibly endorse it if I didn't know what, the proposed Federal action
was. Certainly I would l)e in favor of reducing the property tax.
Mr. W'IDNALL.

Right now in New Jersey, in particular, there is a

great hardship on the property owner, the resident owner, because of
the fact he has been assessed to carry the educational load throughout
the State. I know this is happening not only in Newark but in other
l)laces, and it. is becoming extremely burdensome, and something has
to be done about it in order to relieve that burden.
Mr. Wom-vs. You are absolutely right. As you know, 'Mayor Gibson
and many of the people in the State of New Jersey endorsed a prol)osal
for incole tax blectIse it was wi(lely recognized-that is, a State
income tax-because in New Jersey today, the property tax burden is
c(uslillg, the burden is oierous, anidthat the total cost of government

should not be-the disproportionate share of government should not
be placed on property taxes as it is in New Jersey. '[he study indicates
it is a much higher prol)ortion of the cost of government than prevails
throughout the country.
Mr. WXDN.LL. Since it seens fairly apparent that in Newark as
well as manly other places it. doesn'tt seem that the intended recipients
of aid htve received the aid so much as profiteers who connect themselves with tie programs . )O you have a suggestion for restructuring
alsessiellltS in other tax forms

,N[r.

W'i'.
Well, I (lont know that the restructurili

of real prOt-

erty aSS'SSlleI)ts per Se would ac-opllil ish tihe solition to tile pro leliis we have (tiscusse(1 here today.
I have always beei in favor of recoglnizinr in New Jersey for prplertv tax piurl)oses. a. (listinctIol between tie lioimeowier ail the Colllii'ereial inid indiistrial il.er either tii'oigh a1lI oiestead exilll)tioll or
through clariica! ioli or soilmel hi else that would recopmize the funidamental (li'sparitv. biut. I thllik that is Ieall.%a stopla.ilasure,.
Hiiii
in favor of it: I woul( liketo see it happen.
I dol't limve a proposal for Fe(le,.a legislation that would deal with
our 1o(al )robilenm. 1 (10 think, however. tlit in tile F1,'ederal irea in
this. area, that. the abises woill(l be excessive a II horizat iol, without

lte funding, either the properties wouildi't be sold or thev would be
,old at. a valiie that was more realistic. In other words. ir the Source
of the funds said, Yes. you c:iul bily this house and we will insure the
ilort miie eveli though obviously the l)lurchaser has m) ere(li lt
eli
Ire doing this becaiso it is a1social phlilosol)h., we want to (to it, but

we won't let Vl sell this hotse for more than ,0i
which is its fair
value, rather than $21,)300, which it has been selling for heretofore,
you would be( accompln ishiig all of the objectives you are trying to
accomplish. You would be providingg the ability fri these peoplee to

obtain the homes but you-\would be eliininitilig this unwarranled
excess that has been built into the system, is not 0oing to theSeller
of the property and is not redounding to the 1enofit of tileb
eler.
84-708--72--4
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of thr problems we have run into in respect to
house, is the appreciation of land values. The
the
this evaluation of
that the land value has gone up to such an
says
and
in
builder comes
extent that to put on a reasonable size lot the kind of home that you
could sell for $21,000' and $24.000, he saidtiou can't put a $21,000 home
On a lot that costs $3,500. The appreciation of the land values is where
the homebuilder comes in and says that is the problem. And then, of
course. we meet with the timber people and they are concerned about
the price of timber and the scarcity of it and need for cutting further
on the reservations that we have, more reasonable cutting. They allege
if we change the rate on the wage and hour laws that affect every wage
earner that it is going to be hard, they say, that evefi though the house
now that we have designed and said was a $21,000 home, they said you
can't build a $21.000 home now for whilat you could have 5 years ago or
3 years ago when we set the same evaluation. That is what we are faced
with in trying to set values. Part of the problem that I have discovered
as far as foreclosures are concerned is the fact they are looking for a
human body to put in the house and haven't any concern about their
ability to pay.
Mr. WO LFE. I think it's certainl. true that the programMr. STEPHENS. But there are some people who are never going to be
able to own their own home and you can't put them in and expect not to
have foreclosures.
Mr. WOLFE. I think some of these programs were designed to put
people into a home that they couldn't afford to pay for, that it was
geared to accomplish welfare people welfare subsidies, their monthly
payment. That is a matter of social philosophy which I don't personally question. I think it is a salutary step. The problem is that you have
to have the followthrough. If people are going to go into a property
and they are operating on a very tight budget and they have been told
that they can meet these monthly payments but they haven't been told
that they may have a boiler breakdown, if they are operating on that
shoestring and the first major repair comes along they start the parade
of never-ending debt which ultimately results in the foreclosure and
frequently in the inner city the vandalism of the property makes the
end of the ball game.
Mr. STE.PHENS. The margin is too close, in other words, for the person in many instances to be expected to carry it on, really even to build
up an equity.
Mr. WOLFE. I am afraid so.
Mr. MINIsi. Mr. Wolfe, thank you very much for coining and giving
us the benefit of your views on such short notice.
As you said during your recent remarks, 235 is a good program, and
I agree with that as one of the sponsors of it, but there have been
many abuses in it and at this point I suppose it is fair to say that
the Star-Ledger in its articles on abuses under 235 and FHA did a
great service to the public. The articles were brought to the attention of
Secretary Romney by me at a committee hearing, and I think it has
resulted in a tightening up of the program.
The thing that shocks me is that some of the sales that were made
in Newark were on the same day. In the morning a real estate speculator purchased a house, I think, for something like $7,500 and that
same day turned it round in a sale of $17,500.
.Mr. STEPiHENS.

One,

I don't know how close I am but I assure you I am within a couple
hundred dollars. These are the things that have given the program a
bad name. In many areas we found that the housing that was considered de-cent housing was no more than a shelter, as was expressed
by my colleague Mr. Widnall here. I know in some areas of the country they found that the commode on the second floor just went into
the basement. I don't know whether we have this condition here. I
hope we have an adequate inspection system. Whether it is followed
or not is something else. I am not familiar with it. But I assure you
the members that are here and myself are very concerned. The program itself has done a lot of good and it is unMfortunate we have these
real estate people who don't have at heart, No. 1, their profession and
its l)est interests and No. 2 the people that we are trying to serve.
As Congressman Bob Stephens has said, we would like to see everyone possible own their own home and certainly I agree with that, as I
am sure Mr. Widnall does.
In your position as the tax assessor, what would this home, if you
have the information, you may not Jave it-that was purchased for
$7,500 in the morning and then was resold within hours-am I right
on that-the same day, according to the article, for $17,500, what
would that be assessed at?
Mr. Wof's:. I don't know the particular property. And this is the
whole problem. The properties were assessed. Now, the sales, very
frequently when we studied those sales, those multiple sales, when
we instituted the litigation we found in many instances the initial sale
to the speculator, if you want to call them, the entrepreneur, the
middleman.
Mr. MIN s. That is a better word.
Mr. WOLFE. The individual seemed to buy very frequently at or
near the assessment. There were more flagrant cases where they purchased far below the assessment. We know when an estate is liquidating and they want to get rid of a property they sell it cheaper and
we found administrator's sales where the property sold for half the
assessment and then subsequently sold for high value and it made the
transaction seem even more outrageous. Well, that was a situation
where it appeared more outrageous not only because of the inflated
selling price but because in those circumstances of the obviously depressed purchase price the first time around. But you are quite right,
we found these transactions throughout Newark. I have a number of
them that occurred the same day. The very same day, morning and
afternoon. Even on those where they didn't occur the same day, the
next day, the next week, many, many, many of them were far in excess
of what appeared in the Star-Ldger. I furnished this documentation
to representatives of the FHA, I furnished it to your investigators.
'We have found many of these transactions.
I am pleased to say that I don't find as many currently as I was
finding a year ago. Perhaps the internal efforts of the FHA, of the
relevant Government agencies, are tightening up. The other alternative is that the parties involved may be more sophisticated in transferring to an intermediary and then out. I used to do it through an
indexing system which made it easy for me to locate it when it was
the same individual repeatedly involved in these and there were certain individuals who we found all the time. Today we are finding
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strange names as the middleman. We now index them a different way
in order to locate them. They are still occurring but as I say, my experience indicates at a decreasing rate and I am pleased to e able to
tell you that.
Mr. MiNisTi. And if you attempted to increase the assessment when
you learn the house was purchased for a certain price, then the individual involved who got burned in the first place would be getting
another sock in the chin.
Mr. WOIJFE. There seems to be no doubt if these properties were to

be assessed at anything like what they are selling for that the ultimate
outcome would have to be foreclosure. There is no way that these
properties could carry that kind of assessment.
Mr. MiNIsiT. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STEPHiE.NS. Thank you very much.

Mr. MINIzs!. We appreciate your stopping by.

Mr. SThPHENS. We have a few minutes before we recess for lunch.
I understand that there is a gentleman here, I did not get his name,
that represents Mr. Padula and you wanted 5 minutes to present
some information, and you will state your name and identify yourself
STATEMENT OF JOHN DALY, ON BEHALF OF ARTHUR H. PADULA
Mr. DALY. My name is John Daly,and I represent Arthur IH.Padula,
one of the largest builders in the State of New -Jersey. He is presently
hospitalized and unable to be here himself, but he would appreciate
the opportunity at some future time to appear Iefore you and give his
statement that he has prepared on some of the problems that builders
have in rolationship to FIIA and HUID both rehabilitation and in
new construction.
Mr. STEPIIES. Without objection we will enter that in the record.
(The statement referred to of Arthur H. Padula follows:)
STATEMENT OF ARTIhUR H. PADULA, PRESIDENT, ARTHUR H. PADULA
CONSTRUCTION CORP., NEWARK, N.J.

Chairman Minish, Mr. Padula is acutely aware of how your committee has
worked long and tirelessly to bring about sorely needed housing In the American
cities at prices people can afford to pay through the maximum ise of existing facilities and the immediate production of new housing to bring about an end to the
housing shortage.
On August 24, 1972, Mr. Padula, out of sheer desperation requested this Congressional hearing for the following spe(flc reasons:

1. A review of the Newark building permits revealed a vitural cessation of
housing.
NEWARK, N.J., BUILDING PERMITS
lExpressed in unitsl
Public
housing

Demolished

12
1223
0

1447

0
0
0
0

1,093
1,191
1,003
1,136

682

0

1-family

2-family

Multifamily

------------------.............
1969
1970 .............................- .
1971_..----------------------------1st 6 months, 1972 --------------------

0
0
0
0

2
7
4
1

Total ..........................

0

14

Year

IBuilt by Arthur H. Padula at 515 Elizabeth Ave. (265) and 440 Elizabeth Ave. (207).
2 Built by Jack Parker.
8 4,423 units demolished could have well been 10,000.

'4,423
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F.H.A.

RECORD

OF

MORTGAGE

INSURANCE

In 1969 insured mortgages totalling $50,000,000-$9,146,800 in Newark.
In 1970 insured mortgages totalling $50.000,(*---None in Newark.
In 1971 insured mortgages totalling $50,000,000-None in Newarlr.
First 6 months 1972 insured mortgages totalling $25,000,000-None in Newark.
2. This unbelievable record is probably the worst in the United States. We believe that it was never the will of Con gre-,s to deny housing to the citizens of
Newark. Yet M.U.D., the official Housing Agency of the Government by arbitrary,
capricious, unrealistic rules and regulations have in fact denied the will of Congress to the people of Newark with no apparent change to come in the immediate
foreseeable future.
The City of Newark in its plea for help April 30, 1967, directed to the United
States Government for aid under the Model Cities Program, said that it was not
only New Jersey's biggest city but one of the biggest cities in the country, am! as
such could well serve as "the testing ground of tomorrow."
1. It has tihe highest crime rate per 100,000 of population.
2. It has the highest per capita tax rate.
3. It has the sharpest shifts in population.
4. It has the highest rate of venereal disease.
5. It has the most new cases of T.B.
6. It has the highest maternal mortality rate.
7. It has the nation's second highest infant mortality rate.
8. It has the 7th largest concentration of drug addicts.
9. It has twice the rate of unemployment of comparable cities, and as such
qualifies for special assistance.
10. Its elementary schools run 112% of capacity. Some schools run 51% more
pupils than theoretically possible.
11. Half of the third graders are at least six months behind in their reading
tests. 12. Half of the sixth graders are at least 12 months behind in their reading
tests.
13. The turnover rate in some schools are as high as 15%.
14. 3f%of the slum dwellers live in sub-standard housing, many with outside
toilets, no baths and no adequate heating.
If you were asked for the cause,; of the riots, rebellion or insurrections in Newark, how could any honest person say, "I really don't know."
3. The H.U.D. Newark Office refuses to finance its own estimate of costs by
refusing to recognize the cost of :
(a) Affirmative action (Equal Opportunity).
(b) Prevailing wage requirements.
(c) Known costs escalation that have been pre-determined.
(d) Actual costs of land values.
(e) Arbitrary criteria of land use and development that may be applicable
to suburban concepts but are not applicable in central cities areas.
(f) These arbitrary unrealistic restrictions are even hindering the use of
conventional and State funds who seek Federal aids and subsidies.
The problem in Newark so far as housing is concerned is not whether we need
housing-that issue Is beyond debate-the issue is how do we get housing at
prices people can afford to pay. Newark is not a wealthy city, 52.1% of Newark's
residents had moved from one house to another between 1965 mnd 1970. Mean
(average) family income is $8,637. Median Income is $7.735. Families with annual
income of less than $3,800 are considered to be living in poverty. By this definition 18.4% of Newark's families are below the poverty level. For black families
this figure Is 23.6% and for Puerto Rican families it is 24.4%. (Source: 1970
Bureau of Census reportt) The percenta-ge of poor families on welfare is 47.5%
overall: 55.8% for blacks and 47.9% for Puerto Ricans.
Therefore, how can H.U.D. continue to use the basis of costs to be 135% of the
Income limits of Newark's Public Housing Limitations for mortgage financing?
The basis is unfounded and ridiculous. Perhaps by using the velocity of and the
direction of the wind they might have a mrore scientific approach.
I respectfully request this Committee to place emphasis not only on what has
caused this cessation, but what positive steps can be taken administratively and/
or legislatively to correct the condition forthwith.
As I have explained, I am presently hospitalized and thank the-Committee for
allowing this al)pearance through Mr. John Daly, my Administrative Assistant.
I siall be pleased to come to Washington to testify before you with documentation of what has been discussed.
ARTHUR H.

PADULA.
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QUES'FIONS BY MR.

PADULA FOR TiE
WITNESSES

COMMITTEE

To PUT TO OTIER

Ask Yr. Sweeney of H.U.D.:
1. How many people are on his staff?
2. What is the amount of Annual Payroll for Staff?
3. Why with this amount of staff and payroll you did not produce 1 unit of
housing in the last year. If so, why does the Government maintain the office?
What is wrong with the operation?
Rebuttal to Mr. Sweency's pos8lble replies:
A. Rehabilitation projects have been undertaken.
Yes, but this type of work dops not increase the housing inventory in the city.
We need more units to live in.
A. No one files to builh
No builder will file when it takes a matter of one to one and one-half years for
HI.U.D. to process an application and knowing of the unrealistic rules and regul,tions and costs.
Question 4.
Why are a number of applications through the State of N.J. held by H.V.l).
because of application of arbitrary criteria as:
(a) Highways
(b) Density
(c) Immediate surroundings (may apply in suburbs but not in central
city).
(d) H.U.D. holding back State programs?
5. Use of existing facilities.
There are vacancies in Weequahic Park Tower and Plaza for which a requcst
was made to use Section 23 Funds (Leased Housing) and under Public l~aw
91-946, (Displaced Persons). Months have gone by but I.U.D. to (late refrises to
recognize realistic rents to make use of empty facilities with no captial investment of the part of the Government.
Suggest calling of John Renna, E.receutivc Director of N..J. Housing Finance
A gency
Ask of him: What Inhibitions and restrictions on him by H.U.D. makes it
impossible for him to place his program into effect in the City (if Newark.

BIOGRAPHY

OF ARTHUR I-.

PA!tTLA

Arthur 11. Padula resides at 14 Farview Road, Millburn. N.JT. having his principal offices at 455 Elizabeth Ave., Newark, N.J. He is President and sole owner
of the Arthur H. Padula Construction Corp. and all related companies. As Sponsor. Redeveloper, Builder and Owner, he has completed over $40 million of housing and related facilities throughout the northern. N.J. metropolitan area since
1947 including:
1. Ivy lill Park. Newark. N.J., 5-14 story middle Income apartment buildings2.095 units built and financed under Section 608 insured by F.H.A. totaling $17
mill ion.
2. Harrison Park, 377 So. Harrison St.. East Orange, N.J. 1-25 Story luxury
housing apartment-250 units conventionally financed by the Travelers Insurance Co. involving $5 million.
3, Three-10 story housing for the elderly projects loc'ited In Long Branch.
Perth Amboy and East Orange. Served as General Contractor and built under
Section 202 of the National Housing Act-450 units, totaling $6 million.
4. Gregory Park, Jersey City, N.J. Built, owned and still managing 1,000 units
and 25,000 sq. ft. of commercial space In three-30 story high rise apart
buildings, built as the first stage of the downtown urbnn renewal Tiroiect i1nder
Section 220 and Section 221(d)3 of the National Housing Act involving $17million of F.H.A. insured financing.
5. Weequnhie Park Tower, 455 Elizabeth Ave., Newark, N.J. Built, owned and
Manages 210 families, 20 story middle income housing project, built under Sec.
tion 207 of the National Housing Act, Insured by the F.H.A. for $3 million.

6. Weequahi. Park Plaza, 555 Elizabeth Ave., Newark, N.J. Built, owned and
manages 25 story middle income housing project, 265 families under Section 207
of the National Housing Act, mortgage insured by the F.H.A. $5 million.
7. Zion Tower and Carmel Tower 515/440 Elizabeth Ave., Newark, built and
manages 2 low and moderate income housing projects under the N.J. Housing
Finance Agency totaling 472 units-$8 , million of mortgage financing.
Mr. Padula began his Naval career as an apprentice Seaman, rose to the rank
of Rear Admiral, CEC, USNR with 28 years of Federal service. He is a licensed
professional engineer and land planner in the State of N.J., Senior member of
the Society of Residential Appraisers, certified property manager and accredited
by the Institute of Real Estate Management.
Mr. Padula is a licensed Real Estate Broker and Insurance Agent, pasC President of the N.J. Builders Association, N.J. Builders, Owners and Managers Association and presently Chairman of the Board. He is a member of the National
Legislative Committee of the National Association of Home Builders and has
appeared as an industry spokesman in connection with housing legislation both
in the Senate and the House of the Congress of the United States and before
the Senate and Assembly of the Legislature of the State of New Jersey.
He has spent a lifetime as a devotee of the construction industry with specific
emphasis on housing and its related problems.

Mr. STFPhiES. Thank you very much. We appreciate your taking
your time. Mrs. Iris Wells.

STATEMENT OF IRIS WELLS, SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION,
NEWARK HOUSING AUTHORITY
Mrs. WELLS. I am Mrs. Iris Wells, special services division of the
Newark Housing Authority and, sir, I would like to state now that
what I have to say will take more than a moment or two because I have
actually documlented cases here on the 235 program with the knowledge
of the abuses not only by the realtors involved but by the Federal and
State agencies involved that go to help cause the problems these fam-

ilies have. There is less than a half percent vacancy rate in the entire
city of Newark area with' approximately 12 on-going urban renewal
programs.
Earlier you wanted to know about the vacant land. There was 105.2
acres of new urban cleared land as of July 13, 1972. As of this time
there have been 200-that must be a thousand-000 and 5.2 acres
cleared. There have been 205.6 acres sold.
Mr. STEPHENS. That leaves roughly 1,000 acres.
Mrs. WELLS. Yes. And out of those 253 acres sold there has been approximately five buildings, actual buildings going up in this area.
For a family to go into a 235, purchase it, has been a thing of need,
not being able to, as you were saying earlier, jlust buy a home. This is
having a shelter, having someplace to live, and the different agencies
themselves have caused this to be. a bad problem. Anyone who has tried
to help these families have been put in a position of being made a liar,
to be doubted, to be formed around them. I will say this. There are
certain realtors in the area that were aware of that use of this program
and we go to Fl-iA :urd say to FJIA that these realtors are doing this,
and we have the documentation, but when we go back to another closed
meeting for the families with FHA these realtors are there and their
representatives are still sitting in there and any other realtor who tries
to sell a 235 program will not be able to sell this, a realtor will not be
able to sell this house because lie doesn't happen to belong to that par-

ticular real estate organization. I am talking about Colony & Barris
and all of these realty companies.
Mr. MIxIsH. Are you suggesting there is a closed shop on the people
that-handle the 235 sales?
Mrs. WELLS. Yes, I am; and I have tried to get to you, as you know,
Congressman Minish, and we have tried to have meetings. I have tried
to get this thing open for 3 years. I have been fighting to get this open
in Newark and at this particular hearing this should be brought out
in its entirety so that something can be done to help the families.
I happen to know when they first started this 235 program here the
Newark area does not get the benefit of the money anyway because
the money is all put in a pool for the entire State of New Jersey and
only is it up to the office here in Newark, the Federal office, FHA office,
which area gets what, ana Newark ends up getting less than any
other area, any other county, and what they have to choose from is
nothing. They are either told that they have to buy this piece of property that is going to fall down on their heads the next day or they get
nothing. If they try to go outside of the Newark area to even purchase
they are discouraged by the town they are going into and by the FHA
office here in town. If the family does purchase a home and needs help
there is nowhere for them to go. There is nowhere. And they say there
is nothing we can do.
As for the gentleman who was talking about the fact that the problem with the 235 program is not as evident now as it was in the past
year, it is because there are not that many houses being sold on 235
now as was in the past few years. When flat grant came in as to the
welfare for the welfare recipients, that right there made mass dispossession on homes. When welfare was paying a specific amount for
a family to be able to pay a mortgage, then they put in a flat grant
hich meant they no loiiger could get that money, that meant one thing
they would lose their house, because they no longer could pay for it.
So I think one agency is playing against the other agency and the
people are left in the middle.
I know everyone is watching the clock.
Mr. MimIsn. When you talk about the flat grantMr. STEPhENS. Excuse me a minute. We are going to recess at 12:30,

however, if you will come back at 2 o'clock I will be glad to continue
this because I don't want you to feel I don't want to hear what you
-have to say. We want to hear what you have to say.
Mrs. WELLS. This is something else. The people that are really involved in what is going on here, firsthand knowledge, that is working
with these families and the problems. were not notified of this hearing.
Mr. STEPT ENS. Basically the hearing was for the oversight on the
Model Cities-program.
Mrs. WLLS. But all of it ties together.
Mr. STEPT-irs. Yes, I agree that it does. But I would say that the
main jurisdiction and purpose of'our visit has been on Model Cities
but, as you expressed it, they are all trod together, and we are all interested very much in the 235 program also.
Mrs. WELs.- Is there a possibility of having a specific hearing

around this?
Mr. MiNisiT. Mrs. Wells, first of all. {f you have some information,
and we receive information in our offices maybe once a week on this,
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and we do process it and we do send it to the appropriate agency, but
if you have some information that you can supply the committee on
the real estate problem we will take it up with the FMA. The Director
will be here this afternoon.
Mr. WELLS. Right. Because its the agency itself that has to bethis is sending information to FIIA who is the one that is causing the
problems such as the inspectors that we have had from Fl-IA to go
out and inspect the properties, to say that this property has to have
this, that, and the other. You go into a house and the floors fire falling
through, that is being held up by a jack in the basement, whose roof
has newspapers around it, and have a report turned in to you that the
garage needs painting and the front steps need fixing and that is all.
And then when the inspector goes in and the realtor, this person can-not buy that house unless this is fixed up, the plumbing, the electricity,
but Fl-A didn't have that down there. They said we are not in the
housing business, we are simply there to do such and such a thing,
which is nothing to help the person, and then when you turn this back
to FHA and they say that particular inspector is doing better now.
Mr. MItNisir. Thc chairman has invited you back and meantime anything that you have which needs looking into the staff would be happy
to have it and turn it over to the appropriate authorities.
Mrs. WIELLS. OK, thank you.
Mr. STEPEmHENS. We will be glad to have you at two.
Mrs. WELLS. I will be here.
Mr. STEPHENS. We will now recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 o'clock on the same day.)
ArE

RN OON

SESSION

Mr. STEPHENs. Ladies and gentlemen, our afternoon session will
come to order.
The first thing that I would like to do is to welcome the distinguished
Congressman from this district of Newark, the Honorable Peter W.
Rodino, who is here this afternoon. I would appreciate it if you would
come up and sit with us and if you, would like to participate we would
be more than delighted to have you do that.
Mr. RODINo. Thank you.
Mr. STEPitHENS. When we adjourned at lunch time, Mrs. Iris Wells
said she would like to go a little further in the testimony that she was
giving and I told her that, I would recognize her. I don't see Mrs. Wells
here at the present time. Have any of you seen her? Is she out in the
hall?
Mr. Williams, I ask your indulgence in letting her continue if she so
desires. We also told her if she would like to we would be delighted
to have a summary of her ideas in writing as part of the record of this
hearing. Since she is not here then we will proceed with the testimony
and the first witness this afternoon is Mr. Junius W. Williams, the
Newark Model Cities Administrator.
Mr. Williams, we are glad to have you here. If you have written
testimony we will be delighted to take it and insert it in the record
and then you can summarize it. We have the reporter here and any-
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thing that you would like to say would be welcome. So you may proceed then ill rly way you desire.
As I said earlier this morning these oversight hearings are for the
purpose of gathering information on Model Cities primarily and then
other related programs of HUD. The procedure will be informal and
if the memlbers of the panel here would like to ask you questions, I
hope you will agree to let then interrupt you in your testimony. If we
are testifying in some way, you may also come ii. So if you will proeee(1we will be glad to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF JUNIUS W. WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR, MODEL CITIES
PROGRAM, NEWARK, N.J., ACCOMPANIED BY LEE MoCAIN
Mr. Wrr,LIAMs. Thank you, Congressman. I am very glad to have
the opportunity to speak with you because I think there are many
things that are positive about Newark that don't get a chance to be
heard. There is Mrs. 'Wells.
'Mr.
ST PFPTENS. Mrs. Wells, we had called on you.
Mrs. WELLS. I am sorry.
Mr. Sr EPmENs. If you would like to proceed now, like I said, we will
be glad, if Mr. Williams
Mr.
s I have no problem with that.
Mr. STEPHENS. You will have time. Thank you Mr. Williams. I do
want to let her know we wanted to keel) our commitment.
We can't complain about Mrs. Wells being late because we were a
little bit late too.
STATEMENT OF IRIS WELLS, SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION,
NEWARK HOUSING AUTHORITY-Resumed
Mrs. WEMLS. Thank you. Actually I would like to summarize what I
was saying. That the problem is one that will have to be dealt with from
the Federal level. Tite program, the 235 program, is an extremely important program and I am hoping this committee would not push for
lavino tis program taken away from the people but in making policy
for the program to please include the peol)le that are at a level working
with the families knowing the needs and the problems instead of doing
it from a Federal agency basis.
M[r. STEPHENS. Well, that is very fine. As I understand it, you are
speaking from your personal experience.
Mrs. WELLS. Right.
Mr. STEPHENS. And in your personal capacity.
Mrs. WELLS. Right. And thereare records available to this committee
that. anyone interested with the Newark Housing Authority Special
Services Division backing up of the allegations being made against the
agenc'is or realtors.
Mr. S'rEPHENS. If you would like to submit some of your documentation to us, we would be glad to have it.
Mrs. AELLS. I will be submitting it in writing.
Mr. SrrEP1E 's. That will be great.
Mr. Rodino, would you like to ask some questions?
Mr. RODINo. I have no questions to ask. I would merely like to state
what I emphasized at the luncheon, Mr. Chairman, that I think this is

a healthy sign of the deep concern that is held by those who are the
Federal legislators. This hearing is of immense importance to all of us
who are residents of the city of Newark and to all of us who have a deep
concern with the needs that are really'critical here. Housing, decent
housing, is so basic to every one of us. I think that Mrs. Wells expresses
the kind of concern that is expressed by-many individuals. The fact
that programs that we have long supported very actively and enthusiastically, which were designed to provide housing to rebuild cities such
as Newark, which is the central city the largest city in the State, and
one of the most urbanized in the whole United States, makes people
concerned about the manner in which funds are expended and the manner in which programs are actually administered. Like you I share the
concern to see that whatever action is needed is taken. People who are
industriously striving to rebuild sometimes make errors, sometimes
there are mistakes, even in the legislation that we sponsor. For that
reason I think it is incumbent on us, those of you principally gathering
the information, to find out from the people and those who are experts,
such as Mr. Williams, who administers a very, very important program
which I know has very great advantages for all of the residents exactly
what is going on.
I think this is something the committee ought to know about and
be able to do something about because it is our money, it is our city.
I have a big concern not only as a legislator but as a man who has
lived all of his life in this city, has reared his family here, and hopes to
continue to be here, and is the Representative of this particular-comruunity, which I know has great hope. I would like to be able to share
with you this kind of a feeling that we do that which is necessary to
help the situation and to restore the kind of enthusiasm that I think
is necessary for people who want to help rebuild the city. And other
than that, Mr. Chairman, you are the people who are the experts in
this area and I am going to be anxious to see what you develop and then
to talk with you further.
Mr. STEPiiENS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Widnall, have you any questions or comments you would like
to ask Mrs. Wells?
Mr. WIDNALL. No. Mrs. Wells, we do appreciate your coming back
again this afternoon. We certainly will look at the documentation
that you submit to the committee.
Mrs. WELLS. Thank you.
Mr. MINIsii. You wanted to talk further about a rehabilitation progi"am, I think it is called FACE. Did you care to get into that?
Mrs. WELLS. I he FACE program was a very inadequate program
for the size city this is and the problem in the city.
Mr. STEPHENS. F-A-C-E?
Mrs. WELLS. Yes. It is the code enforcement program. The type of
problems that the families that were in need of this program ran in
was like promises and no delivery, 2 and 3 years waiting for a problem
to be fixed on a property, that the length of time made that problem
twice as bad as it was when it first started. The program just wasn't
set up. It didn't seem to be set up for expediency in the problems in
helping the people in the area and it was completely inadequate. That
is, actually saying that you say it -all and it wasn't large enough. it
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didn't cover enough of the city, and what it did cover it didn't do
very much on. That is about it.
Mr. SrhIIENs. Thank you very much for your evaluation and we
appreciate your beii~g here and glad that you came back.
Mrs. WVE;LLS. Thank you very much.
Mr. STEIUIINS. Now Mrs. Williams, I don't believe we have any
other commitments except to you. Oh, yes, we do have Mr. Sweeney
who will follow.you. What I meant was that we won't have to ask for
your indulgence any further. So if you will proceed.
STATEMENT OF JUNIUS W. WILLIAMS, DIRECTOR, MODEL CITIES
PROGRAM, NEWARK, N.J., ACCOMPANIED -BY LEE McCAINResumed
Mr. WILLIAMS. As I was saying, there are two parts to my presentation. When I talked to Mr. Mckeever from the Housing Subcommittee he said you would be interested in learning just what we are doing,
what we are involved in, in Model Cities. so I have attempted to do
that in to, ways. You have a package of material, one of which I
would like to submit for the record, and I will so give it to the gentleman here.
Let me explain a little bit about the package. The first two pamphlets, more or less, state in summary fiashioti just what we are all about
and what we. have done. The blue one is :a little older than the black
one but I think it can give, you a. general idea of what Model Cities
as I hole you
Newark has accoml)lisied and should d be read trotl.,
about.
are
all
we
everything
will. It-talks about
Mr. S'nwuE:s. Excuse me, go ahead.
Mr. WILLAM1s. The third document is what we call the Directory
of Services.
If vou are ever in the model neighborhood area and need some help
you can call us because all of the phone numbers are in heme.
The nPxt document is something we call Toward Revenue Sharing.
I ant retty proud of this on, because I wrote it invself, and because
I think it gives you an idea of the direction in which we are trying
to take the program in terms of process.
I think you know Model Cities is supposed to represent some result
but it is also supposed to represent a process., a means by which the
cities learn to h1indle and expend properly Federal money.
The next item I would like to submit for the record is an article
entitled, "1-11I) Aide Lands, Newark Housing Revamp," from the
Newark Star-Ledle'rof July 19, 1972. which highlights certain programs which have, received national attention. We have been called the
best project rehab in the, comtry. It is a program I am personally re.sponsible for. We are rehabilitating 2,500 units in the west, south, and
north wards primarily and as such the F ederal officials who did come
up here thought it was very good and worthwhile to bear that title.
The last item is an exeerpfrom a document called Crime and Delinquency Literature, and it states that-the Newark program in the
opinion of the writers is also the best in the country from the standpoint of the "most well-rounded program of projects related to crime
and delinquency."
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So I would like to offer that into the record.
Just a minute. Without objection what you have presented will be part of the record. I do not think that we will be able to
print all of this in the hearings but it will be made part of the record
of this hearing. Without objection that is what I like. We will have
this as a recordand file it with the committee.
(The document, "Toward Revenue Sharing: The Model Cities Exl)erience in Newark" follows; the balance of the documents and material referred to by Mr. Williams are retained in the subcommittee's
file due to space limitations.)
Mr. STEPHENS.
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TOWARD REVENUE SHARING:
THE MODEL CITIES EXPERIENCE IN NEWARK
The prime objective of Revenue Sharing is the right of the City to set its own priorities in aUoeating federal dollars. This is a desirable goal, but certainly not a simple one. There must be a
manner by which the City can create and sort through alternatives with respect to how these dol.
lam can be utilized, once priorities have been established. In Newark, the Model Cities Experience
has provided the framework for the transition into the forthcoming Revenue Sharing all important
phase of the planning process. In other words, Newark is ready for Revenue Sharing procedurely,
structurely, and attitudinally because it has developed the comprehensive planning capacity made
possible essentially by the Model Cities Experience.
From its inception, the Model Cities Program has been used in Newark in a rather unique way. The
need to develop a comprehensive planning capacity for a large area of the City was seen as the opportunity to use 4ils capacity as a nucleus for a citywide comprehensive planning organization. A
special citywide organization, the Community Development Administration (CDA), was created by municipal ordinance as an arm of the Mayor to plan for and administer the Model Cities Program. This
agency, however, was given the power in the ordinance to-plan citywide for physical, social and economic development. Existing divisions of economic manpower and physical planning were incorporated into it. New areas of planning, such as health and law enforcement have been developed by it. Ed.
ucation and housing planning capabilities were included ostensibly for the Model Cities Program, but
also to stimulate new thinking in these areas which was not coming from the Board of Education
and the Hoeging Authority. Therefore, from the beginning, the CDA became the major conduit
for federal and state monies for the City as well and not only for the Model Neighborhood. Supplemental monies were not -erely used as seed monies to bring additional resources in citywide.
This has been particularly true in physical development, health, social services and law and pub-

ic safety.

A look at a partial listing of our projects can show (a) the breadth of the planning process, all coordinated through one shop, (b) the use of Model Cities supplemental grants to attract additional
resources to the City as a whole. (See Appendix A)
As a citywide organism, the CDA was not a dormant conduit for Model Cities and other categorical
assistance funds. From the outset of the Gibson administration, the CDA was used by the Mayor
to attempt to redirect federal emphasis toward priorities as set up by the Mayor himself. In other
words, Newark has experience in attempting to make categorical funds work in accordance with
City priorities and timetables. Some of our attempts have been successful while others have not.
For example, the Mayor was successful in re-planning a series of juvenile delinquency grants given
to the Newaik Youth Services Agency to conform with his own goals. A similar situation is true
with respect to a number of grants coming Into a proposed $1 million multi-modality drug treatment center. On the other hand, attempts at negotiating with OEO for coordination of a network of
health centers was not successful at all.
The citywide comprehensive planning body, CDA, was also enabled through the Model Cities Experience to understand other aspects of coordination of federal funds. In addition to sorting through alternatives as mentioned above, we have found it necessary to insure that funds get spent In the way
planned. To insure delivery, we established a Contract Compliance (or Monitoring Unit) within the
CDA which, on a daily basis monitors programs, suggests changes and helps determine future funding patterns Furthermore, cognizant of the need to place a value on the effect of any attempt to
provide services, an Evaluation Unit defines short-term and long-term measurable objectives from
the outset of planning. It seeks to reach conclusions about the overall successes or failures of a
project within these Input and output measures.

It has also been determined, as a result of the Model Cities process, that no effective planning can
be done with flexible categorical monies--as countenanced by Revenue Sharing-without the capev
ability of the planning unit to do budgeting. As we shall see in a step-by-step trip through the comprhensive planning process. Budgeting is a means by which rational allocation ismade on a dollar-to
task-accomplishment basis to assure maximum mileage from the federal dollar. This is done through
the initial planning process and through the alilmportant re-planning process. This concept advanced
by Model Cities is definitely in conflict with the thought that planning should be simply a budgeter's
prerogative. Model Cities and Newark, through CDA, has shown that budgeting is a tool for plan.

ning.
More needs saying about the actual lessons iktrned about the planning process, since it is the
nucleus of success. The Newark Model Cities process calls for comprehensive, coordinated planning
In conjunction with an overall "comprehensive development plan" (CDP). In short, this means the
following:
Integration between and among program areas. For maximum impact in the community, Health
and Manpower planning'has been integrated. For example, Newark's Model Cities Program countenances a health, education and manpower training package all tied up in what is called the Model
Cities School Proposal.
-

Over $600,000 has been packaged in experimental educational designs, including teacher training
and awards for innovative educational ideas designed by students or teachers.

-Newark's schools are seen as a basis for health. The 7,000 students in five schools located in
the Model Neighborhood Area receive free pre-paid health insurance for dental and other
testing purposes.
manpower aspect is attended to by virtue of the fact that jobs and training necessary to
qualify neighborhood residents to administer all aspects of the program are created (except the
most highly technical which will of course be handled by trained technician).

-The

Housing, Social Services and Manpower training have also been integrated. Project Rehab countenances 2500 units of middle income rehabilitated units over a two-year period throughout the City.
Inaddition to housing units in the same areas treated by Project Rehab, special attention has been
placed on social amenities.
- recreation centers (two additional multi-purpose centers will be constructed in the Model Neighborhood Area within the next year),
- commercial facilities, to the extent allowed by FHA, and
centers in sub-areas targeted for Project Rehab over the next year within the Model
Neighborhood Area, one of which is already under construction near the Columbus Homes

-health

Project.
Avoidance of duplication with other efforts throughout the City. Since the advent of Mayor Gibson,
special attention was given within the CDA to planning which did not in fact duplicate the efforts
of other private and City agencies within the City and which concentrated program impact in the
most meaningful way. Success can be judged in terms of our disposition of certain projects.
The Neighborhood Design and Land Use 'Project (largely a consultant contract for a long-term master plan) was re-directed so that a larger portion of the planning efforts would go into working with
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CDA staff in detailing longer term recommendations for current physical program planning. Certain major new ideas evolved:
-

A section of the Model Neighborhood considered most likely to profit from smaller physical improvements was designated the Immediate Action Area with several projects focusing on this
area; housing fix-up and repairs, street lighting, public transportation amenities and general landscaping activities.

-

The consultants coordinated and assisted the social service planners with locating facilities for
their areas with general redevelopment schemes: the location and construction of a health station and the siting of multi-purpose centers.

- Highway planning was re-oriented, so that transportation plans would be incorporated with
plans for the Immediate Action Area and redevelopment areas. (An alternative to plans for a
major highway cutting through the Model Neighborhood was developed and accepted just recently by the State Department of Transportation).
-

Two housing corporations-one for rehabilitation and one for new construction-were combined
(HDRC) into one unit with greater coordinative powers for the purpose of implementation.

- In health, social services, law and public safety, education and manpower, only projects which offered promise of training to Model Neighborhood residents or improved delivery of services
through facilities located in the Model Neighborhood Area were kept revised. The beginning of
networks of health stations, multi-purpose centers and youth and drug centers were incorporated
into the program, as were several projects to improve information distribution and referrals.
Re-planning. This is the art of taking a second look at what has been created and changing directions once it is apparent that maximum mileage is not being gained from the federal dollar. It is a
very sensitive matter as it involves contracts with operating agencies, the expectations of people
holding jobs, neighborhood residents receiving services, etc. However, the are of "re-cycling",
which is a budgeting and planning process, has been mastered as a result of the Newark Model
Cities process. For example, of $5.6 million, $5.2 million was unspent in July of 1970 when the
present administration began operating CDA (See Appendix B). Within a few months period, three
projects were eliminated and six projects extensively revised so that money could be pushed into
project are's that were moving and less into those projects that were not moving. Five new, but
interrelated, projects were developed.
Only the flexibility of funds in the funding process that was Model Cities made this exercise possible. Such will be the case with Revenue Sharing and thus the skill is worth learning.
The use of disciplinary techniques as a means by which to plan. This is perhaps the most artful
lesson to be learned from Model Cities. It is not possible for one person or one group of persons
with the same viewpoint to actually put together the most creative and practical package using federal dollars. For example, in developing the Gladys E. Dickenson Health Center to tend to the needs
of the Columbus Homes residents, a 15,000 square foot modular structure now under construction
in the North Ward of Newark, it was necessary to involve a number of actors. Of primary concern
was the facility, the services that can be rendered from the facility, the administration of the program and the consumer or clientele that would utilize the services.
-physical planners had to have architectural drawings made, the property appraised, acquisition
cost established, price developed and identification made of the types of manpower necessary
to build or renovate the facility (in our case construct from scratch).
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- Manpower planners become involved by studying the feasibility of developing minority contractors' training programs which would utilize unemployed or under-employed residents in train.
ing programs, using the health center as a basis for experience in the trade.
health planner was concerned about the administrative and program operations aspect that
would take place within the facility once constructed.

-The

-

The health planner and/or the manpower planner considered para-professional training programs
in the health area that could be tied within the operational aspects of the health center.

-

Finally, the budget officer was involved in the planning process to insure the systematic allocation of monies for supplies, equipment, salaries, training stipends, etc.

-

An overall Board of Advisors was created-the health consumer, in this case the resident of the
housing project to be served, must have say-so with respect to how they would see the building constructed and the -services rendered, as well as the all important aspect of job availability
and job training.
Thus, it can be seen that planning--comprehensively-nvolves a number of people, a sense of
timing and an ability to make sure many things happen simultaneously. Without our Model Cities
experience, we would not be able to make effective, quick, expeditious, practical and idealistic, but
workable, plans with the lump sum dollar arrangement countenanced by Revenue Sharing.

Finally, we have arrived at the stage of Model Cities development that makes our experience complete. Through Planned Variations, Newark is in the process of developing a mechanism whereby
the mayoral review and comment device can be utilized as a means to give the chief executive clout
in a process frought with manipulation shifting positions. As outlined above, the planning process
is a complicated and imaginative one; it is also a political one. To coordinate and comprehensively
choose alternatives, the Mayor must be given control and legitimacy in terms of dealing with those
funds which have heretofore not been under his control. Such is the case with such funds as Title I,
the Experimental Schools Programs, administered by the quasi-independent Board of Education; or
Urban Renewal funds administered by the quasi-public corporation, the Newark Housing Authority.
The Mayor will have information and the ability to bring outlaying funds under his comprehensive
planning umbrella. The experience gained by Model Cities and the CDA on a limited basis with
the Model Cities signoff, now gives the Mayor the experience to make the Chief Executive Review and Comment under Planned Variations a successful venture. This, in turn, we see as a forerunner to the day when all funds will come into the Office of the Mayor through some form of Revenue Sharing and must be handled .expeditiously, practically, and forthrightly by the Mayor. Again,
the Model Cities process can produce results.
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THE RESULTS OF COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING IN NEWARK
The Newark Model Cities Program and the Community Development Administration are. now in
the middle of their Second Action Year. The Model Cities kind of planning is now about three
years old. In addition to the two $5.6 million Model Cities grants, $18 million has been generated
by planning activities at the CDA. $7 million represents the recent Planned Variations reservation,
and about $11 million represents categorical grants attracted from non-Model Cities Program sources. (See Appendix A for summary).
The way has also been paved through Model Cities planning for considerable loan monies to come to
the City. An estimated $30,000,000 to $50,0000,000 will come through Project Rehab which is being
run by a Model Cities housing and redevelopment corporation, and an as yet unknown amount will be
insured through the Certified Area Program, which will probably be administered by Model Cities'
Neighborhood Stabilization and Building Improvements Projects. As important as funding is the
achievement of both Model Neighborhood and citywide planning having been coordinated in most
areas, and comprehensive planning among program areas-health and education, law and education,
physical development and manpower, physical development and health and social services, etc,
PLANNING & FUNDING HIGHLIGHTS BY PROGRAM AREA
Neighborhood Improvements and Services, and Housing
A Neighborhood Design and Land Use Planning First Action Year project was used to hire Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, city planning consultants, to develop a master plan for the Model Neighborhood. Project in public transportation planning and hardware (street lights, street closings and
improvements, bus shelters) and the Housing Development and Rehabilitation Corporation are
now implementing the ideas in that plan. Other programs in Interim Assistance (small park and
rodent control), Urban Beautification, Certified Areas, Emergency Repairs, Neighborhood Stabilization and Rehabilitation are also carrying out the ideas of the plan, effecting improvements within
and beyond the Model Neighborhood. The major vehicle for handling major construction, whether
of new housing or the rehabilitation of existing, Is the Housing Development and Rehabilitation
Corporation, which aids nonprofit sponsors to finance projects. This Corporation also oversees the
construction of community facilities as neighborhood health or multipurpose centers.
Health
Model Cities health monies have been used to further three main thrusts(1) the development of a citywide health planning capacity;
(2) the piloting of a neighborhood health center which would act as a model for a citywide network of such centers funded from multiple sources; and
(3) using the schools as an institutional base for providing better health and dental services to
children.
The latter refers to a Dental Insurance Plan which would be piloted by providing coverage and
examinations to all children in 5 Model Neighborhood Schools which are not covered by Medicaid.
Social services
Model Neighborhood projects in Consumer Affairs (education and protection), Recreation Programming and Child Care (day care) were all conceived as preludes to citywide activities in their areas.
The Consumer Affairs and Child Care Projects are already citywide in scope through the receipt of
additional OEO monies.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTHS
Although the organization of the Newark Model Cities Program resembles to a large extent that
of other Model Cities programs because it is responsive to HUD requirements and guidelines, certain aspects, in addition to its planning arrangements, stand out in the Newark program, These are
extensive community organizations to reinforce the citizens-in-participation mechanism and a
unique practice In hiring and training Newark and Model Neighborhood residents, particularly
from minority groups.
All of these Innovations can be attributed to the taking of office of the Gibson Administration in July 1970 with its overwhelming mandate to bring government back to the people in the
community and to deliver the services they deserved.
Community Organization:
The citizen organizations have been organized throughout the Model Neighborhood to plan for
and to receive the services of the Model Cities Program. A network of 39 Urban Agents hired
from and operating in their own neighborhoods has worked among the residents to establish the
basis for 75 block organizations and 13 district assemblies, or groups of block organizations, which
enhance citizen participation In the Model Cities Program by requiring Model Neighborhood Cuncil members to return frequently to the citizens that elected them at the citizens behest.
An annual Model Neighborhood-Conference is held to participate in planning the program for
the following action year. The most recent Conference on January 14-15 attracted over 1,000
residents.
The Urban Agents regularly visit families on their street, assisting them with health, welfare,
employment, education, legal or other problems. They have participated in surveys vital to the
area--on rat and pest infestation, urban blight, and Identification of leadership.
Personnel and Training:
The Community Development Administration has made an intensive effort to recruit minority employees within Newark and within the Model Neighborhood. Of 500 employees working in
CDA 480 or 87% are minority persons. Eighty per cent of the supervisors in the agency are also

from minority groups.

Training opportunities have extended to every staff member in the agency. Such training has
included participation in State Department of Community Affairs and City Civil Service programs,
refund on tuition for registration in accredited college programs, a special CDA-Essex County College Urban Studies Program leading to an AA degree for all staff wishing to do college work,
plus myriad special purpose training efforts designed and implemented by consultants for central
administration and projects. There have been over 1700 training opportunities (some people participated more than once). In training projects to date, over 800 of these participants were CDA staff or
Model Neighborhood residents receiving their first or additional work in college programs.
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Law and Public Safety
Model Cms and State Law Enforcement Planning Agency (SLEPA) resources have been coordinated

to provide

(1) a law planning capacity which has resulted in plans for

(2) increasing police effectiveness and service;
(3) preventing and treating drug addiction, and
(4) reforming 'and supplementing court practices, particularly as they relate to juvenile often-

de
A combined $4 million has been garnered and planned for these purposes.

Educatim
In the Second Action Year, a major new unit-the Office of Program Staff Development-was
created within the Board of Education to oversee and coordinate existing Model Cities projects
in community participation and relaJlons, training, scholarship Incentive and special educational
techniques and to inject new ideas flowing from these projects and the Model Cities planning
staff directly into the mainstream of Board planning.
Manpower and Economie Development
Projects In construction training and minority construction contracting were developed to tie
in with physical development work being undertaken via activities In the rest of CDA, chiefly
the Housing Development & Rehabilitation Corporation.
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PROBLEMS
The Model Cities Program in Newark has confronted many problems, particularly because it has
uncomprisingly pursued high Ideals for community Involvement, local employment opportunities
and the delivery of quality services under the Gibson Administration. Also, because Model
City's Grant has been used as intended seed money, a bewildering array of mandates and funding
requirements by other governmental levels complicate and hamper local flexibility and responsiveness.
In addition to the itergovernnental relationships, there are local restrictions which make themselves most manifest in the general problem of implementng projects. The election and change
in administration at a key time for Model Cities-early in-the First Action Year--probably
slowed implementation, although the quality of the program was Improved during that period.
Recruiting of local talent for both the Central Administration and the Projects has been diffi.
cult. Indeed, recruiting of talent in general has been a problem. Operating agencies have welcomed the money in most cases, but have not welcomed sincere attempts at innovation and requirements in the area of program and fiscal reporting. In certain program areas such ks health,
manpower and economic development, a shared planning mandate has made It dlff! t to plan
programs through implementation.

SUMMARY
The Model Cities Program, especially as the nucleus of a citywide Community Development Administration, has been a source of fresh planning ideas in almost all program areas and has resulted In considerable non-local funds being brought into Newark. Model Cities has also been the
impetus by which these funds can be rationally and intelligently planned across program areas,
avoiding duplication, integrating and interweaving all necessary actors in a timely fashion which
includes, of course, the community. Implementation of plans, however, remains a problem. O4
line operating agencies are eager for money but not new ideas, and the leverage that can be exerted
by a new organization with limited resources and high standards for citizen involvement and
employment opportunities is not always sufficient to move projects and programs as quickly
as desired. Mayoral sign-off with respect to some of these agencies offers some hope toward the
alleviation of this problem.
As intended, Newark Model Cities has fostered comprehensive policy and planning centralized under the Mayor's control. As such, it serves as a beacon for the forthcoming Revenue Sharing.

/
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APPENDIX A

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENTS AND SERVICES
PROJECTS
Parks, Shad. Trees & Recreation
Resource Improvement

CDA ACTION
YEAR

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

MONEY
ALLOCATED

HUD-MC

$

234,000

(11 See Social Services,
Component under Re-'
creation Programming)

Public Transportation Interim
Improvements

I

HUD-MC

100,000

HUD-MC

135,000

HUD-MC

333,000

(11 Continued as part.
of Neighborhood -Do
sign and Land Use
Planning)

Street & Building Lighting
Improvements

I
(if Continued as part
of NDLP)

Neighborhood Design and
Land Use Planning

252.361
Technical Study for Expansion
of the Subway

(50,000
used as matching
from other project
budgets)
U.S. Dept. of
Transportation
N. J. Dept. of
Transportation

Transportation Study

I
(11 Continued as part
of NDLP)

Urban Beautification

140,000
20,000

HUD-MC

50,000

HUD-MC

514,000
Used as matching
from other project
budgets

HUD-MC

(50,000
same as above)
80.000
623,903

Local
HUD
HUD
N. J. Dept. of Comm.
Affairs

Interim Assistance Program

HUD
City of Newark
State of N. J.
In Kind-City
HUD-MC

Neighborhood Stabilization
II

HUD-MC

$

450,000
225,000
550,000
200,000
50,000
25,000
448,000
161,213

TOTAL .................................... $ 4,077,477
(Includes Certified Area Program which can provide $357,000 In
loans and grants made available by HUD for property rehabilitation)

HOUSING PROJECTS
PROJECT
Housing Development and
Rehabilitation Corporation
Housing Investment Study

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

COA A(T1ON
YEAR

MONEY
ALLOCATED

HUD-MC
HUD-MC
Project Rehab Loans

II

$

207,130
427,270
50,000,000

HUD-MC

II

57,000
300,000

HUD
N. J. Dept. of Comm.
Affairs
HUD
N.J. DCA

Demolition Grant Program
II
II

Emergency Repair Services
Relocation Payments

HUD-MC

150,000
769,000
375,000
248,000

HUD-MC

500,000

TOl AL ....................................

$53,033,400

II

Secondary Schools &
Curriculum Planning
Higher Education Assistance
Talent Search

II

N.J. DCA
Local-in-Kind

$

II

$

II

HEW
HEW
DCA
DCA
In-Kind

I.
II

HUD-MC
Incorporated in OPSD

30,000

HUD-MC

30,000

HUD-MC

922,181

HUD-MC
Incorporated in OPSe

589,000

HIgher Education Assistance Program
Innovative
Classroom Innovation Project
Learning Center
Office of Program & Staff
Development

I.
II

Model Schools
Teacher Training Career
Development
Hilda Taba Staff Trainer
Aides Training

I.

HUD-MC
II

50,000

42,000

40,430
157,867
5,000

40,000

HUD-MC

II

HUD-MC
I"O

N. J. DCA
HUD-MC
HUD-MC

Experimental Classroom
A
*incaomtsd within OPSOIn 2nd Action Ver

75,000

Incorporated in OPSD

Community Coordinator
Secondary Schools &
Community Relations
Project Link

53,490

....................................

11,000
50,000
Reported Under
OPSD
Reported Under
OPSD
$ 2,095,968
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MANPOWER AND ECOtIOWC DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT
Neighborhood Youth Corps
Special Service Section
Minority Contractors' Trade
Association
Construction Trad Training
Program

CDA ACTION
YEAR

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

MONEY
ALLOCATED

$

HUD-MC
HUD-MC

I

56,000
76,617

II

HUD-MC

125,644

II

HUD-MC

100,911

N.J. DCA

SEED

50,000
$

409,172

$
HUD
N. J. Dept. of Health
N. J. College of M & D
HUD.MC

50,000
98,500

TOTAL ......................

HEALTH PROJECTS
Interim Direct Dental Care

Home Care
Gladys E. Dickenson
Health Center
If

Lead Poisoning Prevention
& Treatment
Non-Emrgency Transportation

I&ll
II
II

Model School Health Programs
Project Child

Home Management Training
Program
Health Services Management
Course
Health Program Development
Team

II

328,000
99,806
200,000

HUD-MC
HUD-MC
Medicaid
N. J. Dept. of Health &
HEW projected
Newark Division of Health
HUD-MC
HUD-MC
Medicaid Reimbursement
& Red Cross
HUD-MC
N.J. DCA
N.J. DCA
Local In-Kind

35,000
54,000
30,055
30,000
(proocted)

$

93,180
96,780
131,216
100,000

HEW

34,193

HEW

16,375

HEW
HUD-MC
Regional Medical Program

49,200
42,948
20,000

Ass. for Retarded Children

18,000
.5,000

N.J. Oept. of Health
HUD-MC
Req. Med. Program
Ass. for Retarded Children
Allied Health Institute

33,000

HUD-MC

42,633
20,000
18,000
100,000

PROJECT
Urban Rodent & Insect Control
( Initial Application)

CDA ACTION
YEAR
I

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

MONEY
ALLOCATED
1,110,000

N. J. Dept. of Health

Health Information & Education
Services

100,000

Group Practice Incentive Project

50,000
TOTAL ....................................

$ 3,005,966

SOCIAL SERVICES AND INCOME MAINTENANCE
Community Organization &
Urban Agents

HUD-MC

Neighborhood Facilities Grant

HUD.telighborhood
facilities

280,000

Recreation, Parks & Cultural Affairs

HUD-MC
(See Parks, Shade Trees &
Recreation Resources
Improvement)
HUD.MC

113,710

HUD.MC
(HEW Proposed)

117,120
500,000

Child Care Development Center
(Daycare)

$

841,677

46,508
70,350

N. J. DCA
DCA

Consumer Affairs Project

293,000
591,886

OEO (In-Kind contribution)

150,000

Foster Grandparents

DCA
DCA

50,000
50,000

Paid Volunteer Program

N. J. Division of
Mental Retardation

40,000

Drama Training

TOTAL .................................... $ 2,644,251

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING
Increase Effectiveness of
Police Services
Public Safety Personnel
Youth Aid & Services
Pilot Teleprinter Communications Project
Rapid Individual Communications System
Total Area Coverage
Communications System (TAC)

HUD.MC

$

210,000
34,075
29,746

$

17,070

Prior to I*
I

SLEPA
HUD-MC

Prior to I

SLEPA

I

Local

11,380

Prior to I
I

SLEPA
Local
U.S. Dept. of Justice-LLEAA

30,768
20,512
149,972

PROJECT

CDA ACTION
YEAR

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

MONEY
ALLOCATED

Local
Police Officer Role Study

I.
II

SLEPA
Local

Police Resource Allocation Design

I.

SLEPA
Local

99,952
30,000
21,623

I.

SLEPA
Local

IIe

DOJ-LEAA
Local

City-County Strike Force to Combat Organized
Crime

Io

DOJ.LEAA
SLEPA
Local

43,895
29,263
28,890
19,599
125,470
72,031
130,000'
170,000
107,633

Action Now Complaint
Bureau (Police Community Storefronts)

I*

HUD-MC
HUD-MC

95,558
133,565

SLEPA
Local
HUD-MC
HEW

112,592
77,025
11,057
99,511
190,000
63,333
111,000
18,367

Manpower Utilization Demonstration Project
Police Cadet Project

Community Services

Increase Services to Youth
Newarkfields
WORC Expansion

is
Prior to I"
Is
Io

Youth Services Agency

Prior to I*
Ie

HEW
HUD-MC

Comprehensive Youth
Work Training

Prior to I"
I.

HEW
HUD-MC

Pilot Project in Pre-Adolescent Services

II

HEW
HUD-MC

A Demonstration Project in the Participation
of Youth-in-Youth Services

II

$

75,000
33,106

HEW
HUD-MC

50,000
12,276

Prior to I*
I.

SLEPA
Local

31,684
22,121

I.

SLEPA
Local

40,000
26,680

I"

SLEPA
Local

39,978
26,680

Narcotics Programs
Student Congress on Prevention of
Drug Abuse
Preventive Education in Drug Abuse
Expansion of Confidential Narcotics Register
Youth Community Drug Treatment Project
Narcotics Advisory and
Rehabilitation Council

Ii

N. J.
SLEPA
HUD-MC
HUD-MC

130,568
124,000
186,000
97,732

Law & Justice Education
Model Criminal Justice Education

Prior to I

SLEPA
Local

7,170
4,780

SLEPA
N. J.

40,464
4,496

Criminal Justice flar4V Program
Development
Comprehensive Law Enforcement &
Criminal Justice Planning
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PROJECT

CDA ACTION
YEAR

SOURCE
OF FUNDS

U
Comprehensive Juvenile Delinquency Strategy

I
II

MONEY
ALLOCATED

SLEPA
N.J.

32,938
3,660
215,950
75,000

HEW
HUD.MC

'

Safety
Safety Through Lighting

SLEPA
Local

47,360
31,181

Improve Legal Service
Legal Services & Law Reform

HUD-MC

$

197,259

TOTAL .................................... $ 3,849,972
*This project Is operative in Second Action Year, supported by funds
allocated, as shown.
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ADMINISTRATION
Program Administration

I

Task Force Technical Fund

I

115,000

Project Evaluation

I

284,011

HUD-MC

$ 1,446,020

SUB TOTAL ............................
$ 1,845,031
Administration

I

N. J. DCA ..............................
$ 123,669
TOTAL, FIRST ACTION YEAR .... $ 1,968,700

CDA Director's Office

11

HUD-MC

$

Communication

261,989
56,569
133,115

Fiscal
Personnel

145,948

Office Management

209,358

Operations
Planning

330,125

158,348
32,552

Law
Model Neighborhood Council

79,181

Task Forces

35,819

Program Evaluation
Proed Evaluation

119,468
97,538
SECOND ACTION YEAR
HUD-MC SUB TOTAL
$ 1,660,010

Administration

N.J. DCA

150,000

TOTAL, SECOND ACTION
YEAR
GRAND TOTAL

$ 1,810,010
$ 3,778,710

APP84MXB

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION-NEWARK
FIRST ACTION YEAR
DOLLARS UNSPENT IN JULY 1970
TOTAL YEAR BUDGET
AS OF 7-1-70 -

$ SPENT

$ UNSPENT

$5,600,000

$436,998

$5,163,002

DHEW

49,280

28,090

21,190

N. J. DEPT. OF HEALTH

95,000

19,025

75,975

6,460

2,015

6,445

ASSN. FOR THE MENTALLY
RETARDED

20,000

12,888

7,112

N. J. REGIONAL MEDICAL
Plan

43,973

43,973

DCA
LOCAL

191,207
83,734

3,679
57,382

187,528
26,352

TOTAL

$6,091,654

$604,050

$5,487,604

SOURCE OF FUNDS
SUPPLMENTAL FUNDS
HUD-MC
OTHER FUNDS

N.J. CMD

SOURCE, First Quarterly Report April-June 1970

-
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APPENDIX C

ADMINISTRATION
NEARLY FOUR MILLION DOLLARS ($3.8 MILLION) HAS BEEN
ALLOTTED TO CDA BY HUD AND THE NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS FOR COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING, CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND EVALUATION. ANOTHER
$7 MILLION WAS RECENTLY AWARDED TO THE CITY UNDER
THE HUD PLANNED VARIATIONS
MODEL CITIES CITYWIDE.

PROGRAM TO EXTEND
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Mr. WILLIAMS. All ri'glit, thank you.
We have also a video tape which was made courtesy of channel 47
which we would like to show to you. I think that kind of will give
you a graphic picture of what the literature describes.
Mr. STEPHENS As I understand, it is about 15 or 20 minutes?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I believe it is a 25-minute film.
In the second part of my presentation I would hope that I would be
given a chance to respond to the allegations made earlier by Mr. Prins.
Mr. STEPhENS. Yes.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I was very glad to hear that lie found no evidence
of outright fraud and corruption because I don't think it is thete.
I also think that some of the things that were considered erroneous
or absolutely to the left or right of center I think we can explain, and
so I would like very much to have that opportunity.
Mr. STEPHENS. Mr. Williams, that is the very reason that we had
the evidence that Mr. Prins gave here in person so that you would
have an opportunity to hear it or to have it related to you and to give
you a full opportunity to reply if you so wished.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I will have within a few minutes, I hope, a
written reply that I would like to become a part of the documentary
record specifically on those allegations, but I would like to go over
them verbally with you.
Mr. STEPHENS. Either or both will be fine with us.
Mr. WILLIAMS. All right, I appreciate that.
Would you gentlemen be willing to sit here so you could witness the
viewing of the TV screen.
Mr. &ODINO. I think for the benefit of the audience, it's best that
we come down there.
(Thereupon, a film was shown.)
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would be glad to answer any questions, but I did
want to find out about the tour tomorrow.
Mr. STEPHENS. That is what we were discussing here. How long
will it take to see the places that you would like for us to see?
Mr. WILIAMS. Well, it can take as long as you want. There is so
much there. The tour that we have outlined is approximately at the
minimum; I would say an hour and a half.
Mr. STEPHENS. All right. Say 8 o'clock in the morning?
Mr. WILLIAMS Yes, 8 o'clock is fine.
Mr. RODINO. May I inquire where you will meet?
Mr. WILLIAMS. 'We will have a bus here at 8 o'clock and take you
to the places tiat we have in mind.
Mr. MINIST. I don't think it is necessary to have a bus. We will have
transportation.
Mr. STEI'IiENs. Do you have a large number of your group that
want to travel with us?
Mr. WILLIAMS. There are some people that we would like to have
there to 'explain properly in detail what you will be seeing. So it is no
problem.
Mr. MI-isiT. I have no objection to that, but we have transportation.
1We will accommodate you with whatever you want to do.
Mr. Ro1)-No. The central meeting point will be here?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.

Mr. STEPHENS. We will meet you in front of this place at 8 o'clock in
the morning.
Mr. WILLIAMS. OK.
Mr. STEPHENS. That presentation, Mr. Williams, was very interest-

Mg.

As I understand, the development of the health care project, the
center that you have there, is a Model Cities project that you anticipate
the Model Cities program itself---will be carried on after
yes.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Oh,
Mr. STEPHENS. Is over with. By the association with the hospital and
by the medicare program and such, and that it is a lasting viable program development through your Model Cities program.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, this will go on beyond Federal funds. However,
we willMr. STEPhIiNS. You mean Federal funds for Model Cities?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. I was going to say we will need Federal
funds quite possibly through the State to take on some of the extra
additional operational cost because we are trying to deal with people
not eligible for medicaid and medicare through
Mr. STEPHENS. That would be partly through HEW funding?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, and State health department. I might ad that
the picture that you saw involved a van which was our nonemergency
transportation vehicle which has taken thousands of people to and
from doctors presently. That was a simulation because the equipment
is now being installed in that center, and the actual center openikhg will
take place some time this month.
Mr. STEPHiENS. What about the program that you have of teacher
aides, what is the possibility of it continuing, being a viable program,
and where would the financlnig come if the Model Cities program is not
continued as it currently is, because I am sure you got supplemental
funds from Model Cities for the development of that. Will that be
through your State program?
Mr. WILLIAMS. There are many sources on that. The five schools involved have contributed heavily to the number of teacher aides there;
and as such, those people are part of the board of education structure.
The board of education through the stated agencies would then be
responsible for looking into this matter and seeing that this particular
activity would be carried on should Model Cities discontinue, but there
are many other kinds of programs in HEW which we hope to attract
to this overall process, and we mentioned experimental schools on the
show there. Unfortunately, we were not able to get experimental
schools that was $19 to $20 million; but this is a kind of overall specialized emphasis from HEW that we hope to take advantage of in
the very near future, those schools and for some additional ones.
Mr. STPPiE.TqS. Can you give me some examples of some of the programs that you have tried and experimented with and found that after
your experimentation they might not be viable or you won't want to
recommend that thev be continued?
Mr. WILLIAMS. One of them is home care as it was set up. This was
a project that was set up originally to expectant mothers with respect
to proper care of themselves as they went through the sequence of
pregnancy. We found people did not like to talk about it, and the van
we had which was going into the neighborhood is trying to get mothers

interested in this particular health care; it just did not work, so the
project was in fact phased out. We hope to reintroduce this program
in the Columbus Home or Gladys Dickinson Health Center.
Mr. STEPHiENs. Where they will come to a particular clinic?
Mr. WILLIAMS. That is right; and prenatal care and pediatrics will
be two of the specialties we deal with when the center opens. The van
is now being used by the Department of Health here in the city of
Newark for some of its drug screening-I am sorry, lead poisoning
screening activities.
Mr. STEPHENS. Have you had experience in services for the elderly,
like meals on wheels? Have you tried some of the elderly programs
in your experimentation?
Mr. WILLIAMS. One of our employees, Benita Hall, recently was
selected by the mayor to head up the Newark summer program, the
Newark summer feeding program, a meals program called Sunup.
It was money coming out of the Department of Agriculture, I believe,
for meals for people during the summer months. Hopefully, that will
be the model by which we can get into many mass production activities
insofar as food is concerned. Not only are we thinking about the
elderly, but we are thinking about day care, because again you have
a captive audience, if you will, that needs pre-prepared food in many
different forms and fashions, and there are many ways we can provide
that, so we have done research with respect to the elderly and day care.
We have three day care centers of our own funded using title 4(A)
as the other funds involved. The Model Cities was a local share, and
the major contribution came from the State through title 4 (A). Those
are the people we would be trying to help with respect to food.
Mr. STEPHENS. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. I was interested in a followup to the question that you
put to Mr. Williams concerning the aftermath after the Federal Government has phased out the model cities program.
. Did I understand, Mr. Williams, that you contemplate that this will
be continued, that it will be a continuing program?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Everything won't be saved. We are not going to be
able to have all of those programs, nor do we want to save all of them,
because some of them, as demonstrations showed us, that they did not
work; but we are one of the designs, one of the objectives, all my planners have is to figure out what is going to happen with this program 2
or 3 years from now; and by and large, programs that we in the
interest of the communities have decided to fund, by and large they
will be absorbed somewhere. Certainly the health center will.
Mr. RODINO. Well, especially those that you consider to be beneficial
programs, it would be certainly a sad commentary if after having
expended sums of money on a program that is developed to a phase
where it really benefits the citizenry, that then it comes to an end.
Have you in your planning considered a phasing out period of some
of the programs? Are some of them temporary in nature; are they
designed to phase themselves out?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Some of them in fact are one-shot deals, as we call
them. For example, the learning center concept which was associated
with the nonprofit group called Newark Housing Council, that was
designed just to do a specific thing. They were planning three schools
in conjunction with some housing they were developing with the State

program so they needed some money to get educational consultants
and as such figure out a way to make those schools a part of the board
of education everyday life.
Now, as such we funded them, and we said OK, that is the way-it is
going to be. Now, we have several grants that are designed like that
because we don't want to string people on forever.
With respect to the major activities that should be continued, and
you can't avoid continuing them, it is a constant search for Federal
funds or other funds to make ends meet. I am not saying we have
the solution to that. We don't have the solution. Sometimes it is a yearto-year existence, but we have beenf able by the process of what we call
creativity grantsmanship, latch on to appropriate categorical assistance with your Model Cities money and make the Model Cities amount
smaller and smaller as the years go by. Again, sometimes that backfires. SLEPA, for instance, refused to fund some of our programs, so
Model Cities had to pick them up.
Mr. RODINO. My concern is, as a Representative who is called upon
to vote on programs, I have got to consider priorities; and although
a good many of these programs are well intentioned, well planned,
and do serve a useful purpose on a temporary basis, nonetheless, wedo know that the Federal Government, as much as we might like to
see it be the source of revenue, certainly doesn't have an inexhaustible
sum of money, nor is the taxpaying public willing to support a lot of
these programs. I am hopeful that as your planning continues-and,
of course, I am impressed with the kind of presentation that you made
here today-you will take care of priority needs, recognizing the
ractical aspect of the fact that funds are not just inexhaustible; and
Hope you recognize, too, the great criticism that attaches to the Government between those of us who come from urbanized areas where
the needs are great and those who come from rural areas who may not
recognize the needs and the difficulties. Of course, we vie for the
moneys that are available.
Mr. WILLIIS. We certainly are sensitive to that, Congressman;
and all the help that has been given by you gentlemen to preserve the
program intact for as long as it has been, certainly is greatly appreciated. The number of things that we are trying to develop that might
help the situation, and I am sure you are aware of some of them, the
most recent effort was put forward by the Governor supported by the
mayor to try to get an income tax. I think that would have been a way
to bring more money into Newark.
We also have to look, I think, very closely at all of the tax exempt
property that is in Newark and reestablish policy with respect to who
ought to be taxed and who ought not to be taxed. The airport out there,
which I understand last year paid about $500,000 and it cost us
$300,000 to operate a fare station out at the same airportMr. RODINO. That is a continuing problem.
Mr. WILLMS. Continuing expense. So we are aware of that and
in our planning we try not to put anything out there that at least there
is no hope-let me rephrase this-we try to plan something that does
present a hope for continual funding through some other source.
With revenue sharing, the rules are going to change and we are
trying to get geared up to meet that too.
MIr. RomNo. I want to say just one last thing.

I would like to point out, Mr. Williams, that as one who, as you
know, has had for a long time a deep-seated interest and concern about
where NSWark is going, recognizing that we have all got to work together, being the sole representative now on ft Federal level in the
House of Representatives for cities like Newark and East Orange,
and Newark being a city with the tremendous problems that it has,
and knowing about the big problems that come to the House of Representatives whenever we are looking for funds, I am hopeful that we
continue in the direction of trying to keep priorities assuring that
funds are well spent, correctly spent, and properly administered. Too
many times and too often there are those who are ready to criticize
and sometimes good programs go down the drain because of improper
administration.
I know there has been a lot of searching inquiry in some of these
areas. I want to assure you that so long as things are being admin-- -J
Pd properly, correctly, and in the best interests of the citizenry,
lt'n
Woing to help, and I am going to help to the best of my ability,
using my office as I have been using it as a conduit. But I also want to
assure you that I am going to be strictly critical wherever I find that
there is either an inability or not the capacity to do the job or an unwillingness, or where there is an obvious closing of eyes, where there
is the use of funds improperly. I say this only because I have been
receiving a lot of this kind of complaint. I know some of it may be
unjustified, but nonetheless because we are both interested, because
we know that there are things that need to be done, I am hopeful that
the kind of thrust that we are taking will improve the situation. I am
sure that this committee is going to be looking upon it in just this way.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We share those same concerns.
Mr. AMRIsiT. Mr. Williams, I want to talk to what we just saw on

television and then I expect that you are going to make your own
presentation and clear up some statements that were made earlier in
the day and then we will have several questions. I know I will.
But let me assure you of one thing. Mr. Prins acts as an agent of
the Banking and Currency Committee, so it is not Mr. Prins acting
on his own.

In reference to the program. The rehab program, do you have a list
of contractors or how are they selected?
Mr. WILLIA-3S. I don't have a list here before me. We have approximately six or seven, if I remember correctly, three of them I mentioned

here, and I don't know the others offhand.
Mr. MINISI. On what basis were they picked?
Mr. WILLIAMS. They were picked solely on the basis of ability to
perform.
Mr. MINISH. And past experience.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Past experience is one indicater of that ability; yes.
We relied heavily on past experience.
Mr. MINISI. Let me ask you this. How long have they been in oper-

ation as contractors, in business?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't have specific statistics on that but let's take
Priorities, for an example. They have been in business for 3 to 4 years in
Newark. They started out at Amatil Village. Mr. Gallanter's group is
an amalgamation of people who have been, in fact, in the rehabilitation
business for quite some time, and also Mount Carmel Guild, they have
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rehabilitated several houses in the city of Newark, the latest of which
is up on 15th Avenue and Bruce Street.
Mr. MiNIsiT. Well, I am aware of the ability of Mount Carmel Guild
because they have been in it many, many years and they do give their
work out on bid.
Do these contractors bid for the work?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; they do not.
Mr. MINisti. Why not?
Mr. WILLIA3S. It is not required by HUI) that they bid.
Mr. MiNISLi. But whether it is required or not, don't you think it is
fair to open the door to other contractors?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It is not a question of being open to contractors. I
think we have more openings than we have contractors. We have said
come in, and let's see what you can do, and not too many people have
come in. I think Mr. Sweeney is here and he can tell you more about
the rules of HUD with respect to the 236 program, but bids are not required -withrespect to that particular program for rehab.
Mr. MINISII. One of the gentlemen that you named, I recall him to
be an attorney. Is he now a contractor, Mr. Gallanter?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. MINISH. Am I talking about the same one?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I believe he is an attorney. I don't know if we are
talking about the same one.
Mr. MiNisim. I am sure we are.
How about the FACE program, do you administer that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; I do not.
Mr. MINISH. I have other questions but you want to make a presenta tion before we ask the questions.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; I have no format at this particular time.
Mr. STEPHENS. Before we get into that, may I point out one thihig in
response

to some of the items you were discussing, Mr. Rodino?

ertain parts of the Model Cities program were bound to be one-time
operations. Now I will give you one example. Money can be used for
paving a street in the Model Cities area and putting in curbs and gutters, and that is, of course, bound to be just a one-time operation and
that is in order to make other objectives of upgrading that particular
area in the social services possible. You will find that there will be
some of these one-shot physical programs that are really taking over
what the city has been doing before, or the county. Almost always when
paving the streets you pave the streets at the expense of the abutting
property owners and that is one of the reasons why in many lowincome areas you didn't have paving and this was to upgrade that.
So there is bound to be some money spent in that field that is a onetime operation.
Mr. RODINo. A one-shot deal.
Mr. STEPHENS. Yes. And the building, for example, of your health
center itself, that is a one-time project, physical or so-called hardware
program. The Model Cities program objectives, at least from our congressional feeling, is that they will experiment with a social program
and if it is one that they can develop then it can be taken over and continued to be operated, like a youth training program for certain kinds
of skills to be taken over and financed if it proves to be successful by
the Department of Labor, and your educational experiments that he

mentioned will be used in experimentation in these areas-and then if
they are viable they can be taken over and run by the Department of
Education of your State or your city. With funding from the normal
sources this is somewhat of an acceleration of experimental ideas under
one heading with the concept that has developed in housing that you
have got to provide more than just a place for a person to live. That
is the thrust that your housing programs have taken within the last
6 years.
There is more to housing than just giving somebody running water
and a roof over their heai and that is what caused a lot of complaints
and misunderstand.:ig. This is a new thrust that HUD and the committee and our communities are all experimenting together with and
the Model Cities brings everything together. Is that the way you
understand it?
Mr. MINisH. Right.
Mr. STEPHENS. Thank you. I just wanted to get that across.
Mr. W ILLIAMS. There is another example of that which you will see
tomorrow and that is the street closing up on South Ninth Street be-

tween 13th Avenue and 12th Avenue, if you can picture that. The idea
there with the neighborhood residents was to provide a recreational
area so that people could have a permanent place to relate to and to
give them some more street lighting, some improvement in street lighting. We did that on 12th Street. That was a one-shot construction effort
and tis such the project was carried forth. By the way that did go out
on bids.
Mr. STEPHENS. In connection with that, have you found it somewhat
-ofa problem for people who were not included as living in the model
area, wanting to move in when you began to make these improvements?
Mr. WILLIAMS. In some cases; yes. That is certainly the case with the

project rehab. It is a tremendous waiting list to move in there. Most
of the buildings in project rehab are in the model neighborhood area
in the west ward. The same is true in the central ward where everybody says nobody wants to live there. Down on 15th Aveitue there are
no vacancies in the Mount Carmel Guild housing.
Mr. MINISH. That is not project rehab.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I didn't say that. I said it is within the model neighborhood area and we are helping out Mount Carmel Guild in the day
care center.
Mr. MiNISH. How many a apartments or projects or buildings or
whatever you care to call them has Model Cities project rehab
completed I
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't know how many of those 300 are completed
by now but all of those that we name are within project rehab.
Mr. MINISH. You have 300 under construction?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, in one stage or another; yes.
Mr. STEPHEN-S. That is rehabilitation?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Rehabilitation-no, new construction under Model

Cities.

Mr. MINIsH. Do you care to get involved in the areas where you
said there may have been something said this morning, just talk about
the arias you disagree with so we can at least discuss that and give you
an oplportunity to clear up the record before we ask some questions.
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Mr. WILLIAMS. All right. I have a statement here which, if you will
accept it, it has some typographical errors in it because it was done
hastily in response to what was reported to me this morning, and I
am not going to read it.
I would lke to enter it into the record but I will go through it and
pick up some of the points I think are of interest.
Mr. STPHENS. Without objection, it will be entered in the record
without the typographical errors.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Let's talk about weak operating procedures, pro-

grams not meeting needs, inability to match purpose or expenses with
vouchers.
That is an overall topic that was discussed in the HUD audit report
and we attempted to respond to that and did so respond by showing the
evolution of Model Cities Newark operation procedures as time went
along.
When I took over this job 2 years and 2 months ago, Model Cities
was a small group of people behind some desk at 39 Branford Place.
Most of the money had not been expended. As a fatter of fact, to be
exact, $5,800,000 had not been expended. The grant was only for $5.6
million but there were other categories not moving and so I had 6
months left really to begin programs which in some cases were not
thought through and in some cases had to be changed and at the same
time understandd HUD and the Congress expects to see some results. So
we began to set up the kind of operation that could deal with this kind
of enormous responsibility. Planning had to be redone.. There was no
monitoring capability at all within the agency. A monitoring division
had to be created whereas the program had been running fok" about 1
year. Evaluation also had to be beefed up. There were only -two
people on the evaluation staff. So these kinds of things had to be
brought into focus and had to be actually done from the start.
Community organization was nonexistent because the past admninistration did not particularly care about citizen involvement. So you
had a bunch of mad citizens running around against everything and
it became our duty to integrate them into something that they could
be proud of and at the same time be a part of it andmake some decisions in it. So what we did has resulted administratively in several
interesting things and the evidence, I think, was there for all eyes to
see.
No. 1, we have a monthly reporting system which has five phases to
it. One is called a narrative in which the project director-lists the problems that are troubling him over this particular period, things he cannot deal with;
No. 2, we deal with fiscal which shows -a record of expenses and a
record of budget revisions if necessary;
Three, we talk about what we call output measures, in other words
quantitatively what has the program achieved;
Four, we talk about exactly what is meant by the term progress in
terms of events that actually took place in terms of the goals that were
set the months before; and
Five, we talk about personnel changes.
This is not an automated system, it is a manual system, but we are
beginning to learn that and as such 31 programs now participate or
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31 projects that we have some responsibilities for, not operating but
some responsibility report into that system. It takes time to get people
to understand how that works.
We had trained people to come in and show us how to set it up but
to actually make it work it takes time and we are just beginning to
show those results and those results are available.
I have here some of the material that is used in terms of this project
report and this is a form to show exactly how this is used.
Mr. MINISH. Where specifically are the areas in which you disagree
with what was brought before the committee this morning. Try to
narrow it down.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am addressing myself to weak operating procedures

now and I think the record should show I don't feel we have weak
operating procedures. We have embryonic operating procedures, if I
may use that term.
Another method we use is called a planalog. We attempt to budget
out activities in terms of times so that we can look at a chart and see
this project is successful or not successful because in x months we
should be here and we are not so, therefore, we have problems.
Also we use something called time phase budgeting, which means
we mow on the fiscal level how much is supposed to be spent by that
same period of time.
Now these things take time and they are just beginning to come into
play.
As I say we have people to explain that but to get people to actually
understand how to make it work, this is sophisticated technique and
we by no means have come up to the Wall Street level of efficiency,
which is the point I am really trying to make.
I think if there are problems with respect to surmising vouchers or
vouchers not going along with the purpose, I think they could have
been explained that Mr. Prins asked me about that, and I will offer
that opportunity to him now, if he would like to go back, we can go
back and look into the files. I am not saying everything is letter perfect,
we do have problems, there is confusion, but we have answers for
everything. Everything we have done has been above record. We have
not tried to steal money, we have not tried to hide money. The answers are there. It will take time but we will try to find them. That has
to do with number one.
With respect to the Wright-Way Riding Stable contract, I was
very surprised at some of the comments that were made, such things
as the number of teenagers that were available at the time of the inspection, et cetera, because this is minority entrepreneurship and we in
Model Cities try to help the minority businessman when it can be
shown he has a service to provide to the community.
Now, using proper city procedures, we contracted with Wright-Way
sothat hundreds of students, hundreds of kids all over the street could
ride, and they did in fact ride. They have ridden now for 2 years at one
point or another, not continually, but at a certain point such as last,...
Labor Day we had a citywide Labor Day event at which time one of
the featured activities was riding, so we gave a child a chance to ride
a horse whereas before he would not have been given that opportunity.
Mr. MINISII. Is this under that contract that we talked about?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, it was. This was the bulk of the money that was
spent; as a matter of fact it was for that particular activity. We are
not talking about this year because we are not dealing with the second
action year, we are talking about last Labor Day in that case.
Mr. MiNisu. You are not talking about Labor Day that went by?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Labor Day that went by but in addition the money
Mr. Prins was speaking of, the money that would have covered last
Labor Day and not this one.
Now, travel. That is a biggy. Some mention, I believe, was made of
$33,000 of expenditures in the first action year listed as travel. I am
going to read some of this because I would rather not miss anything,
so I will just read two or three pages right into the record, if I may.
Mr. Prins apparently focused on some $.33,000of expenditures in the
first action year listed as travel. I do not know which specific items he
had problems with, but it is an inaccuracy to throw the word "travel"
out without explaining what this means in the CDA context. Under
the umbrella of travel must be considered the local expenses of hundreds of paraprofessional people who work in our projects and must
spend time in the field going about their daily activities. Examples
would be the 50 people in the Community Organization Division who
have at no time gone out of the city of Newark but in fact do incur
travel expenses as they talk to neighborhood residents; 102 police officers in the public safety personnel who must travel throughout the
model neighborhood area in vehicles provided for this purpose and on
foot; 15 people in consumer affairs project who must travel the streets
of Newark in an effort to educate residents of proper consumer buying habits.
Those are some of the examples. We have the model schools project
where expenses are covered the same way.
We have in all 31 of our projects and in all of the projects that we
have under this CDA umbrella where considerably more provision is
made for local travel expenses, so I think that should be highlighted.
Also included generically under the title of travel is car rental expenses for the first action year project and administration. In some
cases we were able to afford enough money within budgets so car purchases could be made, but in many instances automobiles had to be
rented until purchasing could be made, using proper city procedures,
and still in other cases budgetary restriction and length of time allowed
for the life of a project dictated that automobiles should be rented
instead of purchased.
During the first action year $5,387.28 was allocated for the rental of
approximately 10 or more vehicles.
Still another distinction needs to be made with respect to travel
since $10,000 to $15,000 was spent in the first action year by the Model
Neighborhood Council which is the participating citizens body of the
Model Cities program. By law we are required to involve the citizens
in the Model Cities process. By HUD policy citizens are expected to
have a budget independent of the Model Cities administration. In
other words, they are supposed to have the right to make some decisions. Fifty-two citizens chose to spend the money allocated for educational travel in and around the city of Newark, the immediate area,
such as New York, and for long-distance travel.
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Further note should be made of the fact that certain projects themselves require large amounts of money for travel because of the nature
of the program. In other words, I am making a distinction between
local travel and travel that is endemic to the program itself. An example is the Talent Search program which has aided in the placement
of over 200 students in the Nation's colleges and as such arranges travel
for large and small groups of high school students to visit these institutions. Several other local and intermediate transportation needs
have been incurred by programs such as our recreation division, bus
trips for parents and children to local events and to day camps.
iAnother program- transporting large numbers of youth to cultural
events within the immediate area is a Youth Services Agency. All of
these expenses come under the concept of travel.
It can be seen by anyone interested in understanding what travel is
all about what Model Cities is all about, it makes no sense to categorically throw out a figure such as $33,000 without explaining what this
,$33,000 means.
After examining the total record of Model Cities with respect to
travel it can be seen that our travel procedures were and are the most
updated in the city of Newark and as such are being adopted by the
Department of Finance for all city agencies and that our record of
travel in terms of dollars spent for local and long-distance travel
amounts to less than 2 percent of the total grant given to the city of
Newark.
I want to add a footnote; it is not in here, but there were some items
listed as travel iii my past controller, Fleming Jones, which were not
travel at all, and right now Mr. Lee McCain, who was formerly with
HUD, who is my present CDA controller, is trying to decipher out
what it is that was included under the concept of travel that should not
have been there at all.
I am the Director of the agency so I am responsible for it but I do
think you should understand that the thing called travel is not really
what it is.
So are there any questions?
Mr. MINISH. Let me ask you this. What did traveling to Miami
Beach, Fla., and staying at the Fontainebleu contribute to your program?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It depends on what was going on at the Fontainebleu

at that particular time.
I recently traveled, stayed at the Fountainebleu on my own, to the
National Bar Association. I found it quite educational. In this particular trip I think you are referring to the one by Mr. Dennis Cherot.
I don't remember particularly what this conference was, but he had to
obtain a series of approvals, one from his immediate supervisor, one
from his division chief, and finally one from me before he could travel
to that, and whatever that particular event was we made sure that it
was in fact an educational event.
Mr. MiNisLi. It was an educational event?
Mr. WILLAMS Yes, it was.
Mr. MNisir. Do you think it was necessary to send 13 people at a
cost of $2,400 to Washington and in the same breath you said you need
more money?
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Mr. WiLLIMS. Let me read also for the record my specific response

to that. One specific trip needs mentioning since there apparently was
some misunderstanding about the 14 people who journeyed to Washington. The fiscal year was drawing to a close and in an effort to coordinate the travel of those people who had to make last minute funding appeals to various agencies, I insisted that all of the travel that
was necessary be done coincide with the National Model Cities Directors Association Annual Conference of which I am an officer. It can be
seen in the report on this travel that many people not only attended
education sessions at this conference but visited the Deiartment of
Transportation, HEW, HUD, and various Congressmen who will be
influential in voting on upcoming legislation necessary for the survival
of Newark.
Fourteen people did travel to Washington but for five purposes.
The double bill for Mr. Coggins can be explained by the fact he was
originally told by the Ramada Inn, formely Hotel Senesta, there was
no room available with the rest of our group. Unknown to him we prevailed upon the management to let us have this room since we were
prepaid and would have to be liable for the room there anyway, he had
taken a room in another hotel but upon our return to the Senesta.
It can be seen that Mr. Coggins spent 4 days at the Senesta whereas
his bill for the other hotel was but I night, which after his first night
he went to the other hotel.
Mr. MINISH. You said they went to visit the Congressman, these
people while they were in Washington talked to their Congressmen
about the funding program?
Mr. WIMLIAMS. Talked to some Congressmen.
Mr. MINISH. Did they talk to the ones that at least represent

Newark?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not so sure

Mr. Mim s. I am sure.
Mr. WILLIAMS (continuing). Who went to see whom?.
Mr. MINISH. I am sure they did not visit me.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I certainly would have come to see you at this par-

ticular moment had we beenMr. RODINO. I don't believe so, not to my recollection.

Mr. WILLIAMS. We were taking our instructions from the National

Model Cities Directors Association which, as you know, is the overall
body of Model Cities and there were other Congressmen that they
wanted to visit because we had a specific story to tell coming from
Newark, so there were other people involved. I can get you the names.
Mr. MiN.IsH. I would think they would go to visit the Congressman

who represent the area first. I don't see what help they can give your
program by visiting someone from California or Utah.
Mr.

W-iLLIAMS.

Unless perhaps there was some.personal relation-

ship. I would agree with you on that but this again was part of the
arrangement that was maAe with the National Model Cities Directors

Association.
By and large the people who went with the agencies, I am trying to
get you to report on that now, by and large the people who went visited
YIUD, HEW, Transportation, with reference to specific grants that we
had in the hopper or grants that we wanted to institute.

Mr. MINISH. Mr. WilliamsMr. WILLIAMS. I am listening.
Mr. MINISH. On the audit report and other reports sent to us by HXT

and other people, some from your area, the name John Dingell appears in three dikerent salaries. Is he on the Model Cities program?
Mr. WILLIAMS. He is what we call our man in Washington and what

he does is to talk to the agencies and give us information about progress
we are making with respect to grants that we already have or he will
get information and let us kiow exactly what grants are possible that
we can apply for.
Mr. MINisH. Well, what is he paid?
Mr. WILLIAMS. How much is he paid? I believe he is paid approximately $19,000.
Mr. MIsisn. And you feel!the $19,000 is well invested?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I feel it is well invested. He is a professional person.
He maintains his own living in Washington. What we expect from
him is information and we get it.
Mr. STEPHENS. Does he represent several other cities?
Ie personally does not. No; he represents Newark.
Mr. MIiisii. Doesn't he represent Plainfield?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No; he has other people that may be associated
Mr. WILLIATS.

with him but-

Mr. MINmisI. Part of his firm?
Mr. WILLIAMS. They may be associated with him.
Mr. MiNIsiI. He is the boss.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The question is, is his holding the job as Newark

representative in conflict of interest?

Mr. MiNisiI. No one said that.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Let me put it out on the table and try to deal with it.

As far as I am concerned, as long as Mr. Dingell does his job to
Newark and can show me he works 8 hours a day on our behalf, I
don't know what he does for Plainfield. If he still has time for
Plainfield, I think he can do that but, as a matter of fact, he has other
people who work for Plainfield. As a matter of fact, the man's name
is Jeff something or other who does in fact work for the Plainfield
Model Cities program. Jeff Zimmerly.
Mr. RODINo. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that whileI have had no
personal contact with Mr. Dingell other than to meet him, I do know
that he established a line of communication with my office seeking
information in trying to be helpful in seeking out Federal funds, so
I do know that Mr. Dingell has been in my office and his presence has
been felt there. I might say to Mr. Williams that-my office has always
been available to do whatever can be done although the necessary
footwork, as you know, is a difficult thing to try to do otherwise, and
I can appreciate where in this instance Mr. Dingell, if he is working
solely for Newark in the interest of Newark, certainly serves a useful
purpose.
Mr. Mixisiy. Mr. Williams, you had two groups, two consultant
firms studying the subway. Is thermj any reason for that?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not familiar with the total administrative ar-

rangements right now with respect to that subway but if my mind
serves me correctly I believe that was because they each had two dif84-708 0-72-7
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ferent specialties; one that could be performed now and one that had to
be performed then. If you would like me to, I can get you more information on it. As a matter of fact, one of the things we wanted to show
you tomorrow is the subway plan because it is one of the few instances
in which we are going to have actual attempt to do long-range planning and bring some good, hard solid $200 million worth of hardware
to the city of Newark. So we do have those consultants and I might
add that most of the work is being done in conjunction with the city
planning people and they are in fact learning from the consultants and
carrying their weight as well, so we really have three groups of people.
Mr. MINIsH. Why do you need two on one job?
Mr. WILT.IAMs. I am saying it is quite possible because of the way
in which the work program or the specs were drawn up.
Mr. MINIsri. You mean
Mr. WILLIAMS. Could you tell me the names of the consultants?

Maybe I could be of some help.
Mr. MINISH. Yes; I could tell you the one is Shostall, S-h-o-s-t-a-l-l,
and the other one is Snelling.
It seems to me when you give a job on consulting, you give it to one.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not familiar with Mr. Snelling in conjunction

with Transportation, Mr. Snelling with Health.
Mr. MiNIsH. This has it marked "subway."

Mr. WI LuMS. Mr. Snelling is with Health. I don't know how the
fiscal records show it.
Mr. McCain is here to help me out with respect to that kind of thing
henceforth and forevermore but I can tell you Mr. Snelling works in
and Lee Shostall works in Transportation.
Mr. STPmHIs. As consultants?
Mr. WILLIAMS. As consultants, right.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Williams, in this respect, I am not aware, these are
consultants to what, to plan a subway for the city of Newark?
Mr. WILLIAMS. As you know, we have a subway system here, very
short line, it is underfinanced, having fiscal problems. What we did was
to arrange a grant with the Department of Transportation working
with Tri-State, Tri-State Regional Planning Agency and using Model
Cities as the local share to get a $250,000 planning grant to plan a
subway.
We were told that this is a very important first step in terms of the
DOT people actual taking fiscal interest, a hardware interest in
Newark by providing the kind of transportation that the people need.
Mr. STEPHENS. Is that part of the mass transit system?
Mr. WILLiAMS. Yes; this is an urban mass transit authority grant
to plan the authority with and it would go u]p Grand Avenue and
hook on to Broad Avenue. The link between Springfield Avenue could
later be enlarged upon and we can have an entire network of underground travel facilities in Newark specifically focusing upon the
airport.
he Governor has prevailed upon the port authority to have them
bring the path lines from Newark, I am sorry, from New York to
Newark, buttunder the original plans this would really bypass the
heart of the town and go directly to the airport. This is to bring the
Newark commuters out there. This is to dovetail that into an urban

mass transit system so we can get the system up Springfield Avenue
and Irvington and bring them to the job as well as help them get to
New York.
Mr. MCCAIN. Congressman Minish, if I may please address you. I
spoke to Mr. Shapiro and he is the city chief planner. I am not sure
about those two consultants. One thing I am sure about though, when
I spoke to Mr. Shapiro, he informed me that for the short-term subway, something that we can do within the next 2 or 3 years, on a subway up and down Springfield Avenue tying into our present subway
system that runs up to Bloomfield Avenue a most to Mount Claire, at
the same time he also informed me that he has on the board a longterm subway plan whereby our subway will be up and down Broad
Street also and underneath:
Mr. MINISH. A subway under Broad Street?
Mr. McCAIN. Yes. He told me within the next 10 or 12 years this is
the plan.
Now, I would imagine, just speculating, I would imagine that the
Broad Street subway, the long-term plans, would be by one individual.
I would also imagine that the short-term plans, which he means
within the next 5 years, would be held by another individual and at
the same time that particular individual as he brought out the subway
from the station to go to the airport, would be held by the same individual, so you are talking about short-term immediate plans and you
are also talking about long-term plans.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Conceptionally I think that is the way it could be
broken down but I do recognize those names. I know for a fact Mr.
Selling works in the Health, he is personally known to me, and Mr.
Shostall works in Transportation. If there is some other consultants
there that are involved with Transportation, I think we can clear up
the whole matter tomorrow when you see our plans. We can introduce
some of them to you.
Mr. MINisH. Maybe it is a misprint here.
Who is Betty Woody?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Betty Woody is a young lady who aided us in another of our transportation efforts. She is our highway planner. Now
as such she was involved with the negotiations that were carried on
to replan a system of highways that was coming through Newark.
As you know, Route 75, the midtown connectors, was planned and it
was announced in the newspaper about 6 months ago. It was wiped off
the books. That was because of our efforts, and if it had not been for
Miss Woody presenting an alternate plan, which is the upgraded
McArthur Highway, Route 21, and integrated all of the highway in a
mass transit dash highway through us we would not have been so able
to do that.
Mr. MiNisiT. Couldn't you have used the facility of the city and
saved $25,000 or the facility of the State? It is a State highway.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We don't have people on the city payroll who understand highway planning to the extent that they can come up with an
alternate plan.
Mr. MINISH. Are you suggesting that the people in the State highway department don't understand highway planning on their own
thoroughfares ?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. I think what you have to do is consider the interests

involved. It was not in their interests to plan another highway, they
thought the one they had planned was all right.
Mr. MINISH. What do you recommend, another highway rather than
Route 17?
Mr. WILLIAMS. We convinced them and the historic moment, we con-

vinced them they are (a) wrong and (b) they ought to accept our plans.
We could not have done that if we had not had a sophisticated highway planner to do this and she is one of the best. in the country. So we
got her, brought her in. Consultants who have that kind of skill and
talent cost money. She convinced them and we convinced them that
the McArthur Highway could be upgraded, Route 21, and in fact we
need not take thousands and thousands of dollars of acreage away in the
city of Newark, we need not relocate the 10,000 or 12,000 people across
along the corridor, we can reuse the land, we can use that for something else. The whole history behind this was never brought to the
surface, and I am very glad to have an opportunity for the record to
show how we did that but we could not have done that without
Miss Woody.
Mr. MINISH. You feel that you have made progress in terms of the
audit report which was critical and you feel that everything is in good
order now?
Mr. WILMAMS. I think everything is at a point where I can say I am
sufficiently impressed with the efforts of my staff and my new staff that
we are at a point where we can begin turning around some of the disorders, if you will, I think that there are some things that will take
time to correct. For instance, we have to sort through the travel expenses and find out what the man put in the wrong pile, to be quite
frank, and that is going to take some time. We have to go through it
voucher by voucher that he consider travel and reclassify that.
Mr. MINISH. Then I would assume what you said earlier, you have
no objection, as was recommended, in fact you yourself requested it,
that the General Accounting Office could look at what you are doing
now.
Mr. WILLMAMS. I have no problem with that. I think it would be

very helpful to them to see some of the things that have been identified and to listen to what we have to say in terms of what we are going
to do to improve the matter.
I do have more specific things I would like to go through in terms
of some of the local expenses.
Mr. STEPHENS. Let me ask you, Mr. Williams, along with that, you
have undertaken some accounting methods to have a real check on
these before a check is issued; is that what I understand you to mean?
Mr. WILLIAmS. Let me give you a specific example with respect to
travel. No cash advancements are now allowed because we had trouble
with that quite frankly. You get people going to take advantage of a
good thing. I have told all of my staff people and all citizens that
travel by ay they had to have in what they said they were going to
produce and or they don't get paid. I am told by my deputy director
that those reports and the documentation did in fact get m an affidavit
where receipts were lost and, for instance, we called the airplane company and said did the man travel on the day he said he traveled and
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they send that kind of documentation. If the GAO wants to check on
that progress, I would be very happy to let you see. I am got going
to promise 100 percent compliance but to the extent there are staff
people who haven't complied, their pay will get docked.
Mr. STE.rmws. Do Model Cities people travel to Puerto Rico?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Model Cities, yes; staff members and citizens have
traveled to all places within the continental United States. There is a
Model City program, as you know, in San Juan, it is a member of the
league. I personally have been there with the Model Cities program
because I am regional chairman. We had a conference there on industrialized housing because you had one of the most outstanding systems
there known as the Shelley system. We visited Mr. Shelley's plant and
one or two others that did not look quite as good, but basically we were
interested. They have come to Newark and New York for several occasions and we felt it was time to go there and we did have a conference there.
I would be happy to show you the prints and brochures and things
that came out of the particular conference because it was very helpful
in focusing our attention on what industrialized systems could be
used in the region. We still have it, it is not dead yet, it is kind of inactive. We are trying to regionalize our industrialized housing program.
We said here is a model cities here, can you get your hand on some
land, here is one over here, if we can get six or seven out of the eight
or nine members in the region to come up with 2 to 3 acres of land
it makes it that much more feasible to attract industrialized housing
developments because the units are maximized. Because of different
climate conditions and labor controls and all that we had some problem in rationalizing all of the mess that was involved in that kind of
planning. We were unable to get a specific grant from HUD under Mr.
Jungherr to really go through with this process. So basically all of
the works has fallen upon my city planning department to try to pull
the pieces together and I hope they will be coming up with some
answers to me so I can go back to the region and report.
Mr. STEPHENS. What do you mean by industralized housing?
Mr. WILLIAMs. Operation breakthrough type housing. We wanted
to rely upon the 21 breakthrough systems to the extent possible because we wanted to get some of the specs set aside of the 236 money.
We have been introduced more recently and hence our interests in
Shelley and some of the other systems. We have been introduced more
recently to some of the nonbreakthrough systems which quite frankly
look more interesting than the breakthrough developers so we have
had some experience with some infill projects in Boston. We had people to go up there and look at that. We have been talking with the
tate and have been in touch with some people that they made us
abreast of to perhaps use some of this nonurban renewal land owned
on an infill basis using industrialized housing methods to bring this
situation up to a point where we can get some houses from people.
HDRC, Housing Development Corp., the first one is rehab, second is
reservoir site, a major new development, and third an infill housing
system which I want you to see tomorrow because it involves extensive land use preparation we are doing again through city planning.
Mr. MIXISH. These records show Fleming Jones controller. He is
no longer with you?

Mr. WIu Lms. He has
moved
to bigger and better things.
volition?
own on
Mr. MINIsH. He left on his

Mr. WILIAMs. He hasn't left he works with the department of

finance. Mr. Lee McCain is my Controller now.
Mr. MINIsH. It was pointed out here this morning that you attempted
to buy a printing press in parts. Is that true,
Mr. WILMAMS. I have that in here and I would like to read that for

the record.

Mr. MINISH. Just tell me whether you did or not, that is all.
Mr. WILAMS. The printing press was not purchased. It has not

been delivered.
Mr. MiNISi. Were checks sent to the

Mr. WILLIAMS. No checks to my knowledge over my signature have

been sent to those people because the mayor's communication office is
interested in the whole idea of a printing press because of the paper
that is being produced, et cetera, and they want to cut down on the cost
there so the whole operation was slowed down. The reason it was
bought in parts is because the man we contacted did not have the particular parts I am told at the time-when we wanted them all so they had
to be bought in sequence. The idea would be we would put them together after we got them but there was no attempt made to hide anything by ordering a printing press in parts. But it comes in parts you
have to construct it. We bought it when we could buy it.
Mr. MI NIs. When you first started you said you did not send any
checks. The information that is here is that checks were sent to the
people that were sending you the press and they were returned.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, let me put it this way. No money had been re-

ceived by the people because we have a new order in for another press.
Mr. MiNsia. Mr. Williams, seriously you wouldn't buy a printing
press in parts and pay $2,500 in order to purchase it without bid. You
wouldn't do that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Let me explain that whole bidding procedure to you.

We have a letter from Judge Walls which because of the nature of
Federal money, Judge Walls is the corporation counsel which made
city policy in Newark. Let me rephrase that. Which gave the CDA in
Newark an exception with respect to normal city purchasing processes
any way because in his opinion at first Federal money was not city
money in the way it was defined by the local public contracts law so we
had really no need to do that. He resigned that letter because in terms
of his own investigation he found that this was not so.
Now I have two letters. I have two letters, one dated November 1971
and the other dated August 1972. Since the time that he said in August
1972 that we have to comply with the local public contract's law to the
letter we have been doing that.
Mr. Mixir. Andpurchasing a printing press in parts?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, we have not. That was before August 1, 1972,
so I am saying there was really no need to duck and dodge the issue.
Had the issue been bidding we would have had to dealt with that on its
face. There was no attempt to go around the bidding process.

Mr. Mx.nwSH. Why did you send three checks? Why didn't you send
one check and get it over with?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I am not familiar with how it was sent out of fiscal.

Mfr. MINISH. Will you let us know, please.
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Mr. WLLImS. I will certainly look into it.

There were some other local matters here that I would also like to
comment upon. One that really needs some attention since we have
members of the press here.
It's been alleged that certain members of the CDA including myself,
spent Federal money for whisky. Again this can be explained as a
product of sloppy bookkeeping by former CDA controller Fleming
Jones. All local expenses for inner meals and conferences involving
citizens, out-of-town guests, should have been billed to my city fund
entitled "Meals and entertainment." These meals and beverages are
allowable expenses in accordance with city rules whereas HUD
specifically disallows them. Until recently, I assumed that these bookkeeping matters were being properly taken care of. When my attention was called to it, I am now in the process of doing what I can. Let
mego over that for your own
Mr.MINIsH. Let me suggest this before you go any further.
Mr. WILLIAMS. All right.
Mr. Mirmsu. Mr. Jones, according to the memorandums that were
sent to the members of the committee, has requested from some of the
employees for reimbursement and at the time that HUD printed the
audit the money still wasn't returned.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I can't explain why Mr. Jones did that. It may have

to do with the factMr. MINIsH. That would be'sloppy bookkeeping?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It may have to do with the fact that Mr. Jones now

works for Mr. Jungherr, who is director of city finance, and at Mr.
Jungherr's insistence the money was asked after it became apparent
that the entries had been made wrongfully.
Now, what I am saying is I have a special budget as a department
head, I have a certain amount of money that I get from city council
called meals and official entertainment. If I go to the restaurant and
I have got soine guests and I am having dinner and we order a meal or
a couple of drinks beforehand, I submit the bill and I expect my bookkeeper to' put it on that line. Now if he did not do it, I now stand
accusaedospending HUD money illegally and I know they are there,
the HUD auditors called it to my attention, your auditors called it to
my attention, but the fact is that they are now in the record and on the
books and they were charged to the wrong account. What can I do
about that? I can only go back and attempt to make sure that the
proper entry is made. In certain cases this can be done and certain
cases it can't be done because we are dealing with 1971 funds and the
city doesn't allow you to go back. In 1972 cases I could do that. I can
have that -corrected but I cannot go back into 1971 and make those
corrections. The only thing I can. do is attempt to go to the people
involved including myself and try to get some of the money back. I
will be certainly glad to take that uponl\yself to clear the record but
I do want the record to show I have doe nothing illegal in terms of
HD funds because it is in black and whitfi.
HUD says you can't have liquor. If you can't have liquor there are
no ifs and buts. As an intelligent person, I have too much at stake
to spend $2 or $3 on a glass of liquor and take a chance of somebody
accusing me of misspending money. I am saying that because I want
you to understand had I known that, this would not have happened
and all I can do is try to correct it right now.
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The Downtowner conference is another kind of activity. I won't
read this one, I will just explain it, because I want to go into it in
detail.
It was incorrectly asserted that liquor was spent at this conference,
because I made sure that all liquor expenditures for this one, because
of the nature of it, were covered by anybody who drank it. So I think,
Mr. Prins can find if he goes through the record that personal checks
were used to pay for any liquor bills that were incurred. That should
be cleared up right from the start. Because there was an implication
that we had a party and I want to clear that up. We had a deadline,
we were trying to prepare a document which would explain Newark's
CDA story not only in terms of results as you saw on the TV but in
terms of the process that we keep alluding to. Model Cities is supposed to mean demonstration. What does that mean? Model Cities is
supposed to mean coordination of planned Model Cities, means dovetailing your Model Cities dollars with your categorical. What does
that mean?
We wanted to explain in a definitive fashion how we did it in Newark because we think we became experts in the area of grantsmanship. By the time that document was printed, and here it is, 100
pages, which was produced as a result of that slugfest, I might say,
which I will also enter into the record if you would like, the Model
Cities CDA, I should say ('ommunity Development Administration.
had been successful in raising $19 million minus the $5.6 million that
we already have, making it $14 million, and that is not including the
x amount of dollksm that you can add on for the project rehab activities.
Now, project rehab, if you figure $20,000 a unit for a total cost,
that may be a little bit high the way FHA is administering it now,
you can say another $30 to $40 million mortgage money all total CDA
up to that v;ime had gained for the city of Newark approximately
$70 million ,)f money that it would ordinarily not have had. We
wanted to tell tk)at story how did we do it. We had a deadline. We
wanted a documents printed. I knew people were going to have to virtually work overnight in doing it and so staff people, including myself, worked 3 to 4 days in a row designing this document, talking
it, retalking it, rethinking it, typing it, and we produced it and here
it is, 100 pages. We could not have done that in an office because we

did not have the facilities to keep people there and feed them for that
particular kind of thing so it was a conference, it was not a party,
it was a conference, and HUD does allow for conferences, H
a]lows for conferences for staff. This was a staff conferecne and this is
the output of it and I would like for people to see this and have it
and weigh it.
Mr. STEPHENS. Would you like for us to have that as part, of the

record?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would like for you to have that as part of the

record.
(The document referred to is retained in the subcommittee's file.)
Mr. MINIsHi. Mr. Williams, relating to the Gateway, in the interest
of saving time, we have a statement here that was signed by Mr. Jungherr, director of finance.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Jungherr.

Mr. MIN-xisH. Well, you look it over with Mr. Prins and then you
may want to change your testimony. Fair enoughV

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would like to look at it. I think I know the document you are referring to but I will look at it.
Mr. STEPHENs. Let's recess until 20 minutes after 4.
(At 4:10 p.m. a recess was taken.)
Mr. STiPHiENS. Ladies and gentlemen we will go back into session
for continuation of the testimony of Mr. Wil-liams. If you would cover
the highlights of the things you would like to cover, you may proceed.
Mr. Minish.
Mr. MIisiI. What was the result of the conference?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am calling your attention to a memorandum I sent
to Mr. Jungherr on January 27 and call your attention to the fact that
he wrote me back on February 15. The sequence is very important because in my first submission to him I told him that "the beverage expense shall be assumed by the parties involved except those small
bills which amount
" to orders of coffee, teas, et cetera, in other words,
nonalcoholic."
On February 15, he writes Fleming and tells him to do the same
thing that I had volunteered to do anyway, which I think is very, very
important.
Now, I am told by Mr. Prins that he did not find evidence that such
a check existed. The check was written and we are going to check the
records to get the canceled check to put it at your disposal and I can
only tell you that I gave the check to Fleming ,Jones. Beyond that I
cannot tell you what happened to that check. But again I just want
to remind you that if I put in writing that I am going to have somebody do something, it isto my interest to go through with that. At
that point, it certainly would make me look foolish otherwise and, a
check for $48 with as much as is at stake I think it would be incumbent
upon me to so deliver. So I am telling you for a fact that I did deliver
that check, I don't know What happened to it after I delivered it, but
I will look into it.
Mr. MINIsH. Would you agree with me the record did not show what
you said earlier?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would agree with you the record shows that I said
I was going to pay for the order and I told you that I paid for it.
Mr. MINIEH. But there is nothing in the material that we have to
show that. All right, fine.
Mr. STEPHENS. If you do locate that evidence, if you would submit
it, I would appreciate it, the check.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
The other thing I wanted to talk about was the Ebony Manner conference. The Ebony Manner conferences are criticized from the standpoint from the amount of money spent. Mr. Prins fails to note that
over 600 people had three meals at our initial Model Cities citizen participation conference in 1971. This documentation was presented including a list of the names of the participants and all addresses, doc:
umentation he failed to mention in his indictment of our attempts to
involve citizens in the planning process. I have here for your information not only the list of names of the people who were there but also the
conference agenda which shows and sets forth quite clearly what we
did during that period of time. It shows you who was involved in it
and what we tried to achieve.
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Now here are lists of names of people, people who came in and were
registered at the door. If you think the names don't exist, I would
suggest that someone go and knock on the doors of those people and
ask them in fact if they did come to the conference. We changed the
order this time. Instead of having people registered we let them actually sign in, I believe. So that we had another conference in 1972
similar to this. We are not addressing ourselves to that at this time
but I-mention that from the standpoint of the record because we don't
think we did anything wrong in having a conference so that some
hundreds of people can come in and participate in Model Cities.
Mr. MINIsm. Mr. Williams
Mr. STEPHENS. Would you like to submit that also for the record or

is that your record?
Mr. WILLIAMS. This is ours. This is the last copy we have but we

gave a whole lot of these to HUD. HUD has this.
Mr. MINISH. Mr. Prins was quoting from finding eight in the auditors report.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We gave that to HUD.
Mr. MIzIsi. It was HUD, it wasn't Mr. Prins, lie was quoting from
HUD.
'-Jr. WILLIAMS. I stand corrected.
Mr. MINISH. Why was it under the category of consumable supplies,
which is interesting.
Mr. WILLIAMIS. That is the fiscal department. I certainly don't think
you can hold me responsible for how he put it in his book. I can't be
the fiscal man and director too. Until today I did not know it was
solicited because I don't think that is in the auditor's report.
Mr. MINISH. Yes, it is.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't read that in the auditor's report. I have no

ideawhy they would put it that-

Mr. MIWISH. You agree it doesn't belong there.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I agree it is a contract duly executed with mer-

chants in town to provide a service.
Just a couple more things: the question of automobiles came up and
you wanted to know generally why in some cases we rented and in
some cases we purchased. I want to tell you a sad story about automobile purchase. We had three vehicles which were new, they were
Chevrolets, and one of them was assigned to me for my business use.
That Chevrolet most recently, just about a couple of says ago, blew
up, the carburetor blew up. Now, it is a whole series of repairs, costly
repairs to that particular car, so much :o that my travel was incapacitated, we attempted to keep the car, we attempted to restore it, but
every time that happened I had to go rent a car, so I ket the car I
rented after a certain point. That car that I now rent is utilized by not
only myself but other members of my staff who need to use it as a dayto-day. car and, of course, the car is available. I don't know what we

are going to do with the three Chevrolets. We would like to sell them.
I was advised this would take a resolution from council and so we
just decided we would make the best use of what we had, get as much
mileage out of them as we could. That is case No. 1.
Case No. 2 involves an attempt to purchase some used vehicles thinking that it would be more economical to do that and to use the cars as

much as possible realizing they were in fact used vehicles. This was
done by the community organization division because they used the
cars probably more than any other department or division in CDA
except the land use study group which now uses the Chevrolet I was
telling you about as well as my own personal car whenever they need
it. This particular set of cars has also fallen apart so we are in a jam.
Mr. STEPENS. When did you get those second hand ones?
Mr. WILLIAMS. The second hand ones were bought before the new

ones, 1971.

Mr. MINISH. When were the new ones purchased?
Mr. WILLIAMS. 1971.
Mr. MINISH. In how many months did you say they fell apart?

Mr. WILLIAMS. The one that I had fell apart the day I had it. It
didn't run.
Mr. MINISIm. Did you take it back-you are protected there.
Mr. WILLIAMS. We were protected up to a point but when you keep
taking a car back and forth to a dealer like that and he keeps telling
OU I am going to pick it up and make some attempt to fix it, you soon
se faith in the dealer and we began taking it to the city repairman
and have documentationto show the number of bills that have been
incurred on this green Chevrolet that I had.
Mr. MINIsH. You say you purchased a car and on the day you received the car it fell apart?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I said it did not work. The carburetor blew up a

few days ago.
Mr. MINisi. Where did you purchase that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Potamkin Chevrolet.
Mr. MINISH. You say you lost interest and you want there to

purchase used cars?

Mr. WILLIAMS. We did not go to Potamkin to purchase used cars,

the used cars were purchased before the new one and from somebody
else, I am not sure who the dealer was for the used cars.
Mr. MINISi. I would think if I purchased a car, and it is my money,
and it falls apart in a week or a month, and it is still under warranty.
that dealer is going to take care of it, it is not the responsibility of
the city to take care of it, if we were paid for it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. The consumer protection law in the State of New

Jersey requires that you offer a product, a faulty product for repair.
Now, if it is repaired then you have no course of action. In other
words, you can't get your money back or you can't ask for a new
vehicle, they "repair" what we had but a series of other events took

place so that we could not find fault per se to require a new vehicle
ut we were still not satisfied with the vehicles themselves.

Mr. MINisII. If that was your car and if you purchased it, you

would be down there as Junius Williams is capable of doing, telling
them where to get off..-...

Mr. WILLIAMS. I did before I got the car because they were 6 months

late in bringing it.

Mr. MINISH. You got the car and it fell apart and you did nothing?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Three months, I am sorry.
Mr. MINIsH. When you finally received the car and it fell apart,

you did nothing ?
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Mr. WILLIAMS. It is very difficult, Congressman, to busy yourself
with a car when you are trying to raise money for the mayor, you are
trying to plan programs; you have citizens who want this, that, and
the other; you have Federal officials who want reports and want to
know why the money is not being spent; you have all sort of other
difficulties. You attempt to try to find the most rapid solution. I will
agree perhaps I was not insistent enough personally; perhaps my
staff was not insistent enough.
Mr. MiNisiT. I agree with you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. But at the time, I could not bother with that car;
I took the lowest possible course of remedy. The final thing is the
allegation that the money was not being used properly and that too
much was spent on administration. This was coming from the opinion
of an unnamed city official.
Well, I would like to talk to the unnamed city official to start with,
and I don't know if that is possible or not, but I certainly would think
since I stand accused, it would be incumbent upon my accuser to stand
forth; I believe that is the American way. But I do want to just document a few things based on the $19 million that I maintain has resulted from our working efforts. We have spent 12 percent of that
money on administrative costs. This can be documeted also.
This is compared with I believe probably a 30 to 40-percent normal
for Model City agencies around the country.
Now, we took that $19 million, and we did not include project rehab,
even though we could say that administratively we were responsible
for that. We said "no." Let's just look at the $19 million figure. That
is two Model Cities grants; a planned variation grant; several categorical grants from DOT, HUI), HEW, et cetera; several State grants;
and we said OK, what did we spend administratively to produce this,
and it came up to be 12 percent.
Now, I would match that against any city in the country because I
don't think it can be both.
In terms of the general statement, the money is not being spent
properly; I think the film we showed today willgive you an idea of
how we are developing our time and the taxpayers' money, and there
are several thousand people out there in the community who I think
would back up my claim we are doing a damn good job.
Mr. MINISH. That is my interest, so you will understand my position,
the several thousand people in the community. I am only interested in
seeing that they get the full benefit of what the legislation was intended to provide. That is the reason that this committee has been
traveling around the country.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. I did want to demonstrate that to you. As a
matter of fact, this was back in April; and this was when we knew
that we were-I am sorry, not in April, some time last year when we
knew we were in fact going to receive the planned variation money
which we had gone to Washington and lobbied for; and this shows
you how the money is broken down, and this shows the program-administering cost. I said 12 percent; I meant 16 percent. This will give
you an idea how the money was spent. Actually, the project funds 84
percent of the money that we generated, and again that is not including
the administration of Project Rehab which you can imagine is exten-
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sive, but we just absorbed that and said nothing about it. We should
have been able to add a few percentage points to that.
I would like to enter into the record four charts to show you not
only the project administration has spent program administration
money, but I would also like this to show the work effort in terms of
grantsmanship, because we went way beyond the Model City area, we
went way beyond the Model Cities concept applied to the area and
thought citywide and raised money citywide, so this excluding project
rehab is what we can say we did during that period of time.
Mr. STEPHFNS. Without objection, it is ordered into the record.
(The charts referred to follow:)
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Program Administration Costs By Function

Staff & Supportive Services

$

198,000

Technical Assistance & Monitoring
a

1,299,000

Planning

592000

Community Organization
Project Evaluation
Total

CHART A

$

9a000
3 073000
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Projects Funds By Program Area

m
WK

W
ng

Law
Social Services
Neighborhood Improvements
Housing
Manpower
Health

$ 3,728,000
2,491,000
2,8r7,000
3,015,000
3760
1,608,000

Education
Economic Development
Total

$18,62,ooo
-E

CHART B
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Community Development Administration

Dollars Per Cent Breakdown By Funding Source

HUD Model Cities

$

9,235,000
a89"ooo

HUD-Other

1,989,000

Federal-Other

1,491,000

DCA

1,200,000

SLEPA-LEAA

294000

Other State Funding
Local City of Newark
Other Private. & Institution
Total

CHART C

1,014 000
$

51a,000
19,635.000
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CHART D

84-708 0 - 72 - 8
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Mr. STEPiENS. I have no further comments unless there are further

questions.

Mr. MINisH. I don't have any further questions other than the request I made of you some time ago and we have made in other Model
Cities, that the committee receive a biographical sketch of the people
you hire.
Mr. STEPHENS. How many people are employed under your Model
Cities program?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I would say within the whole Model Cities umbrella,
let's put it that way, approximately 300 people. I have to think about
that because some people we only fund and they are out there. Some
people are my direct responsibility, some people I inherited, some
people I provide some service for like fiscal. We take care of a whole
lot of people bookwise. One of the problems we also have, so all in all
about 300.
Mr. MINISH. We are only talking about people who work for your
organization from $8,000 up. We are not talking about clerks.
Mr. WILLIAMS. You mean the administrative staff?
Mr. MINISiH. Yes. I talked to you about this, and you said you would
send it, and apparently it slipped your mind.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I will send it.
Mr. STEPHENS. We appreciate your giving us so much information
and the statement that you said you would supply for the record; if
you will just send them directly to the Banking and Currency Committee,, for the ad hoc Housing Subcommittee's attention, we will
appreciate it.
Mr. WILLIAMS. All right. I appreciate being given the opportunity
to show and explain.
Mr. STEPHENS. Yes, I hope you feel like you have had plenty of
time to do so, and now the statement that you have.
Mr. WILLIAMS. I am going to make the spelling corrections and put
it in the record.
Mr. STEPHENS. Give it to the reporter. That will be fine.
Mr.WILLIAMS. All right.
The following response was submitted for the record b Mr.
Williams in regard to specific allegations made by Curtis A. Prins.
Chief Investigator, House Banking Committee:)
RESPONSE BY JuNius W. WILLIAMS TO SPECIFIc ALLEGATIONS MADE BY CURTIS A.

PRINS, CHIEF INVESTIGATOR OF THE HOUSE BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE

ON SEPTEMBER 8, 1972
Allegation No. 1: Weak operating procedures; programs not meeting needs; inability to match purpose for expenses with vouchers.

Answer: The accusations made by Mr. Prins are unfounded and cannot be met
with evidence to support the broad inferences that can be drawn from such
statements. Upon the advent of the Gibson Administration, the Model Cities Program was a few desks with a few people at 39 Branford Place with virtually no
operating procedures whatsoever. We have devised and now operate a monthly
reporting system which focuses on problems, accomplishments and can show in
a detailed fashion quantitatively the extent to which programs are meeting goals
defined by the administration and the community. Had Mr. Prins taken time to
understand this procedure, he would have seen that all 81 projects of the Model
Cities Program now report regularly under this system.
All programs are also placed on a schedule of spending called "Planalog" and
all budgeting is done in accordance with a procedure known as "time phase budgeting." We are attempting to introduce sophisticated management techniques in
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an agency designed to recruit and train professional and lay people from the
Model Neighborhood Area, and as such, most of the employees in the Model Cities
complex do in fact reside in the Model Neighborhood Area.
Obviously, there have been problems with the introduction of so many different
kinds of funds from various agencies throughout the Federal bureaucracy. Much
training was necessary ami is necessary for those people"entrusted with maintaining and operating tight fiscal controls. 'To the extent that specific questions to
vouchers which have been processed are not readily accessible to a visiting
official who spent one day in our Fiscal Department, it is probably because our
techniques have not quite evolved to the point of Wall Street efficiency that many
people apparently want to use a standard of judgement. Had Mr. Prins specific
questions about vouchers, he could have asked me and we would have taken the
time to locate answers. I assure you that the answers are in fact present, stating
in an above board fashion that we have nothing to hide In this agency. Recently,
Mr. Lee McCain, a former employee of HUD, has taken over the onerous task of
managing the fiscal and budgeting requirements of 81 Model Cities, HEW, SLEPA,
)epartment of Labor and Department of Transportation Projects, all requiring
different manners of bookkeeping and reports. We are sure that progress will be
made toward that high standard of excellence sought by all within the Gibson
Administration and well-meaning people from without.
Allegation No. 2: Wright Way Riding Stable oontract.
I am appalled that Mr. Prins would go out of his way to find fault with one
of the few evidences of minority enterpreneurship that exists in the City of
Newark. Within the Model Cities Program we have as a specific goal to seek out
and support these kinds of ventures when it can be shown that the business
people involved can produce services for the people of Newark. Such is the
case with the Wright Way Riding Stable, where for two years now thousands
of ghetto children have known the pleasure of riding horses, where before there
was no such opportunity. It should be noted that Mr. Prins found no difficulty
with the contract procedure by which we sought to bring this service to the
children, but concerned himself with how many teenagers were available at the
time he happened to come upon the stable. It seems apparent that Mr. Prins was
not interested in how many children rode horses, but whether the horse stable
was listed in the yellow pages.
Allegation No. 8: Travel.
Mr. Prins apparently focused on some $38,000 of expenditures in the First
Action Year listed as travel. I do not know which specific items he had problems
with, but it is an inaccuracy to throw the word travel out without explaining
what this means in the CDA context. Under the umbrella of travel must be
considered the local expenses of hundreds of paraprofessional people who work
in our projects and must spend time in the field going about their daily activities. Examples would be the 50 people of the Community Organization Division
who have at no time gone out of the City of Newark, but in fact do incur travel
expenses as they talk to neighborhood residents; 102 police officers in Public
Safety Personnel who must travel throughout the Model Neighborhood Area in
vehicles provided for this purpose and on foot; 15 people in Consumer Affairs
who must travel the streets of Newark in an effort to educate residents of proper
consumer buying habits.
Also included generically under the title of travel is car rental expenditures
for first action year projects and administration. In some cases we were able
to afford enough money within budgets so that car purchases could be made, but
in many instances automobiles had to be rented until purchasing could be made,
using proper City procedures, and still in other cases, budgetary restrictions and
the length of time allowed for the life of a project dictated that automobiles
should be rented instead of purchased. During the First Action Year, $5,387.28
was allocated for the rental of approximately ten or more vehicles.
Still another distinction needs to be made with respect to travel since $10,000
to $15,000 was spent in the First Action Year by the Model Neighborhood Council
which is the participating- citizens body of the Model Cities Program. By law
we are required to involve the citizens in the Model Cities process. By HUI) policy citizens are expected to have a budget independent of the Model Cities Administration. Fifty-two citizens chose to spend the money allocated for educa-
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tional travel in and around the City of Newark, the immediate area (New York
City and environs) and for long distance travel.
Further note should be made of the fact that certain projects themselves require large amounts of money for travel because of the nature of the program. An
example is the Talent Search Program, which has aided in the placement of
over 200 students in the Nation's colleges, and as such, arranges travel for large
and small groups of high school students to visit these institutions. Several other
local and intermediate transportation needs have been incurred by programs such
as our Recreation Division for bus trips for. parents and children to local events
and to day camps. Another program which transports large numbers of youths
to cultural events within the immediate area is the Youth Services Agency. All
of these expenses come under the concept of travel.
It can be seen by anyone interested in understanding what travel is all about
and what Model Cities is all about that it makes no sense to categorically throw
out a figure such as $33,000 without explaining just what this $33,000 means. I
am ashamed that the General Accounting Office uses such tactics. After examining the total record of Model Cities with respect to travel, it can be seen that
our travel procedures were and are the most update in the City of Newark and as
such, are being adopted by the Department of Finance for all City agencies, and
that our travel in terms of dollars spent for local and long distance travel amounts
to less than 2% of the total grant given to the City of Newark.
One specific trip needs mentioning, since there apparently was some misunderstanding about the 14 people who journeyed to Washington. The fiscal year
was drawing to a close and in an effort to coordinate the travel of those people
who had to make last minute funding appeals to various agencies, I insisted that
all the travel that was necessary be done coinciding with the National Model
Cities Directors Association Annual Conference. It can be seen In a report on
this travel that many people not only attended educational sessions at this conference but visited the departmentt of 8ransportation, HEW, HUD and various
Congressmen who would be influential in voting upon upcoming legislation necessary for the survival of Newark. Fourteen people did travel to Washington,
but for different purposes. The double bill for Mr. Coggins can be explained by
the fact that he was originally told by the Ramada Inn, formally Hotel Sonesta,
that there was no room available with the rest of the group. Unknowing to him,
we prevailed upon the management to let us have this room since we were prepaid and would have been liable for the room anyway. He had taken a room in
another hotel, but upon our arrangements returned to the Sonesta. It 4'an be seen
that Mr. Coggins spent 4 days in the Sonesta, whereas his bill for the other
hotel was but for one night.
Finally, it should be noted that many items were entered erroneously into the
column known as travel by former CDA Comptroller, Fleming Jones. We are attempting, with Mr. McCain's help, to decipher these erroneous entries at the
present time. However, it can be seen that the majority of the travel done by
citizens and staff was done within the context of the law and most of it involved
local travel.
Allegation No. 4: Local e'pct,8es
It has been alleged that certain members of the CDA, including myself, spent
federal money for Whiskey at local restaurants at various points of time. Again
this can be explained as a product of sloppy bookkeeping by former CDA Comptroller, Fleming Jones. All local expenses for dinner, meals and conferences involving citizens, out of town guests, etc. should have been billed to my City fund
entitled "Meals and Entertainment." These meals and beverages are allowable
expenses in accordance with City rules, whereas HUD specifically disallows
them. Until recently, I assumed that my comptroller knew enough about bookkeeping to record the entries in the proper columnn. Apparently, he did not.
The Downtowner Conference represents another bit of exciting gossip as
alleged by Mr. Prins. This was an attempt by me to obtain in a marathon fashion the proper public relations document that would explain not only Model
Cities in terms of specific projects, but in terms of process. We were attempting
to meet a printing deadline for the 1971 National League of Cities Conference,
at which time Newark was featured prominently and so I drove my staff both
day and night in an effort to produce a document suitable for publication. We
have in print the 100 page document known as the CDA Story as testimony to
this night and day effort. Literally, typists and professionals were involved all
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night in the preparation of this document and thus we could not use office space
available because conditions were not conducive to this kind of effort. Mr. Prins
is mistaken when he says that alcoholic beverages were involved because under
my specific orders, any beverages consumed were paid for by the many participants in the session The records will reflect this fact.
The Ebony Manor Conferences are criticised from the standpoint of the amount
ot money spent. Mr. Prins fails to note that over 600 people had three meals at
this, our initial Model Cities Citizen Participation Conference in 1971. This documentation was made, including a list of names of participants and all addresses,
documentation he failed to mention in his ringing indictment of our attempts to
involve citizens in the planning process.
The printing press items present a problem of timing and process. It should be
noted that the press has not been delivered since the item willcome under the
jurisdiction of the Mayor's Communication Department and in conjunction with
their request, delivery has been slowed up. The parts were ordered simply because the entire press was not in stock when the original request was made.
This was by no means an attempt to avoid any law or City Ordinance.
Finally, I should make mention of the matter of automobiles purchased by
the CDA. It was mentioned earlier that in certain instances cars were leased,
but in the case of the Community Organization Division, It was felt that so great
was the travel involved, that it would be more economical if we purchased four
used vehicles for the daily activities of people who had to stay constantly in the
field, contacting and organizing citizens into the Model Cities Program. This is
the first time in my experience that efforts designed to save money have been
blasted by federal officials who supposedly are interested in economical and
prudent expenditures of federal funds. As far as my own vehicle is concerned,
I now lease a car, simply because the new Chevrolet purchased by the agency
for my business use, in accordance with City bidding procedures, from Potamkin
Chevrolet, has broken down several tines, Including recently an explosion of
the carburator. This can be documented by the Office Management Division,
since several repair bills have been incurred.
Allegation No. 5: The money has not been used properly, and too much was
spent on administration
We can document that only 16% of the $19 million generated by the ODA,
(not Including 40-50 million of Project Rehab mortgages) has been spent on
administration. This is far less than the 80-40% norm for Model Cities around
the country.
It Is indeed strange to hear an overnight visitor use the evidence of one official
to substantiate his claim of Improper use of money. Thousands of people in the
city think otherwise, and would so state If asked. HUD has recently said that
our Project Rehab (2500 units of rehabilitated homes) Is the best in the country. We have been called the best In the country from the standpoint of developing the most interesting and sophisticated array of criminal justice programs
(see Crime and Delinquency Literature, June 1972, Page 318).
I cannot see how the General Accounting Office can use the opinion of one
unknown official against this kind of evidence.
Mr. STEPHENS. Thank you very much and thank you for bringing

your staff officers here.
Mr. MiNIsH. Thank you.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. STEPHFNS. And now, we would like to talk with Mr. James
Sweeney, the new HUI) area office director. Mr. Sweeney, if you would
come forward and if you have anybody with you, we would be glad to
have them come up here with you.
Mr. Sweeney, we appreciate your being here all afternoon and waiting to come and meet with our committee. There are one or two things
that we might be interested in that you can help us with, but from what
I understand you have no prepared statement, and that is perfectly
satisfactory, but would you rather make an introductory statement and
then we can ask you some questions ?
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STATEMENT OF JAMES SWEENEY, HUD AREA DIRECTOR, NEWARK,
N.J.; ACCOMPANIED BY ANTHONY GAMBALE AND GEORGE
BEATON
Mr. Swixky. If I may be very brief in the interest of time. The
Newark area office was part of the first stage of the HU) reerganizati'rn. It was formerly created in 1970, in September, but was really set
up under one roof of the Gateway Building in January or February of
1971. So it is really a relatively young organization. It picked up parts
of the responsibility for program admi nistration from the Phi ladelphia regional office, from the New York regional office and from the
Newark FHA insurance. Northern Jersey is being subjected to the
necessity of going to all of these different places for the programs
within the Department.
The I)epartment has. I guess, some 80 different programs and while
we don't administer all of them, at times it seems like there are even
more than that.
We have direct operating responsibility to utilize the funds all(cated
to us by the regional 6ffice for all of the FHA insurance programs.
assisted and nonassisted, multi family and single family, for low rent
public housin , for the community development programs, including
urban renewal and code enforcement and FACE program and the
other programs for the metrol)olitan development programs such as
open space and water and sewer and 701 planning assistance and so on.
Mr. STEPyli's. Your office is comparable to what we have in the
Atlanta area?
Mr. SWEENEY. The Atlanta area office, that is right, it would be
comparable to that.
The notable exeception that I left out, of course, was Model citiess ,
which I guess as of August 1 started the process of being decentralized from the regional office to the Newark area office. With the exception of Newark and Paterson, we have the special planned variation
status and the administrative responsibility for, those two cities remain in the regional office so they can work for the Federal regional
councils.
We deal with about 50 housing authorities in the 12 northern counties of New Jersey. We deal with about -34 renewal agencies, there
being only 12 more in the State of New Jersey, aind one way or another
have direct relationships with at least 250 separate communities.
Mr. STEPHENS. How many Model Cities programs?
Mr. SWEENF.Y. There are seven, I guess, in our area.
Mr. STEPHENS. Seven in this area?
Mr. SWEENEY. Seven.
Mr. STEPHENS. That

would be what, if you don't mind telling me.
Can you list those?
Mr. SWEENEY. Newark, East Orange, PatersonMr. MI Is. Hoboken?
Mr. SWEENEY. Amboy, Hoboken, Plainfield. Jersey City.
Mr. STEPiEN-S. What was the last one?
Mr. MxwIsn. You don't have Trenton?
Mr. 8WEENEY. We used to have Trenton and that was transferred
down to Camden to make the workload more epuitable.
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I will try to answer your questions as fully as I can. It is a little
difficult to know every detail on every one of these things but Mr.
Beaten is the Assistant Regional Administrator for the community
development and the Model Cities program, it is his direct responsibility.
Mr. Gambale is physically located in our office and is the lead fieldman for Model Cities for several communities but principally Newark.
Mr. STEPHENS. We have been interested in some of the developments so far as the 235 program is concerned. Have you had any
of the problems that have occurred in some areas where you have had
people come in and buy a home and rehabilitate it or work it into
such a fashion and then sell it at a higher price after inspections have
been made to increase the price. Have you had any of that in your
area here?
Mr. SWEENEY. We have had an unfortunate 235 experience that is
not unlike that that I am sure you have come across in other parts of
the country. As a matter of fact, for, I guess, a period of at least 6
months, beginning during the last half of the last calendar year we
actually did not have the authority to utilize the program.
Mr. STEPHENS. At all?
Mr. SWEENEY. That is right.
Mr. STEPHENS. Was thatbased upon the factMr. SWEENEY. That was based on the problems that had been uncovered, the abuses that had occurred; yes, sir. A number of corrective
actions were instituted, precautions taken, some regulations from
Washington, some which we took within our own offices, we made appeals to the regional office to reinstitute the program so we would make
it viable in this area and it is now again operable although the demand
for it at the present time is extremely small.
Mr. STEPHENS. Is the 236 program very much the same thing as far
as any delay or postponement ofMr. SWEENEY. No; the 236 program is not involved in that sense.
Mr. STEPHENS. With the 235 housing problems with new housing?
Mr. SWEENEY. No, sir; because of the cost limitations on 235 in this
section of the country it is very, very difficult to build new 235 housing. The profit margin is extremely thin. Typically it would be constructed in the inner city areas where problems of vandalism and the
like might make it a little more difficult to build so there is very little
being built. There is some in Plainfield. I believe Carteret is planning
some in their urban renewal project and this is about it.
Mr. STEPHENS. Have you naj whole areas develop where you would
I
have 200 235's?
Mr. SWEENEY. Not in this part of the State, not new 235.
Mr. STEPHENS. The first 235 project in the United States was developed in my hometown, I won't take any of the credit for it at all,
although it is a very good program and it was developed on the basis
of 200 units in a subdivision like anydevelopment. In additniotothat,
we have had individual home developments. One of the problems that
has developed is the fact that this is converse to what we have had in
some instances. We put a 235 project or a house in a neighborhood and
the neighbors complained because it was upgrading the neighborhood
too much.
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Mr. SWEENEY.

I would like the problem.

That is very much of a switch. Usually the idea that
HUD has had is that you have got to bring into this community a
low-income unit. This was put in and the-people complained that either
they wanted to have the same kind of house or that it put them in the
_embarassing position because they couldn't afford to improve their
own homes right there. But you have not had many individuals, no developments of large areas like that?
Mr. STEPHENS.

Mr. SWEENEY. No, sir. I believe that there is some experience in the

southern part of the State where the cost picture is more favorable but
not in this part of the State.
Mr. STEPHENS. What then would be a breaking point on the 235 if
you want to reinstitute it? I assume that one of the problems is high
cost of the land. Is that true?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes, sir; that is definitely a problem. Taxes, real
estate taxes in New Jersey is a constant problem.

Mr. STEPHENS. We

had some very interesting comments on the New

Jersey statute which may be rather peculiar to this State.
Mr. SWEENEY. The reliance on the property tax here is more than
it is in most places, very definitely.
I think also general construction costs are, particularly, since youi,
have to use Federal wage standards.
Mr. STEPHENS. You mean under the Bacon-Davis Act?
f". SWEENEY. It makes the cost of construction higher ;-yes, sir. I
don't know what the dollar break-even point would be to make it

operable. I would really have to think this one through. If you go up

very high you defeat the purpose of the program becauseMr. STEPHENS. A person can't afford
Mr. SWEENEY. The income won't support the mortgage, right.
Mr. STEPHENS. In other words, if you got above the $24,000 level,

to meet the cost of it then you would be pricing yourself out of the
help for the individualMr. SWEENEY. Yes, sir.
Mr.

STEPHENS.

In his salary level. In other words, you would be out

of the low income and into the moderate income bracket and providing a too high an income group.
Mr. Minish, do you have questions?
Mr. MINISH. Yes.
Mr. Sweeney, good to meet you. You know we can't leave the town
or we can't leave Washington without somebody complaining about
Jim Sweeney.
First of all, what are you doing about the FHA problem? We got
that as we were having lunch, by the way.
Mr. SWEENEY. Well, I think the complaint should go a little beyond
Jim Sweeney alone.
Mr. MiNiSH. I am sure. You are in the unfortunate position of being
the only fellow we have here right now.
Mr. SWEENEY. It is my responsibility and I accept it.
The FHA problem, I guess you hear it most frequently with respect
to single family homes, existing homes, the processing of home mortgages. There are two reasons at this point in time why our processing

time is quite long and is a burden on the industry.
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One is that as a result of review by the regional office it was determined that in order to conform to the regulations and produce quality
processing that we should not exceed a certain level of processing numbers until we had retrained some fee appraisers, retrained our own
staff, and increased our own staff. We have brought in some new appraisers. We are in the process of training them. We do expect to increase the numbers of processing in the immediate future.
Mr. MiNisH. I am aware that a major part of the problem is a lack
of personnel. Am I correct in that?
Mr. SwEENEY. It is a very serious problem; yes.
The other side of the coin is that as an outgrowth of the 235 problems, particular attention was called to the-quality of homes and the
condition of homes people were-purchasing. So it is much more timeconsuming but I think very necessary for the FHA upon whom people
rely for the opinion on a house to make sure the judgment is sound
and make sure that the transaction is a sound, desirable one for the
buyer.
This in turn is a more time-consuming process as I stated. But again
I hope that the staffing increases on it will help us alleviate the
problem.
It is a fact, let me add, it is a fact in spite of the widespread publicity
of the precautions that we are taking, of the extra look at applications
that we are taking, of the extra appraisers and followup and scrutiny
of documents that we are-indeta king, that there are still applications being submitted to our office which are not considered satisfactory
applications and which must be either looked into further, prepared
for investigation, sent back or other very, very time-consuming process.
Mr. STEPHENS. That may-be-a- little bit of a case of over-reaction
as a result of criticism.
Mr. SWEENEY. I am asked that question often. I think that it is pos-

sible.
Mr. STEPHENS. I don't want to say they should just turn loose all the

money. It may be that-

Mr. SWEENEY. I think it is possible that individuals on our staff

or under contract to us for appraisal may react in a more conservative
manner, more thorough manner, either term you can use as a result of
that, but I think that the-comments made about the fact that it appears
that a small segment of the industry, and it is a small segment of the
industry, but nevertheless, enough to be concerned, one is enough to be
concerned with, the f4ct it still occurs really means that it would be
inadvisable for us to all of a sudden go back to 5-day processing, for
instance, at this point in-time...
Mr. MINIsH.-Bt you are making an effort to speed it up so you
can alleviate the problem?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes; for a very definite reason, I think, particularly

in the older areas, the inner cities and borderline inner cities, the
private mortgage market,is not participating without the guarantees
of FHA and VA and it is very important we-do this.
Mr. STEPHENS. It has been a little difficult for me to get the con-

cept of the 235 out of my head that I have had at home or in the area
there where you have a developer have 200 homes or 100 homes and
they come in and ask for approval and the only problem we end up
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with is that you get the question of racial balance into the picture
where you have a whole development, which I don't think you have
here. But you don't develop as a whole so you wouldtit be concerned
probably with that. But would a real estate agent pick out the house,
ask for it to be looked at by FHA and then he puts the owner in there
and put it under the 235 interest supplement program?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes; the house would first come in to us normally
without being identified as a 235 transaction. It would come in to us
for a conditional commitment.
Mr. STEPHENS. A commitment for just insurance alone?
Mr. SWEENEY. That is right; on the value of the house and the repairs that are necessary for it to hold that value. Later on when they
come in for a final commitment they come in with the buyer, the
credit instrument and all of the things that make up the full transaction, and it is at that point we would know it is a 235 transaction.
Mr. STEPHENS. Then you are depending upon the real estate agent
to get all of the data together and present it?
Mr. SWEENEY. The mortgagee. He may use the real estate agency.
He shouldn't use them for some of the things. He can use them for
others.
Mr. STEPHENS. Whoever is going to lend the money, that is the one
you are talking about?
Mr. SWEENEY. That is right.
Mr. STEPHENS. Then they present you the evidence of the fact as
to whether or not the prospective purchaser has a sufficient income to
carry the house plus the fact that he has a limitation of income, which
makes him eligible. They present that evidence and then you inspect
to see whether the evidence as presented to you is right?
Mr. SWERNEY. That is right.
Mr. STEPHENS. That is the procedure?
Mr. SWEENEY. That is correct.
Mr. MiNISii. Mr. Sweeney, the FACE program, is that under your
Department?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes.

Mr. MINISI. Are you familiar with the articles in the Star-Ledger
where they were very critical of them?
Mr. SWEE.NEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINISH. In that case I will put this into the record.
(The articles referred to are retained in the subcommittee's file.)
Mr. MiNISHi. In a recent series of articles the Star-Ledger reported
that the federally assisted code enforcement program, known as
FACE, has created potentially serious problems among the very persons it is designed to help.
The HUD funded program's intention is to provide Federal help
to upgrade neighborhoods through strict code enforcement. Federal
grants up to $3,500 are made available to qualified property ownersthose whose monthly housing costs are more than 25 percent of their
income. Moreover, 3-percentloans are offered to assist homeowners to
finance repairs necessitated by code violations. An adddd feature of the
program is the offer to refinance mortgages at a rate of 3 percent if the
total rehabilitation cost exceeds 20 percent of the outstanding mortgage loan.
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The Star-Ledger reported that the benefits are being applied to
property owners in Newark's Clinton Hill and Wequahic sections,
which have been designated FACE areas.
But the property owners complained to the Star-Ledger:
(1) The FACE administration makes it difficult for low- and moderate-income people to qualify for the grant while there are many people earning $15,000 and more who seem to do so with ease.
(2) When the building code violations are uncovered, the inspectors
often overlook potentially serious electrical code violations and plumband concentrate on cracked plaster, leaking radiators,
ing deficiencies
paint.
and(37
peling
estimates, which are prepared by FACE after a FACE
RepaIr
inspector tours the property, range to five figures. And when the contract is let, high-quality materials specified-such as brand name
paints-are substituted with low-quality, bargain materials. They said
although FACE asserts it has tight control, the contractors seem to
work with autonomy.
(4) Many people complained that contractors do shoddy work, and
in one instance, a woman said she threw the contractor out of her home
because of the mess he made. To make matters worse, she said the paint
he had used throughout her home had begun to bleed and the old paint
began to seep through.
(5) A number of persons living in the FACE area contend that
while their homes are subjected to the rigid inspection, others seem to
escape the search for code violations.
(6) Many persons who purchased their homes with FHA mort-

gages contend the FHA, when it approved the sale, overlooked the

numerous code violations and allowed the home to be sold for a premium price in a neighborhood that is in transition. Then, when the
inspectors come around, FHA turns a deaf ear to their requests for
explanations of how the Federal agency found the house worth more
than $20,000 while a city inspector can find $10,000 worth of violations
that must be corrected or the owner faces prosecution. I assume this is
something that you are looking into.
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes. As a matter of fact, we took one action at the

time and that was to hold back the authority on the grant, the authority
to make grants. Let me say that a little more clearly. The authority to
process loans or a combination of loans, the 3-percent loans and grants,
was not delegated to the local communities, who had to process those.
The authority to make grants only without a loan attached to improvements on the house was delegated to most communities.
We temporarily suspended that in all of the communities operating
not only the FACE program but the urban renewal rehabilitation
operations and have been on an itemized basis as we were reassured
community by community restoring that authority to them. That was a
result of the Star-Ledger disclosures.
The problems in the FACE program in Newark, among other things,
relate to the fact that the program itself requires a very intensive persistent and sensitive relationship with the homeowner. You are telling
the homeowner he needs to make improvements, you are helping him to
put together a package, but he is the one that is going to be spending
the money for it and it takes a great deal of sensitivity and consideration in doing this.
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In some cases the inspections were more extensive than possibly they
need be but we have had numerous conversations and discussions and I
training sessions have been undertaken in Newark in this
believe
regard.
believe also some administrative changes have been made in the
Newark operations in order to be able to answer the inquiries of people.
One of the complaints was that after inspections and after getting
letters they just couldn't get help and get the processing through.
We also asked that they limit and focus for the time being their program on the one- to four-family homes, concentrate on the homeowners
rather than on the large apartment buildings for the time being because those are the people who most need assistance.
Mr. STEPHENS. One- to four-family dwellings?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. STEPHENS. Units?
Mr. SWE'ENEgY. Yes, sir.

Mr. MINIsH. Mr. Sweeney, do you have any procedures for processing complaints about unscrupulous real estate agents and speculators in
the 235 program?
Have you prevented any of them or disbarred them from further
FHA work?
Mr. SWEENEY. Yes, we do. First, we do maintain a list of known

speculators and as we identify them we keep that list in the office so we
can make sure that we use what we call modified cost approach in
appraising the value on properties. Furthermore, if there is any indication of any wrongdoing or any misrepresentation or falsification or
sometimes just a completely confused set of documents, we look into
them to a certain extent in our own office and turn the facts over to
the investigative division in the regional office and they follow them
through. Based on the results of that investigation it might, of course,
even go to the Department of Justice in some cases, as some have in
our area and other parts of the country. If that action: is not taken
and the report of the investigation back to us merits it, we could take
a number of actions, the principal one being the most severe one, an
unsatisfactory risk determination made by our office. With relation to 235, this process is grinding its way through and
because of the large number of them so we haven't taken any, I don't
believe we have taken any, we may have taken a few, I really can't
recall, of the URD, so-called URD actions, but we have put a very
large number of them into the investigatory processes and are still
doing so on a smaller scale.
Mr. MINISIH. And the 235, are you now informing the buyer the_

length of time that the seller had the home?
Mr. Romney suggested at the hearing that all his people were informing the purchaser if a home was held for less than a year they
would be told who had it from that point on.
Mr. SWEENEY. I would have to check that specific piece of informa-

tion. If it is in the requirements we are doing it. We are getting the
piece of information as to the purchase price of a house if it was
bought within the last 2 years.
Mr. MINIsti. The Secretary said that I think in Philadelphia if I

recall, and other areas of the country, he gave orders that any time
anyone owuned a house for less than a year that the prospective pur-
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chaser would be given al-l of the details to get away from the thing
that happened here at the time you came in or before you came in. I
don't know the exact date.
Mr. SWEENEY. It was before nonetheless. You mean the 1-day transaction type thing?
Right.
Mr. MiNisH.
Mr. SWEENEY. I am not absolutely sure of the regulation on it. What-

ever the regulation is on it I am absolutely sure we are doing it.

Mr. STEPHENS. We are contemplating that as a statutory provision

in the housing bill.
Mr. SWEENEY. I would agree with that.

Mr. STEPHENS. Well, Mr. Sweeney, we appreciate your coming and

being with us. It looks as if the time has come for us, since we have
been here trying to listen and think and talk all at the same time, since
about 10 o'clock this morning. We appreciate your time and the review
that you have given us.
Mr. SWEENEY. I appreciate your interest in our problems.
Mr. STEPHENS. Thank you.
Mr. MINISH. Thank you very much.
Mr. STEPHENS. The hearing is now adjourned and we will not have
any more testimony during this hearing although tomorrow morning
we will visit the Model Cities area with the group. Thank you very
much.
(Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, subject to
call from the Chair.)

